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HEARING TUESDAY

On the Matter of the Pro
posed Fish and Game Ref
erendum
Frank D. Southard of Augusta, rep
resenting persons interested in the
pending referendum petition of the
fish and game laws has filed a peti
tion questioning the validity of some
of the referendum i»etitions, and has
;iskf d for a hearing on the matter be
fore the Governor.
Gov. Gardiner has assigned Oct.
15 at 10 a. in. in the council chamber
as the time and place for the ’near
ing. All persons interested in the
petition are invited to be present.
A conference was held Tuesday by
Gov. Gardiner, Mr . Southard, and
Deputy Attorney General Fogg.
It is expected that the Governor
will reach a determination as to the
validity of the petition as soon as pos
sible after the hearing on Oct. 15,\)ut
it is not known how extensive the in
quiry will be. Meanwhile until the
validity of the petition is determined,
the provision of the 1929 law regard
ing new fish and game licenses is not
in effect, and certain provision* of
trapping law are not in effect.
The c mmissioner of inland fish
eries and game has recently notified
town clerks as to the provisions of
law that are at present effective. This
situation will continue until further
announcement.

When you pay by check on the North
National Bank you use the stamp of

sound judgment—assuring safety and
prestige.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

It Offers You
Exclusively
Rockland Loan and Building Association

on the Monthly Payment Plan

POWER
DETECTION

Makes the

Ideal Savings Account

In 5 years it will gain $98.00 and
you will have $698.00.

Oysters
Fresh Meat
and Vegetables
Home Made Sausage

In 1 5 years it will gain $983.40 and
you will have $2,783.40.

Model 91

In 20 years it will gain $2,1 1 1.70 and
you will have $4,511.70.

18 School Street

Rockland, Me.

OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE

$137—less tubes
Power detection and the new -45 tubes plui
four tuned stages of radio frequency enable
Majestic to produce the most powerful and
selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no
hum and no oscillation nt any wave length.*
Automatic sensitivity control gives uniform
sensitivity and amplification in both high and
low wave lengths. Improved Majestic SuperDynamic Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Ma1 jestic Power-Pack, with positive voltage-bal
last, insures long life and safety. Early English
design cabinet of American Walnut. Instru
ment panel overlaid with genuine imported
Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon plate and
knobs finished in genuine silver.

Get a FREE Home Demonstration

Telephone 600
Free Delivery

Wooster’s Market
121-123

For youngsters and old folks too.
Brightly its light beamed out at night
•Glad welcome, as neighbors knew.

Not just a house, but a home, It was;
“.Why should It be taken away?”
Mutely the-poor bereft cellar asks,
“And where do the children stray?”

Autumn’s banners of red and gold
Wave from the loyal trees,
And scatter the yard as they always did
With tribute of shining leaves.
And the herbs and the little white toad-stools
stayed,
To brighten the ground where Its children
played.
Belle N. Grant
Appleton

Atwater-Kent

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

Year afteryear the same good cigar

The New Screen Grid
Electro-Dynamic Radio
Always First with Proved Improvements, Atwater
Kent now introduces Screen Grid Radio

BCM

It means the Clearest Flow of Pure Tone Quality and

New Power to Reach Far-away Stations

Hear It In Your Own Home or At Our Store

1 There Never Has Been and Never Will Be a Better Cigar Than a

- /

DAYS

Library lawn gave up the struggle in Central America that are thickly sown
j mother, who lived then in St. George.
Capt. Charles Everett Ranlett. one of
In these intervals between voyages
recent gale, and is now enjoying with ruins of ancient races—races so
the noted master mariners of Thom my chief delight was in the little suhwhat may prove its last, long sleep far hack in the pages of time that the
aston in the palmy days of American scrlption library of the village.
I
on the greensward. The pole was civilization of Egypt and the pyra
mids of that land are by comparison shipping. Another chapter of remi I became fascinated with the poems of
presented by Ca»pt. E. A. Butler, matters only of yesterday. Dr. Hall,
Campbell, Goldsmith, Burns and Scott
whose life was so closely enwrapped as has already been told at some niscences is herewith printed, con- |all of which I read many times and
in the librae’s welfare, and was length in the pages of this paper, trlbuted hy the daughter of Captain j learned so well that they have been
| °rl£lnalJy a
spent several years in the countries Ranlett, Miss Susan Alice Ranlett of at my tongue’s end and a source of
of speed somewhat excessive. In yard. The flag which it ibore until that join the United States on the 33 Commonwealth avenue, Boston, .pleasure to me all my life. At one
, ,
,
„ , . .
, time I could repeat from memory the
turning to avoid the other car she two years ago*was presented by the
compiled from documents in her pos. ,
.
r\
, . .....
whole of “The Deserted Village.” ‘ The
nt the forward wheel into the soft Progressive Party when that and
session. The following reminiscences Traveler,” “The Pleasures of Hope.”
campaign
banners
went
out
of
style.
gravel shoulder of the roadway, the
seem to belong to the years preced Pope's “Essay on Man.” and nearly
impact throwing the steering gear out It is said to have been the largest
ing and including 1840.
For two all of “The Lady of the Lake." Among
of her control, so that the car leaped flag ever flown in Rockland, but this
across the road, striking the Cobh may not he quite correct, as the rival
years Captain Ranlett, a very young the treasures of this library were
“Riley’s Narrative” and “Paddock’s
car amidships and throwing it into parties used to unfurl some mighty
man, had commanded the brig Ann Narrative” which old-fashioned folk
the ditch. Both cars were badly banners on Main street before the
Maria, named for the girl who was remember.
smashed. Assistance was rendered trolley wire interfered with the
Another book with which I became
later to be his wife.]
by occupants of cars held up by the bunting. The flag in question is now
familiar at this time was Rollin’s
• ♦ ♦ ♦
accident and Governor Cobb rode to scarcely more than a mass of tatters,
Ancient History, with its stories of
his home in one of these. The car and In due course will be 'burned. As
My next vessel (so he writes), was the Persians, Greeks and Romans.
later was driven home by the chauf the Public Library is thus bereft of
the Coral, a schooner of seventy tons. Thege
a dwp impreHgl((n
feur, John Hatch, and is in hospital pole and flag fhe Institution which
In her I made a single trip to Alex and in subsequent years, to three of
for considerable repairs. The offend Mr. Carnegie ibuilt may be deprived of
andria. A coaster captain of the the ships which I built. I gave names
ing car, whose occupants were hurt Its patriotic foreground.
present day would be “surprised to taken from Greek history. When the
no more than with the violent shak
The Library has approximately 3000
know that my only disbursements little library was at last broken up
ing-up. was taken in tow to the near patrons—just how many will he dis
were seventy-five cents, viz. a cent a and the books divided among the
est repair shop.
covered when the process of re
ton for wharfage at Alexandria.
subscribers, Pope’s translation of the
registration is completed. This has
Upon the next and last of my coast Odyssey in several volumes fell to
not been done for seven years,, and
ing trips I was in command of the my mother. One of these volumes,
the librarian. Miss Snow, is not quite
Extio, a schooner of about 140 tons. still in my possession, is one of the
I cannot say that my memory of her few material reminders of those longcertain what the new figures will re
is pleasant; for she was in some past days.
veal.
respects the worst vessel I ever set
What do they read—all these pa
• • ♦ •
foot aboard or ever heard about.
trons? One book certain to have a
In
the
seaport
towns of that time,
Under the most favorable circumlarge demand is “The Uncertain
stances I could not get her to log there were many odd and original
Trumpet,’’ by Hutchinson, author of
m< re than five knots and no mortal characters, whose exploits made good
“If Winter Comes.” “All Quiet On the
could steer her within two points of stories. In the town of South Thom
Western Front” is much sought, and
any definite course. Even in the aston was a young man (G. T.) In
Dr. Walter D. Hal,
there is another notable story emanat
least swell, she rolled and thrashed telligent, but of rough manners and
ing from the Great Struggle, and
like a thing possessed hy a demon. a pronounced atheist. One day he
known as “A Fatalist At War.” It
south and speaks of them with an II the ship of Ulysses had been like went out In a small sail-boat to a
was written by a German officer.
neighboring island, where he kept a
The floors of the Library are to be intimacy of knowledge arising out of the Extio. he would have remained flock of sheep. Upon the way his boat
in the land of the lotus-eaters and
refinished and the lighting equipment his sojourn there.
was struck by a squall and was seen
At a time when these ruins are been quite justified.
which provided for 2-foot candleto capsize and sink.- The persons on
• • • ♦
power, where 10 is required, is to be particularly in the public mind be
shore who saw the disaster were un
cause of the flights of Colonel Lind
replaced by a modern arrangement.
Not knowing the various accom able to render assistance and sup
Mrs. Stella McRae of the Library bergh thither on errands of further plishments of the Extio. I started in posed that T. must have been
discovery, Dr. Hall’s intimate de her in mid-winter on a voyage to New
staff has been missing from her cus
drowned. But, as was later learned,
tomary post this week, while serving scriptions were of particular interest. Orleans. While we were reefing a clinging to an oar he was able to float
In recent times, he said, vast areas mainsail, one day. the peak halyards
as a delegate to the annual conven of ruins are being opened out close
for several hours until picked up by a
tion of the Maine Council of Religi beside the tracks of railroads which swung out and caught over the horn passing boat and landed on the shore
of
the
cross-tree.
A
sailor
was
ous Education in Portland.
at some distance from home. When
long have passed through the region
The new book truck is one of the without the presence of tl^e ruins be sent aloft to clear them, but, when he reached the village, he was greet
he
was
half-way
up
the
shrouds,
the
m0st popular pieces of equipment in ing suspected. There are vast pyra
ed by his neighbors as one returned
the ’ institution, according to Miss mids, in construction of cement lay Extio began to thrash so furiously from beyond the grave.
that
*hfc
dared
go
no
farther.
A
It happened that at this time a re
Ray Thurston, Porter Apple Expert Snow and her assistants. It facili ers, totally unlike the huge stone
tates the work greatly. And the Boy blocks of Egypt and greater in size. Swedish sailor, who had been a vival was in progress in town.% The
chuckling
observer
of
his
shipmate
’
s
minister thought it would be a' good
Scouts are said to he planning a Only lately houses have been un
discomfiture cried, “I sail clear the opportunity to approach T. on the
‘ You seem to be of the opinion that newspaper rack for the Library.
covered in which mural decorations
halyard!
”
but
he
too
gave
up
the
subject of religion, so after congratu
the Porter apple is off the map.”
Among the welcome contributions are ns fresh as if made yesterday.
climb. Then the mate, who had been lations on his marvelous escape the
Thus Ray E. Thurston, one of made to the Library during the sum
The origins of the peoples with
storming
at
the
men
for
their
cow

parson said:
Knox County's prominent fruit grow mer was a complete set of Shake whom these ruins have to do nobody
“Surely, it was nothing less than a
ers, as he hovered over the desk of the speare (Balfour edition) presented by knows. Idols found are like some ardice, rushed boldly up, but got no
farther
than
the
sailors
had.
and,
on
divine miracle. Mr. T.”
apple editor.
•
Miss Martha Wight.
of those of Egypt and others are of
reaching
the
deck,
swore
that
the
“Nothing of the kind.” replied T.
"Set your teeth into those.” ire
Additions to the newspaper files Chinese appearance. Some are of
continued, pouring out the contents include the Boston Transcript and great stones five feet in diameter. schooner might go to the bottom be “No miracle about it.”
fore
he
would
risk
his
life
up
there!
“Well, then.” said the minister, “if
of a paper hag—as pretty an array David Lawrence’s United States A curious thing is that no implements
as one could wish to behold of shape daily. On the magazine shelves are or articles of metal are found—the It was now my turn. I soon reached I hat is no miracle, what would you
the
midway
point,
when
the
vessel,
call
a miracle?"
ly fruit, touched with the ripening now foi/nd several newcomers, in chief fashioning is of pottery and
rolling to windward, shook and
“Well, sir,” returned T.. “IP I had
colors of autumn.'
cluding The Small Home and The terracotta. He once picked up a thrashed the shrouds and me as a
grabbed hold of a crowbar and that
Followed an argument upon the American Home, which have to do whistle made of earth and burned,
terrier does a rat. I clung on however bad floated me, I should say that was
subject of apple deterioration.
with building and furnishing plans, with a pea in it. like the whistles of for dear life, and at last, in a mo a miracle!”
e
“It isn't altogether the Porter it gardens, etc.; Aviation, a weekly today, and when he had cleaned'it out
His reply, commonly reported about
self that has changed,” said Ray. magazine which is eagerly sought by he blew upon it with a noise like that mentary lull, I rushed up over the
dangerous point and performed the town, was of no help in the interests
| "Something has got to be allowed
the air-minded; and a new book on its boyish owner once made, thou task. But 1 freely forgave the crew ot the revival.
for the difference in taste of youth
sands
of
years
ago.
Television. Four late volumes of fic
for refusing the terrible ordeal.
• ♦ ♦ ♦
and old age—and yet I'll admit,” sez
Whence these races cam? and
♦ * » •
lie, "that differences do exist. I've tion are added each month from the whither vanished no records disclose.
Indeed,
true
piety
was often at dis
i two trees of those Porters growing Library’s limited purse.
Wave after wave of civilization
r completed the voyage to New count in the shore towns, hut that a
The
Public
Library
is
open
every
close together, and the fruit of one
passed over those regions that are now Orleans, sailed thence to New York, man may Ijb good and not pious, the
weekday from 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
is quite unlike the other.”
the heart of jungles—civilizations so thence to Merimachl, New Brunswick,
How many are exploring its treas ancient that beside them Egypt is then to Pictou, to Cold Spring and following incident proves.
It was in those days a common
ures?
Get the Peoples laundry, Llmebut a child.
Rondout, New York, thence to Bos custom for the wood coasters to
j rock street. Tel. 170. to help you with
Of the land of romance and buried ton and Thomaston. While sailing anchor in the rivers or coves and have
AN AUTUMN VIEW
| housecleaning.
They wash quilts.
treasure Dr. Hall finished with some through the Gut of Canso, the Extio their cargoes taken out .to them in
blankets, curtains, etc.
good stories, adding that if one was gave us another exhibition of her de flat-bottomed scows, known as gon
41-tf
[For The Courier-Gazette]
not averse to hot weather, poor food, moniac antics. By refusing to obey dolas or gundalows.
These were
A houseless cellar on the old back road,
fleas and snakes it was a good coun the helm, she caused the main boom awkward, clumsy craft to handle and
A hollowed-out space In the earth,
Catnip and caraway frowning down
try to visit on tours of investigation. to jibe, and the sheet, catching on skill and experience were necessary
At the little white toad-stools’stirth.
Warm applause followed his half the wheel, completely demolished all to manage them properly. One of our
hour of entertainment.
the steering-gear. It was only by village neighbors, who had a son
Here are perpetual old stone steps
Guests present were Dr. Nathaniel the promptest action that we escaped named Ambrose, was one day asked
, That led to the roll-wa.v door —
Coming and going each busy day
Wood of Boston and S. Nilo Spear of running on the rocks. I was glad by a friend what kind of a boy Am
The housewife her burdens bore
Rockland; and E. K. Leighton, Wa enough to have done with this crazy brose was.
terville and Standish Perry, Camden craft. 1 never knew what end she
Needful things to the milk-room shelves.
“Wal,” replied the old man,
FRESH FISH
were visiting Rotarians.
And later bringing them back—
made, but doubtless she has gone to thoughtfully and slowly, “AmbroseEverj’ edible good was stored,
Davy Jones, who may well consider is-a-good-man. I-don’t-mean-to-sayHaddock
Halibut
The seasons found never a lack.
PROMINENT IN DRAMATICS
her one cf the choicest curiosities he’s-n-godly-man, but-he’s-a- goodof
his famous locker.
Tinker Mackerel
The house that has gone was a friendly house,
man-in-a-gundalow!”

Clams

In 10 years it will gain $406.60 and
you will have $1606.60.

Rocklan d Loan & Building Association

IN THE OLD SHIPPING

3

Have you ever figured what it would amount to with interest at
5'/2% per annum, compounded semi-annually?

Has paid its depositors 5’/^% dividends since 1907. Shares may be
had at any time, and monthly deposits may be made in any amount
from $1.00 to $50.00. Start an account now and see it grow.

FASCINATING RUINS

UZOOSTER’G
” MARKET

CAN YOU SAVE $10.00 PER MONTH?

THIS ASSOCIATION

PUBLIC LIBRARY

Volume 84.................. Number 123

which the parties issued with noth
••• ••• ••• ••• IP, ing worse than minor bruises and a
severe shaking up. Mr. Cobb was be
Never leave that till tomorrow •••
ing driven in his sedan on the way
which you can do today.—Benjamin •••
home from Portland, when at MontsFranklin.
•••
••• weag a car proceeding in the opposite
direction suddenly rounded a turn in
••• •••
••• ••• .«• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
Jhe road.
The driver was a woman, the rate
.i

The Stamp of
Sound Judgement

Purchasing Shares in the

MOTOR CARS COLLIDE

THREE CENTS A COPY

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Gov. Cobb’s Sedan Victim Poleless and Flagless, But It’s Doctor Hall Tells Rotarians
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation and
of Smash-up — Occupants
Still a Literary Treasure
Something of the Ancient When Thomaston Mariners Sailed Deep Water and Shore
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Towns Boasted Local Characters
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Escape Serious Injury
House
Civilizations of Mexico
1840. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Rotarians yesterday had a real
Governor Cobh was in a motor-car
Flagless for two years, and rotted
Free Press was established In 1855 and in
[Previous issues of this paper have"!
During my years in coasting ves1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These accident Thursday afternoon, that at the base, the flagstaff on Public treat in the story told by Dr. Walter
I was often at the home of my
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
D. Hall of the regions of Mexico and contained stories of the career of j
was close to being tragical hut from

I* ••• ••• •••

who are prepared to take ad
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B. C. M. Until Mother Earth Produces Better Tobacco

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
305 Main Street

Rockland, Me.
121-123

Vincent Wiggin, Son of Former So.
Thomaston Man, Active In Con
necticut School.

WEARING A MEDAL

ONE PARDON GRANTED

Emma Lufkin of Andover, who was
committed to the State Prison in 1924
J. F. Cooper Given Fine To for a life sentence for murder of her
Illegitimate child was granted a conken and Praised By Insur I ditional
pardon by the Governor
and Council Tuesday, the conditions
ance President
being the usual statutory ones. The
.1. F. Cooper, local agent of the New Governor and Council denied the peti
tions of Benjamin H. Turner, comEngland Mutual Life Insurance, is morant of Portland, who is serving
displaying with Justifiable pride a a life sentence for the murder of
handsome silver medal, bearing his James D. Hallen of Falmouth.
name, which was presented to him hy
the company, recently. In recognition YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of Ills 25 years' service. It is an in
dividual company medal, specially
If I had to live my Ute again I would ham
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
prepared by Tiffany.
to some music at least once a week. The losa
Ferd was much pleased with the of these tastes Is a loss of happiness. -Charles
token hut not more so than he was Darwin.
with the letter which accompanied
it. George W. Smith, president of the
ON! SAIL ON!
company, wrote:
October 12. 1492
"It gives me great pleasure to con Behind him lay the gray Azores.
Behind the Gatesof Hercules ;
gratulate you upon representation of
him not the ghost of shores;
this company covering more thnn a Before
Before him only shoreless seas.
quarter of a century. During all the The good mate said: “Now must we pray,
time that you have represented the
For lo! the very stars are gone.
company there has never been a sug Brave Admiral speak : what shall I say?”
“Why, say : ’Sail on ! sail on ’. and on I’ ”
gestion of complaint on the part of
any policy holder that you did not "My men grow mutinous day by day :
My men grow ghastly, wan and weak.”
completely cover his interests, and
during this time you have had a The stout mate thought of home: a spray
Of salt wave washed his swarthy cheek.
lower per cent, of terminations than "What shall I say. brave Admiral, say.
any agent in the Portland office. In
If we sight naught but seas at dawn?”
fact, the persistency of your busi “Why, you shall say at break of day :
’nail on ! sail on ! sail on ! and on 1’ ”
ness tells its own story of work well
done.
They sailed and sailed, as winds might blow,
Until at last the blanched mate said ;
“We have had Tiffany prepare one
of the individual Company medals In “Why, now not even God would know
.Should I and all my men fall dead.
silver aqd engrave your name upon These
very winds forget their way.
it. in recognition of this quarter of a
For God from these dread seas Is gone.
century service. We hope that you Now speak, brave Admiral, speak and say----- ”
He said : "Sail on ! sail on ! and on I"
will wear it on your watehehaln. as
an evidence of membership In a small They sailed. They sailed. Then spake the
but select group of agents, whose
mate:
"Tlds mad sea shows his teeth tonight.
qualifications are 25 years of honor
He
curls
his lip, he lies In wait.
able service."
He lifts his teeth as if to bite!

South Thomaston folks will have
no difficulty in recognizing the above
as a portrait of Vincent S. Wiggin.
the young man who distinguished
himself in the drama ‘‘Married for
Money,” which was presented for
the benefit of the South Thomaston
Church in August.
Young Wiggin is to graduate from
the Hartford (Conn.) High School in
February, is a former president of
the H.P.H.S. Dramatic Club, and has
just been elected to the executive
committee of that body for the sem
ester. He will assist Edward Winchell, new president, in the manage
ment of the organization.
Mr. Wiggin Is a son of Ilarry Wig
NO ARMY-NAVY GAME
gin, a native of South Thomaston,
who has recently built a lovely sum
Secretary Good said that efforts to
mer home there which is being occu
pied by the family through the wintet arrange a post-season football game
between West Point and Annapolis
this year.
for this season had failed. He added
M. E. Prof, (after lecture)—-“Are however that efforts were being made
hy himself and Secretary Adams to
there any questions?”
Frost—'Yes, sir. How do you cal get the service institutions to resume
culate the horse-power in a donkey athletic relations on a basis suitable
to them.
engine?’’

Brave Admiral, say but one good word :
What shall we do when hope Is gone?”
The words leapt like a leaping sword :
“Sail on ! sail on ! sail on ! and on 1”
Then pale and worn, he paced his deck,
And peered through darkness. Ah, that
night
Of all dark nights ! And then a speck----A light! A light ! At last a light !
It grew, a starlit flag unfurled '
It grew to he Time's burst of dawn
He gained a world: he gave that world
Its grandest lesson: "On! sail on!
,

,

— Joaquin Miller.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
Rockland, .Me.. 0<t. 12. 19».

Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Oct. 10, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6235 copies.
Before me,

FRANK B. MILLER.
4
Notary Public.

The son of man
angels, and they
his kingdom all
and them which
thew 13:41.

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two

shall send forth hie
shall gather out ol
things that offend
do iniquity.—Mat

No contributions are more warmly
welcomed to the columns of this
paper than those which have dealings
with the vanished days of American
shipping, with which these coast
towns were so intimately associated—
brave days of danger and adventure,
out of which were developed men of
recognized ability and rugged in
character. To the story of the suc
cessful career of Captain Ranlett.
already dealt with, it is a pleasure to
add the column of reminiscence
printed elsewhere in this issue. It is
interesting to observe that in ,those
far-off days the town of St. George
supported a library, out of the books
of which this deep-water sailor
acquired a close acquaintance with
the best in literature. How many
sailors of the present day—or any
body else, for that matter—can re
peat from memory, as Captain Ran
lett could, the whole of Goldsmith's
“Deserted Village” and “The Trav
eler,’’ Campbell’s “Pleasures of Hope.’
Pope’s “Essay on Man,” Scott’s
“Lady of the Lake?” Or boast an
intimate knowledge of the ancients
in history, of the Odyssey, and tales
of Greece and Rome? It is somewhat
the manner, in these modern days of
jazz in music, dress and literature, tv
lift an eyebrow when reference is
made to those vanished writers upon
whom the taste of our elder genera
tions wqs fashioned. We give it as
our opinion, for whatever it may be
worth, that a sailorman whose mind
had been in delighted association

have been college graduates and they words: “The first duty of the school will cooperate In training boys and moan the fact that our educational
efficiency is far below that of th6
were probably teaching until some is to teach the pupil to do better the girls for useful occupations.
Pupils will go to clauses part of the European countries. Let us rememdesirable things of life that he will do
better job presented itself.
After school John went home and anyway.” “A second duty < f the time and work at their chosen occu- , her that ail education in Europe is
during the remainder of the ■ based upon class privilege. Prussia
Principal Blaisdell Contrasts Systems Old and New and again helped with the household ! school is to reveal higher types of pations
duties. When the family had enjoyed activities and to make them desired time. This is not a new or original has fewer than nine per cent of those
idea. Some years ago Henry Ford of secondary schools age in attend
Predicts Great Things For the Future
the evening meal together the chil- and to an extent possible.”
dren settled down for an evening of ' Wt? may well ask ourselves this tried the experiment of establishing a ance upon the secondary schools.
study Jazz, the radio and movies [ question—Is the modern high school small trade school. The enrollment England has fewer than fourteen per
in this school has grown from about cent and the United States has mope*
[At the Rotary Club meeting of try schools have come the Lifepira- were attractions reserved Tor the— measuring up in all respects to these 125 to several thousand. Boys in this than fifty-two per cent.
shall 1 say more fortunate?—youth two ideals of secondary education?
1
tions
which
have
shaped
the
ideals
last Friday Josi ph E. Blaisdell. prinschool learn both the theory and pracThe following table shows the way
and ideas of the civilization of all of today. The next day's lessons were The answer would have to be in the
eilKil of the Rockland High School,
prepared and often recited in the lit- : negative. It is t»ue that we have en tice of shop work. Their training is in which the federal dollar is spent:
i
time.
f
The business conditions throughout discussing the subject of education,
directed so skilfully that the school | Necessities ........................................24L
My talk will deal with the public tie family circ’e. llis day ended at riched the content of. our high school j
The Luxuries ................................ ..............22*<i
Maine as reported to the division drew interesting comparisons be school in the particular field of sec nine o’clock when he retired to enjoy courses of study but we have net yet lias become self-supporting.
broken entirely away from the domi boys*7hanufacture enough tools and Waste ...................................................14
headquarters of the Central Maine , tween the older methods and those ondary or high school education. The his nine hours of restful sleep.
nation of college entrance require Ford parts to pay the entire operating Miscell ineous .................................... 13Vi
• » » »
Power Co. show an increase in Sep- j that have come into vogue today. term secondary education will mean
investment ........................................ 11
ments. Most high schools are doing expenses of the school.
that
period
of
a child's training from
Now let us consider James Brown,
tember over the preceding month, j The text'of his address is here given.]
The cost of maintaining our /ree Crime ..........................?..........................8V&
the seventh grade to the college a youth of 1929. Jim drags out of i a fine }ob at college preparation. But
public high schools will nev$r be | Government ......................................... 4‘£
» • * *
with mtost Industries running fuil i
1 wish to consider briefly the con bed at 8 a. m.. snatches a bite to eat i this group represents only ten or fif
time. Localized reports, with but few j l am happy to have the privilege of trast between the schools of yester and arrives at the schoolhouse just as teen per cent of the number graduated justified until we graduate more boys Education ......................... *................. l’a
and girls who are better equipped to j Religion ....................................................%
exceptions, forecast genuinely satis representing my profession at your day and today and to take you with the last bell sounds its note of warn in any one year. The ccmmercia’ make a living than those whom we | Might w° not double the amount
j
students
are
provided
with
an
eleme
in
fancy
into
the
high
school
of
j
meeting today. I am proud to belong
ing. He enters a building of modern i mentary business education.
factory conditions. We quote:
The are now sending into the world. ! spent for education and religion
to a group of men and women whose the future. Let us think of this sub- |
In the southern section improve record of unselfish service is sur ject from the standpoint of the pupil, | construction and design. Ils light i remainder of our high school popu- Some of you will immediately say twice, and still be a long way from
ing. heating, ventilation and sani ' lation. the largest percentage of tin that this sort of a school system national bankruptcy?
ment is noted in the textile mills in i passed only by that of the Christian the school and the teacher.
tary arrangements are all of the
would be impossible because of the \
f
*
Lisbon. Lisbon Falls and Lisbon Church. Our calling is as eld as
W? will think of JohntJones as a ' latest type. Jim is grouped with other J whole enrollment, goes out from
increased cost.
•
x
1 will close my talk by r quotation
Center and most cf the small manu- :
1
school
with
little
preparation
for
nigh school boy of a quarter century pupils of the same meptal ability.
It does sound like a visionary ; from the Journal of the National
lacturing plants in and around
igo. Twenty-live years ago there He may lake courses in almost every ' earning a living. Is it not time every
s-i heme, but don’t forget that many Educational Association:
Brunswick are operating at capacity, j
' were approximately one-Venth as . thing from automobile repairing to j child was given that education which
Bath, with the shipping industry
1 will best fit him to do the work which men’s visions have come true in the ' “in all history has there been a
many high school pupils as there are I accounting.
His physical training
past. Henry Ford had a vision of . single achievement so inspiring as the
booming and allied industries keep
today. The high school student of i program is supervised by experts. He ' he has chosen ?
cheap transportation and he gave-to ! enrollment of a mighty army of five
ing in pace, is coming back strong.
that day was one of a rather highly may engage in numerous outside
•
•
•
«
the world a car within the reach of i million young people in the high
In Gardiner, the shoe factories are
selected group. John was preparing activities such as assemblies, orUnited States?
I have attempted to show the con- millii/ns. Thomas Edison dreamed of I schools of tlie
running normally with plenty of work
himself for a professional or busi cheslra. glee club, dramatics, literary i triast between the school of yesterday
ahead. The spinning and shoe inter
better lighting and the incandescent The whole life of America throughness career. Vourses in homemaking societies and all types of athletics.
and today. N’ow I venture a prophecy j lamp resulted.
ests in Skowhegan are optimistic.
out the centuries to come—indeed
and industrial arts were rare or non
His teachers are college graduates concerning the school of the future
Lewiston’s shoe industry is better
the whole life of the world—will be
existent.
Our
high
school
pupil
of
who
have
taken
teacher
training
Tomorrow's
secondary
school
will
than last year at this time and mer
School men everywhere are dream colored by the great fact that five
those
mid-victorlan
times
got
up
in
i
courses.
They
are
experts
in
their
j
take
a
pupil
at
th?
seventh
grade
and
chants report business unusually
million sturdy youth are getting the
the morning, ate a substantial break field. They are paid a living wage continue his training through the first ing of a new day in education and the
good. hi Norway, the shoe industry
dawn is just ahead Our great Presi best education ever offered to the
fast,
helped
with
the
chores
ab»|ut
■
and
dress
as
well
as
the
average
;
two
years
of
his
college
course,
is particularly good.
dent Hoover in the last campaign common people. What an achieve
the house and started for school.
Belfast's new shoe industry is un
i American citizen.
-i There will be trained psychologists in uttered the phrase, "Maintained ment! what a challenge! what a
•
•
•
•
der way with upwards of 50 hands
every school who will determine the equality of opportunity.” He tells us faith! How quickly this new vision
employed and more work appears to
Jim goes home to an empty house mental fitness of pupEs for the dif- what that phrase means “There has come into American life! The
The building in which John’s school
be coming. Waterville and the sec
was housed did not have proper ven Mother is at the club and father has ferent trades and professions. This | should be no child in America who enrollment in high schools has
tion to the northward, around Dovertilation. lighting or heating.
The not yet returned from the office. The I sounds like a rash prophecy. The does not live under sound conditions doubled 6r nearly doubled every de
Foxcroft. report general improvement
seats were often rude and uncom I family eats a hasty supper secured other day 1 heard Miss Hale. State I of health; who does not have full op cade since 1S80, so that the figures
with the majority of plants running
fortable ani
mnitarv conveni- i from the bakery and delicatsfipsn agent for rural education, relate hei portunity for •duration fram the in round numbers run: lS&O. 100.0(H):
full time, some running night sched
i store After supper Mr. and Mrs. experiences, when she prophesied a kindergarten to the university; who 1890. 200.000; 1900. 500.030; 1910,
i enees were inadequate.
ule as well as day.
j The course of study was prescribed Brown leave for the bridge party. 1 few years ago that there would soon is not free from injurious labor; who 1.000.000; 1920. 2.000,000: 1931>, 5.000.! largely by the colleges and included The lure of jazz is too much for the be a school physician and a school does not have stimulation to ambition 000. The high school is a giant in its
Radio never has carried a message
Latin, some Greek, mathematics and ! lad and he spends his evening at o nurse in every community in the t /The fullest of h's or her capacities. influenc?. It is destined to l>e more
of greater significance to the \v rid.
Tinr<* always will he with us those powerful stEl. Buildings are improv
i other college preparatory subjects. public dance hall. He reaches home State. Is- it consistent to place sc
than that which came over last
Business training of an elementary at eleven too tired to study, goes to much emphasis upon physical health critics who say that the good old days ing: teachers are more highly trained;
sort was offered to those who cared to bed and arises the next morning to go and to make no attempt to i\nied\ were best and that our modern educa courses touch more closely the life
night's country-wide hook-up. in the
elect it. John's physical training was through the same process again, miner mental defects and to place tional system is going to the doglCbe- of today."
address of the Premier of Great
limited to participation in such ath Perhaps I have overdrawn this last pupils where they can do the best p, s- cause cf the introduction of new
Ptincipal Joseph E. Blaisdell
Britain, speaking at a banquet given
methods and devices. Our schools
letics as the school might support picture but it is a true story and typi- sible work?
The teachers in the schools of to- are not perfect. Your newest auto
in his honor in New York. As a frank
and to his work about the house. The | cal of the life of many of our high
and open appeal for friendship and History Ftself. From the time of Con- outside activities of the school were school boys and girls. The school is morrow will be trained expel ts—as- mobile is not perfect. We are still
expected io supply that which the skilled in their work as your family experimenting to improve our teach Seminarv and Junior College
not suspicion between the two coun i l'ucius to the present day the teacher few. Debating and public speaking
were important but the high school home does not give. Too often the physician is in his profession. Build- ing of boys and girls and to make finer
has
been
the
living
soul
of
the
educaFor girls. Thorough college preparation.
tries. as an eloquent plea for peace
' tive process. The story of the world’s dance was frowned upon as a thing school is criticized when it fails to ings must be equipped to give a automobiles. We cannot go back to Member American Association Junior Colleges.
that no misunderstanding ever shall progress might well be called the his- apart from school life.
meet the demands placed upon it.
i greater range of industrial and home the old red schoolhouse method of1 Music, art, dramatics, home economics, steuoTin aims of secondary education , making courses. We shall no longer "lickin’ and larhin' ” any more than iMiihic courses. Sni&d classes. Charming
The teachers in John's school had
be able to disturb, the speech cannot | to.ry of great teachers. From the
campus.
Gymnasium, sports. Rate $1060.
fail to leave upon our people a pro I gnat teacher of all mankind down not been trained in teacher training have been well stated by Dr. Briggs be attempting to fit square i>egs into we cun revert to the ox cart method Catalog. Agnes M. Sattord. Prm., Box T.
institutions. They may or may not of Columbia VTniversity in Ihest round holes. Industry and the school i of transportation. Many critics be- Portland. Maine.
2-51
io
the
teacher
of
the
smallest
coun

found impression of sincerity.

With Goldsmith, Scott and Pope,
would make far more agreeable trav
eling companion for a day's ride in a
railroad train, than one whose intel
lectual upbringing had rested upon
no more impressive foundations than
the books of Sinclair Lewis and
Rupert Hughes and the colored sup
plement of the Sunday paper.

HIGH

SCHOOL PAST AND PRESENT

WESTBROOK

BURPEE FURNITURE CO

MONDAY

-We OFFERTHE

NEWEST IN

r

A tale of brand new suite styles for the Fall season — creations of remarkable

quality, distinction and fine workmanship! j&hown here are

astonishing savings this special Monday

Fine Suite With Newest Features’
eptional low price! Style for the new season! Distinc, larger, more graceful arms! Smart serpentine front
i rich drop-carvings! More luxurious proportion! Re;ible cushions! A long deep divan, large wing chair and
andseme club chair. In real Jacquard Velour all over.
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

room at almost inconceivably low prices

event brings to you!

only a few of the
Suites for every

Although they are on sale as extraordi

nary feature values, a small deposit will deliver and you may pay the balance as

$

119

convenient! Determine to be here early!

__

Special! Carved Frame Mohair Suite!
Outstanding value—fine spring construction!
Distinctive
serpentine-curved fronts with massive drop-carvings and
button tufting! Web bottoms! Massive 6-leg davenport,
luxurious wing chair and club chair. All kt high grade
.genuine mohair. Only ......................................................................
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

$ 169

GLENWOOD
CABINET HEATER
$

10

DELIVERS
BALANCE
WEEKLY

Special One Week Sale!
A Glenwood Cabinet Heater is so well
known to Knox County people that de
scription is hardly necessary. This sea
son some important improvements have
been made and there has been a marked
cut down of its fuel consumption. Fin
ished a beautiful walnut color in a real
porcelain that will wear forevc-r. Bums
even its own gases, soot and smoke.
Heats throughout every room. Save!

Elaborate New Bedroom Suite!
Very unusual saving opportunity!
Built of beautiful
straight-grain walnut veneers and other choice woods. Full
size bed, chest with five large deep drawers, latest style
vanity with large mirror and a beautiful dresser—each pan
eled with a lovely wood of lighter, contrasting tone that
gives an appearance of distinction!
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!

$

139

A Deposit of Only $10
Delivers This Heater To Your Home

Superb Suite with Hollywood Vanity!
Brand new style at an amazing Monday’s saving!
lOf
lovely matched grain walnut veneers and other choice
woods! Wonderfully paneled! Graceful bed, dresser with
large plate mirror, chest of five reomy drawers and a vanity
with large mirrer that is a beauty. All pieces.
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE!-

4b

Three Panel
Buffet Mirror
Genuine plate in a beautiful
three-section frame.
Don’t
miss this bargain.

$6.49

Card Table
A first class table that sold fdr
$3.50. While they last we
offer for

98c

L

j*

8Htt

astfg

.

$

139

BURPEE’S
361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHMlRHOOD EVENTS

4

Oct. 12—Semi an^ial meeting of Maine
state Hand Knglte League In Topsham.
Oct. 1'2— Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Meguntlcook Grange, Camden.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day horse races at Knox
Trotting Park.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 13—Bishop Brewster will visit St.
Peter’s Church.
Oct. 15—'Progressive Literary Club meets
with Mrs. Com Snow.
Oct. 13-17—Camden—Chautauqua In Opera
House.
Oct. 16—Opening meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Oct. 17—Chapin Class bridge party at home
of Mrs. II. P. Blodgett.
Oct. 17—Knox County Fish and Game Asso
ciation has banquet and meeting at Odd Fel
lows’ hall, Tenant’s Harbor.
Oct. 20—Rally Sunday at the Vnlversallst
Church.
Oct. 21—Shakespeare Society celebrates
40th anniversary at Copper Kettle.
Oct. 22—Outing Club meets with Mrs. J. X
Southard.
Oct. 24— Camden Commandery’s gift ball
in Camden Opera House.
Oct. 24-25—Bangor—Eastern Maine Pythian
Jubilee Association.
Oct. 25—Penobscot View 'Grange holds an
nual fair.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 31—‘Halloweeh.
Oct. BI Halloween
Itooevik Club.

dance,

auspice*

of

Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
. Nov. 4—Monthly meeting of City GovernKment.
Nov. 4—Belfast—First regular meeting of
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.*
Nov. 19-21—Joint agricultural show in Lew
iston.
Nov. 21—'Vnlversallst Fair.
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Meguntlcook Grange
fair.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
benefit senior class of high school.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—St. Peter's annual Christmas bazaar.
Dec. 23—Christmas.

James McIntosh, freight clerk for
the Eastern Steamship Lines, is hav
ing his annual vacation.
Mrs. Alice M. Spear has an Easter
lily which was replanted in the
ground this summer and is now in
bud.

A. R. Pugh, resumes his duties as
telegraph operator at the Maine Cen
tral Station tomorrow, after a vaca
tion trip to New York State, with his
wife.

There was a hearing Thursday con
cerning the recent accident at the
Pleasant street railroad crossing
which cost two lives.

Carrie Niles was arraigned before
Judge Miller Thursday, charged with
the larceny of antiques from David
Rubenstein. She was placed on pro» bation.
Leroy Patterson resumed his duties
at Moor's drug store today, having
completed a fortnight’s vacation
which saw him following familiar
trails in Boston and at Brockton Fair.
Frank T. Lepage, Clowes M.
Christy and Charles R. Steeves of
Millinocket were in the city Thurs
day undergoing eye examination in
connection with proposed aviation
studies.

ON MY SET

WAITING the word

“You ought to be down my way
and hear the squealer” a Southend man said to me yesterday.
It’s very annoying, but is by no
means confined to the Southend.
I get the same story from all
parts of the city, and generally I
find that the complaint comes
from those who are trying to op
erate on WNAC.

Baptist Men’s League Starts

IN THE

'

George E. Dunton. agent of the
Eastern Steamship Lines, goes out
on liis annual vacation Sunday, and
accompanied by Mrs. Dunton will
make a trip to Norfolk. Va., return
ing the middle of the following week.
Agent Dunton has had an unusually
busy summer and the vacation will
offer welcome and well deserved rest.

George Doak, Charles M. Lawry.
George C. Simmons, “Ty” Cobb. Fred
Howard and Eben Hustings will at
tend the meeting of the Maine State
Hand Engine League tonight in
Topsham. Mr. Lawry is treasurer of
the League, Mr. Simmons is vice
president and Messrs. Doak and Cobb
are delegates with Howard and Has| tings as alternates.
Captain II. V. Tweedie lias received
from, the headquarters Af the 303d
Infantry. Portland, a request to make
a survey of Rockland as to facilities
which could be used for mobilization
in this Corps area. It is not expected
that there will be a war this week or
rtext, but Uncle Sam has learned a
thing or two about preparedness, and
the mobilization plans are about to
undergo a revision. Dr. Tweedie will
be assisted in bis research by Secre
tary Hewett of the Chamber of Com
merce.

Fancy Gold Fish in great variety
at Crie’s Gift Shop. Fan-tails, Rib
bon-tails. Comets, Telescopes and
Calico Teh’scopes. Prices 25c To $2.
Come in an dsee the show.—adv.
*
Rummage sale, Tuesday. Sept. 15,
at the* Methodist vestry. Open at 9
o'clock—an all-day sale.—advi
6.00 o'clock

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

reception.
Don’t know that I
ever heard a speech come in so
clearly.

| class is the word for today at Knox
Trotting Park. Last race of the sea
son and no loyal turf fan should miss
it.

Knickerbocker class of the Church
of Immanuel held its first meeting of
the season Sunday, and was ad
dressed by Rev. Stanley Manning of
Augusta, State superintendent of
churches. These officers were elect
ed: President, E. F. Glover; vice
president, A. Bruce Higgs; secretary,
Almon B. Cooper; treasurer, A. B.
Briggs. It is qxpeefed that Rev. John
Van Bchaick, D.IL, of Boston, will
speak to the class Sunday. Dr. Van
Schaick. formerly pastor of the First
i’niversalist. Church in Washington,
I). C„ is now editor of the "Unlversalist Leader." He held an Important
position overseas, being head of the
Red Cross in Belgium at the close of
the war. Through close association
with the king and queen of Belgium,
he was given a prominent place in
their entertainment during their vis
it to Washington a few years ago. lie
is an interesting speaker, and the
author of several books, among them
being “A Little Knlngdom Never
Conquered'' and “Cruisings Across
Country."

l»2»

I8SS

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro

“Buss” Lawry, Cornetiat

Rockland Hlfhlando

ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS in
STONE

»Stf

SERMONETTE

Hope
I the Lord thy God will hold thy right
hand. Fear not: I will keep thee.*—'Isa.
41-13.

as fire.

Paint, to serve its real purpose, mu
must protect
_ ________ D____________ y

a

Dy-prodt ,,__ w

your nouse paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.

!

SWP

country.Today, this great

set—at its amazingly low
price—awaits your ap

proval in our store. All
America is thrilled by its

sensational performance,
and its marvelous tone—
■nd radio experts agree

that no greater value
has ever come to radiol

Steinite’s huge resources,
lou Can Cel No Mon
Than This At Any I’ricel

one-profit manufacture,
,

and advanced engineer

2. Four Condensers.
q
Linear power detection with automatta
*** grid bias.

ing have scored againl

a

(Llcemed under the patents
and patent application! of
Radio Corp, of America
and aaociated companies
and the Radio Frequency
Laboratories.I

Push-pull audio power stage, using
the newest "245” tubes.
Real humless reception.

X-

" Battleship ” chassis construction*
coaspletely shielded.

7, ELECTRO-Dynamic speaker.

8, Glorious tone.

9,

Magnificent «

teinlte

There will be no preaching service
at the Congregational Church tomor
row morning on account of the ab
sence of Mr. Rounds from the city.
Sunday School will meet os usual at
the noon hour.
a a a a

Sunday is to »be rally and promo
tion day at the First Baptist Church.
At 10.30 Mr. MacDonald will take for
his subject, “A Challenging Pro
gram.” The choir will sing “O come
let ue s'ing.” Gilbert, and there will
be a duet by Mrs. Kathleen Marston
; and Mrs. Lillian Joyce. The promo
tion exercises of the Sunday school
will be held at noon. A rally Chris
tian Endeavor meeting at 6 p. m.,
Mrs. MacDonald the leader, “Buss”
Lawry, cornetist. At 7.15 Mr. Mac
Donald’s subject will be, “The End of
Summer.” There will be a violin
solo by Margaret MacMillan, Minuet,
by Gluck. The choir will sing. “Weloome, Sweet Grace,” Macy, “Victory
In Jesus,” Oliver. The aim Is 100%
in all departments.

THREE (J) SCREEN-GRID TUBESa total or 7 tubes.

SUPER SCREEN-GRID RADIO

Brennan’s Service Station
Corner Broadway and Park Street
m'aine lobsters

HANCOCK INDICTMENTS

Nine

indictments

were

returned

DEER ISLE CORPORATION

Chase Emerson Memorial Library

Seem Plentiful, But the Fish Thursday by the grand jury of the has been organized at Deer Isle with
County Supreme Court. out capital stock; purposes, to estab
erman's Profit Doesn't Ap Hancock
Among those made public was a»i in lish a free public library and to ac
dictment aguinfet Ralph H. Carter of quire and hold personal and real
pear To Increase
| estate therefor in the town of Deer
If the profits of lobster fishing were
as large ns the extent of the business
night lead one to think they are, our
hardy State of Maine brethren would
be showing the city slickers what it
is to have money. The business was
larger than ever this year, the catch
being valued at more than $5,000,000.
More than 25,000 State of Mainers
pulled lobster traps, and 12,000,000
lobsters came out of them. The State
issued 1300 licenses ten years ago,
and about 5000 lust year. And yet
the lobsters, as If vitality or mortally
interested In increasing an industry,
seem to multiply so fast that the sup
ply continues. The law which pro
hibits the taking of lobsters less than
lOVfc inches long is probably respon
sible for this.
But the industry gives meagre re
turns to the hardy fishermen and
their families who depend on it fur
a living, and the work is trying and
laborious. There are days when the
lobsterman cannot get to his traps
on account of storms, and when he
does get to them, after a severe blow
and a high sea, there is considerable
repairing to be done. A good trap
costs two or three dollars, and a fish
erman needs a hundred or so if he
is to amount to much. In spite of
motor boats, chain gear lifters and
other improvements on the old
method of rowing and hand hauling
close to the shore, the profits seem to
be no better than In fifty years ago.—
Boston llerald editorial.

Ellsworth, charged with kilting a hu
man being while hunting. Carter's
rifle was discharged Sept. 29 as he
was ejecting a cartridge. The bullet
struck Mrs. Anne Mutanen of Ells
worth, killing her instantly.

Isle; directors president, i’aui W.
Scott; vice president, Emery w.
Pickering;
secretary, Elnora
s.
Knowlton;
treasurer. Minnie
R
Beck; directors—A. H. (ireenlaw,
Alice .\V Ytungi Emma C. Shipman,
Supper in the Cushing Town hall Edgar W. llaskeli, Edward E. Green
law.
next Tuesday evening.

ILi

12 of My Famous Simplified Cake, Pastry and I lot Bread
Recipes, Inside Every Sack of Gold Medal "Kilchcnlested"Flour. GetFullSetatYourGrocer'sToday.
C^>TIxj Crr ftcfj Crtq

Only

3 Wo men In 276 Failed
To Eq ua I Th ese

ORANGE ROLLS
First Time They Tried!
A New, Simplified IVay in Home Baking—
“Kitchen-tested” Flour and Recipes

Then, again, it may be that the
school of religious thought, which
contends that there is no need for
a hell, has the idea that folks them
selves raise too much of it.—Tampa
Times.
BORN
WETMORE—At Knoxville, Tenn.. Ault. 25. to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Wetmore, formerly of
Rockland, a daughter, iMyrtle Juanita.
gt I4I>ES At Rockland. Oct. 11. to l>ir. and
Mrs. Philip kulldes. a aon.iPeter Philip.

• • « •

(Sherwln-WillUiiu Hom PaM)
has In It the etaylng, weather-rwbdng properties
give a house protection. It has wonaornd covering
power, it holds its color and it everlastintly sticks to its
job. It is reel insurance. It insuras protection from the
elements) it insures value in your propertyi it insures
beauty and distinction.
There is a special Sherwin-Willlame product for ovary
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors, Flat-Tons
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, ete.
Tell us what you want to paint and wo will soil you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints 6-Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockiand

every corner of the

Gospel Mission service will be held
Sunday at 2.30, conducted by Capt.
Windsor of the Salvation Army; eveing service at 7.30.
a a a a

• • ♦ •

Once war house is properly
painted it is insured against do*
cay. Decay is just as destructive

of the new Steinite to

If minute seeds can push their
way up through the clay and mire
and weeds into the sunlight of
God’s love, so can we. If God’s lit
tle feathered songsters can s-lng
in the cages that imprison them,
so can we. Out of wrecked lives and
broken purposes, men and women
have raised themselves up to God,
and that quirkbrf One of the
thieves dying beside Him said,
“Lord, remember me when thou
contest into thy kingdom;” and
Jesus answered,'* "Today shalt
thou be with me in paradise.”
W. A. H.

Decay7

Tire

ing has carried the fame

Violets from tiny seeds
Push their way up through the weeds.
If violets can do it,
Why not you?
Birds sing in their cages too.
They think it is the thing to do,
If birds can do it.
Why not you ?

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 10.30 o’clock.
Subject of lesson sermon, “Are Sin,
Disease, and Death Real?” Sunday
School at 11.45. The reading room is
located at 400 Main street, over
Dr. J. A. Richan
Daniels’ jewelry store, and is open
John M. Richardson
BESSIE BOW-WOW
each week day from 2 to 5 o’clock.
James E. Roberts
a a a a
Emerson Sadler
[For The Courtfr-Gazette]
M R. Snow
At St. Peter’s (Episcopal) Rev. E.
Bessie
Bow-Wow
Is
prettier
John G. Snow
O. Kenyon, rector, the services to
Than any doll you know:
Elmer C. St./Clair
For she's full of living beauty,
morrow will be appropriate for twen
J. N. tSouftiard
As every step will show.
Everett L. Spear
tieth Sunday after Trinity. Holy
Teddy-bears would envious be,
»
8. Nllo Spear
qtfmmunion at 7.30; morning prayer
If they her yellow eoat could see.
v
Frank S. Sherman
and'sermon at 10.30: Church School
( harles T. Smalley
Her collar Is of spotless white.
at nodn; evensong and confirmation
I. E. Simpson
As
should
a
lady
grace
:
Ralph A. Smith
at 7.30. The preacher at evensong will
Her
socks
and
shoes
are
also
white
;
A. V. Sawyer
So Is her dainty face.
be the Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster.
Raphael S. Sherman
Miss Bessie Is as neat's a pin,
D.D., Bishop of the Diocese of Maine
Walter E. Snow
And never makes unpleasant din.
Basil H. Stinson
The evensong at St. John Baptist
R. V. Stevenson
Church, Thomaston, will be omitted.
Sometimes, though, 'Bessie Is quite bad
E. M. Stubbs
•
♦ ♦ « »
And
runs
away
from
home
:
Laforest A. Thurston
But. when she's scolded, meekly cowers,
Ernest L. Toner
Rev. L .G. Perry speaks at Little
Ashamed
that
she
should
roam
:
1
Frank F. Trafton
field Memorial Church Sunday morn
Then licks the hand In penitence,
Dr H V. Tweedie
As if she had a human sense.
ing from subject "Our Inheritance.”
tfeorge E. Torrey
Raymond E. Thurston
The choir will sing an anthem and
Everybody’s good to Bessie
/
L. Eugene Tripp
there wilt be a vocal duet by F. B.
For she is always kind,
Charles L. Veazle
And so willing to be friendly
Gregory and D. E. Mosher. Bible
E R Veazle
With
any
of
that
mind,
—
school meets at noon and B.YJP.U.
Dr. R. J. Wasgatt
Just a bright, loving doggie, she,
Albert Winslow
convenes at 6 o’clock. Evening at
Whom everyone Is glad to see.
Raymond L. Watts
7.15 will be opened by a stirring song
R. D. Brodie
('lifford Wit ham
Long
Cove
service conducted by Mr. Mosher and
Frank A. Winslow
Louis A. Walker
the Junior choir will sing. Mr. Perry
Tirpe to think of winter storage.
Benj. S. Whitehouse
H. R. Winchenbaugh For service, convenience and surpris will speak from the topic, “Life or
Death.”
John T. Young
ing economy try Fireproof Garage.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Freeman S. Young
Tel.
889
for
details.
120-122
E. 8. Vose
At the Church of Immanuel (Univefsalist) Dr. John Van Schaick of
Boston, editor of the Vniversalist
Leader, will occupy the pulpit at the
morning service at 1-0.30. He is a
noted speaker and the author of sev
eral books. The quartet will sing the
anthems “Praise the Lord, O My
Soul” (Roland Smart) and ‘Hear Thou
Our Prayer” (C. P. Morrison).
Church School and the Knickerbocker
Class at boon. The Junior Y.P.C.'U.
meets at 3 o’clock, with Constance
Knickerbocker as leader. The Senior
Y.P.C.U. at 6 o’clock, with Wilbur
Scnterand Almon B. Cooper. Jr., lead
ing. Miss Evelyn Sherer, contralto,
will sing a solo.

urglary

Word-of-mouth advertis

Twenty centuries ago the Son of
Mm left a message to men and
worn n. who for any cause have
gone astray. The message is for
those in prison, those in disgrace,
those who believe their lives are
broken beyond repair. This is the
message of hope he sent ringing
down the ages, “For the Son of
M«in is come to save that which is
lost.” No matter where sin has
led. in prftson, in degredation, or
in exile, as Whittier said in his
great poem, “W.e cannot drift be
yond his lov^and care.”
Hear A1 JJol&on’s singing mes
sage to his fellow convicts in “Say
It With Sengs.’’ expressing in dif
ferent words Jesus’ message of
hope.

RQTECTION
jalnsf
Against Against

President Smith of the Lawrence
Portland Cement Company, is mak
ing his first visit to the Thomaston
plant since, last March, that long
absence having been necessitated by
Illness, which at dne time assumed a
very serious phase; and by the fact
that he has been reappointed to his
former political office as banking and
insurance commissioner of New Jer
sey. This position called for some
particularly strenuous work during
the summer. Mr. Smith offered as
surance that work will continue
through the winter at th? Thomas
ton plant, but on what basis he is
not prepared to say at this time, the
situation has not been made too clear
by the pulling and huuling on the
tariff bill in Washington. President
Smith is accompanied on his Rock
land trip by Walter EABowe, the com
pany's New England sales manager.

C. E.

RALLY

Promotion Day

Members of the Baptist Men’.i
at the
League eagerly await the season's
opening session, which takes place
FIRST
next Wednesday night—not Tuesday, I
BAPTIST CHURCH
as the types stated in a recent Issue.
An old subscriber writes:
Edwin H. Crie makes his initial ap- I
“K. Vinal Smith, formerly of
pearance as the League’s president, '
SUNDAY
Vinalhaven, ie a member of the
and of the interest which he has been j
MORNING
NOON
NIGHT
‘Belvidere
Ensemble,'
which
i showing during the vacation season
broadcasts regularly Saturday
10.30
may l»e accepted as augury, this.well '
afternoons from WEEI, Hough
Subject:
known organization has a busy and
ton & Dutton studio. The En
profitable winter ahead.
?residerf^
"THE CHALLENGE"
semble will be-one of the fea
Crie will announce the appointment
CHOIR—DUET
tures of the Radio Show, broad
of these standing committees:
casting from the Boston Garden
12 M
Entertainment—A. F. McAlary, P.
Saturday evening, Oct. 12.
SUNDAY SCHOOL ‘
P. Bicknell, F. H. Ingraham. E. L.
Toner and Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
6 P. M.
Work on the new transmitting
Finance—E. L. Browp, Milton M.
A Live Christian Endeavor
station of KDKA near Saxon
Griffin and Fred A. Carter.
burg, Pa., will begin eoon. The
7.15
Membership—La forest A. Thurs
transmitter itself is now under
Closing Rally Service
ton, Charles J. Gregory, Freeman L.
construction, but final details of
Subject
Young, L. E. Jones and G. Carl Cas
the building are still to be worked
‘•THE END OF SUMMER”
sens.
Out and the contract let. The first
Violin—Choir
Executive—Parker S. Merriam, A.
broadcasts from the new station
P. Blaisdell and Osmond Palmer.
Let us make it a 100% Sunday
will be early in 1930, it is pre
Reception—Walter H. Butler, War
dicted. This will be the second
ren B. Gardner tyid Charles G. Hew
big transmitter move of the pi
ett.
NEXT WEEK’S PLANS
oneer station since it began
The success of a League season al
broadcasting in 1920. The first
ways depends in a large measure upon i
y J LI
was from the East Pittsburgh
the entertainment committee, and What the County and Home
works to the present site one mile
President Crie, as will be seen from I
Demonstration Agents
frem the works.
the above list, has made such an ex
•«.*•**•*
cellent choice that good programs arc ’
Have In Mind
With the coming of cold weath
assured throughout the winter.
er and lengthening of the nights
Herewith appears a list of the
The flock improvement demonstraDX reception it becoming more
Iyeague's members—the first to be I
i tions will be continued next week by
apparent.
In a short session
published for many years:
| County Agent Wentworth. Tuesday
around 11 o'clock Thursday night
Dr. F. B. Adams
Frank H. Ingraham
I logged KYW and WGN of Chiat 10.30 a demonstration will be
A. F. iMcAlary
J. A. Jameson '
cago; CFRB and CKGW of Tor
A. B. Allen
Lendon C. Jackson
given in Dresden at the farm <of
onto and WJR of Detroit. Who
W. N. Benner, Jr.
L. E. Jones
Harlan Everson. In the afternoon
Walter S. Benner
Clarence F. Joy
will be the first fan to report
j calls will be made in Dresden reAlmon Bird
Glen A. Lawrence
the coast?
I garding the membership campaign.
Dr R W. Bickford
Charles F. Lewis
••• •••
Albert P. Blaisdell
W. C. Lufkin
In West Aina two lots of breeding
Capt. John Bernet
H. J. Lvmhurner
WGY's two short wave trans
cockerels will be selected at the farms
Henry B. Bird
Maurice F. Lovejoy
mitters, W2XAF and W2XAD,
of Charles Hendrickson and Henry
A. J. Bird
W M. Little
are furnishing a play for play
Eugene F. Lyddle
Tirronen.
Adrlel V. Bird
description of the World Series
George A. Brewster
Harold VV. Look
Wednesday there will be a demon
Clarence F. Benner
Vesper A. Leach
games for the benefit of fans in
stration at Alden Hall's, Bunker Hill
C. 8. Beverage
C. Earle Ludwlck
foreign
Countries
particularly
at 10 a. m., and in the afternoon at
W. N. Benner
Frank B. Miller
those in South America and the
Lloyd N. Benner
Zenas C. Melvin
Edgar Smith's, North Edgecomb.
islands of the Caribbeans. At
P. J’. Bicknell
Maynard L. Marston
Thursday a demonstration at Arthur
H. J’. Blodgett
William H. Maxey
the conclusion of this afternoon’s
Hall’s, Jefferson, at 10.30. and in the
W. F. Brown
Edward J. Morey
game in Philadelphia, the stations
evening a 4-H club local contest in
A. K. Brunberg
F. L. S. 'Morse
will broadcast the unplayed part
Luke R. Brewster
Carl E. Morse
South Jefferson. Friday there will be
of the
Yale-Georgia football
E. L. Brown
Clarence H. Moore
a demonstration in Washington at
Rev. .1 C. MacDonald
I. L. Bray
game.
the faArti of Herbert Cunningham at
Gilford B. Butler
Allen J. .Murray
George A. Bukcr
10 and in Liberty at Jesse Rhodes at
E. H. 'Marston
Gloria Swanton made her radio
Walter H. Butler
Frank A. iMaxcy
1.30. There will also be milk testing
J. F. Burgess
Parker S. Merriam
debut Thursday night, and the
at Jesse Rhodes for the dairymen
Earle McIntosh
Edwin H. Crie
ether waves brought her voice
who takd samples.
Charles H. Alorey
Rev. C. I). Crane
very clearly and sweetly.
George 'B. Orcutt
H. G. Cole
Saturday County Agent Wentworth
Carroll L. Cole.
Leroy D. IPerry
will attend Knox Rpmona Grange at
Ralph 1*. Conant
Cliarles W. (Proctor
Did you hear the Hilo Ha
Cushing and outline the poultry work
E. Mont Perry
Nelson B. Cobb
waiian Orchestra play “Sleepy
for the coming year.
Harry E Chase
Jarvis C. Perry
Valley” on the WEEI chain
A. 8. Peterson
L. R. Campbell
Miss Jessie Lawrence, home dem
Thursday night?
Osmond Palmer'
G. C. Cassens
onstration agent, has the following
Vesper A. Packard
John F. Cooper
meetings scheduled: Friendship, Oct.
E W. Pike
Almon Cooper
The address by Prime Min
Sophocles
Constan Earl C. Randall
15. preparation of vegetables; Cam
ister
Ramsey MacDonald
of
Knott C. Rankin
tine
den. Oct. 18. kitchen improvement;
C. S. Roberts
Clayton U. JTark
England featured last night's
Hope, Oct. 19. kitchen improvement
Charles L Robinson
R. Anson Crie

' Cold weatlier Ir here and a couple
ot quarts of alcohol in the radiator
is good precaution. Fireproof Garage,
jp-adv.
. . 123-125

RALLY

, AND

—The Committees

E. B. Crockett
I. L. Cross
8. I). Crosby
Henry Chatto
Fred A. Carter
The residence in process of con
Capt. Philip H. Doyen, well known Earle C. Dow
struction for Councillor Raymond E. in this city, died at his home in South Elmer C. Davis
Ernest C. Davis
Thurston on Summer street, is Portland yesterday,.aged 72. He had | David J. Darris
ready for the inside finish. It is a been confined to his bed but two Everett A. Davis
George E. Dunton
two-story structure 25x40 feet. Co weeks.
Charles A. Emery
•
lonial type. Ervin Curtis is doing the
W. O. Fuller
work.
M.C.I. defeated the Kates Frosh 6 Dr. H. W. Frohoek
to 0 in Lewiston yesterday. Fowler Milton II. French
The Knox County Fish & Game As of Kockland played left tackle for Dr F K. Follett
Dr. Crosby F. French
sociation has two big" events ahead— Xl.C.I. with Monaghan of St. George Dr. B. E. Flanders
the meeting at St. George next at right end.
Harry W. French
Frank W. Fuller
Thursday night when Commissioner
Stobie will speak and a supper of
A Beech street Woman saw a squir Warren B. >Gardner
Obadiah Gardner
lobster stew, escalloped clams and rel carrying an ear of corn. It waj a George W. Gay
baked black duck will be served; big load to navigate, but the little Harry O. Gurdy
and the •Thanksgiving turkey shoot. chap handled It with great skill and Maurice G. Ginn
Milton vM. Griffin
no doubt got it into his winter store Walter
A. Greenlaw
Ervin Curtis who has the contract house.
Charles E. Gregory
Raymond
K. Greene
for building a new garage for Clif
8. Gardner
ford Hamilton, at the corner of Main
Continuing its policy of permanent J.Edward
O'B. Gonia
r and James streets, will begin pouring Work. the street department Is re E. K. Gould
the cement foundation next Monday. placing the worn-out concrete side Fred Harding
The garage will be a frame structure walk on Union street between Middle A. M. Hastings
Frank F. Harding
50x60 feet and will be for the use of and Granite with a fine stretch of F.
8. Harden
the Blaisdell Automobile Company. four-foot cement.
Charles G. Hewett
Henry A. Howard
The Frank E. Jones farm on the
Seven starters in the 2.17 class, five Horace \V. Hess
New County road opposite Knox , in the 2.21 class and six in the -2.23 Herman M. Hart

Trotting Park has been sold through
Freeman Young's agency to Virgil
Morton of Friendship who will occupy
it. Mr. Jones, who was a Rockfand
blacksmith \for many years, has
owned the farm the past quarter
century.

RALLY

Season Next' Wednesday

Tel. 14

The first of a series of seven ser
mons under the general title "Mes
sages To Modern Churches” will he de
livered by Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, of
Pratt Memorial Methodist Churchy
Sunday at 10.30. The sermons are’
based on the messages to the seven
churches of Asia in the first chapters
of Revelation. The one is entitled:
'Ephesus: The church that was en
dangered by success.” The choir will
sing “Blessed Jesus.’’ by Dvorak. The
Sunday School will convene at noon.
Epworth League. 6 p. m., will discuss
“Having A Good Time,” under the
leadership of Helen de Rochemont.
At the evening service the pastor
will preach a biographical sermon on
“Athanasius.” The choir will sing
“Fierce Raged The Tempest,” Dykes.
The second Sunday evening of each
month for the next six months will be
; devoted to the biography of men who
! have made the church to live by
dominating and directing her thought
and spirit. These sermons are for
those who want to understand Chris
tianity* The Tuesday church family
night begins with supper at 6, fol
lowed by table fellowship. District
Superintendent A I. Oliver will
speak. Prayer dnd Bible study at 7

MARRIED
RICHARDS-K8TES- At Portsmouth. X. H.,
Oct. 3, by Rev. H. J. Wilson. Denman S.
Richards and Alias .Louise A. Estes, both of
Camden.
x
YOrX’G-SHl’MAX-At Camden. Oct. 3. Don
ald Younc of Warreh and iMIss Lucy Shu
man of North Waldoboro.
STOCK WELL RIPLEY - At Rockland, Oct. 11.
by Rev. F. Ernest Smith, Raymond Stockwell of Camden and Miss 'Muriel .Ripley of
Rockland.

DIED
Pit KARAXE.N At Friendship. Oct. 7. Henry
W. tPickaranen. aged 48 years, 2 months, 22
days. Burial in East Friendship.
PEAX At West Rockport, oA 9, Ralph E
Dean of Camden, aged 36 years. Intermcpt
In Camden.
PEABODY—At Warren, Ort. 12. Alice M.,
daughter of Mr. and (Mrs. Albert E. Peabody,
aged 26 years, 10 months, 16 days. Funeral
Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
MILLS—At Simonton, Oct. 9, Mrs. Harriet
Mills.
GREEN ROSE At West Rockport. Oct 10,
Reynold, son of Mr. and Mrs. George Gteenrose, aged 17 days.

- -

. - -------

■

-------- I

under the leadership of the pastor,
subject, “The Holy Spirit i/the Gos
pel of John.” At 7.45 Rev. C. J. Hew
itt of Rockford. Ill., and Mrs. Esther
Wellman, a missionary from Mexico,'
will speak,
J

Now there’s a new, far simpler
way in baking—Gold Medal
“ Kitchen-tested" Flour and Special
‘ Kitchen-tested” Recipes. Women
everywhere are changing to it.
Just to find out how it works,
accept Free 12 famous simpli
fied recipes for unusual cakes,
cookies, pastries and hot breads,
including that for Orange Rolls,
illustrated above.
Get a-full set of these remarkable
recipes from your grocer today
inside every sack of Gold Medal
‘ Kitchen-tested” Flour.
Listen in to Betty Crocker. 10.45 to 11.00 A. M. Tuesday and Thursday.
Eastern Standard Tme, Station WCSH

Gold
M
edal
'Kitchen - tested
Flour.

RED CROSS WORK

Do You Know Why
Men Succeed?
It is true that some men succeed by Luck.
It is likewise true that some succeed by Pull.
But don’t let that beguile you.
For every one hundred men who succeed by
Luck or Pull, there are ten thousand who succeed be
cause they deserve to!
Yes, deserve to!
Ability counts.
Executives are continually looking for good
men.
Nothing in the world can keep you down if you
make up your mind to go up.
You can wait if you want to, but five years from
Today you will still be waiting—the shadow of the
man you might have been.
The time to send in this I. C. S. coupon is—
now!

Every-Othcr-Day
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THE STRIFE BEGINS

What This Great Institution Vinalhaven Bowling Stars
Means To the World At
Emerge From Their Sum
Large
mer’s Hibernation
Under the title "The Flag of Neu
trality” there was recently broadcast
a notable address concerning the
progress and work of the American
Red Cross, which is soon to have its
annual roll-call. Here are some ex
tracts:
a a a a

The bowling season at Vinalhaven
has started, and the Fish Wharf quin
tet celebrated It by defeating Grimes'
new team 1277 to 1195. Chllles led the
field on number of sticks slain, but
George Geary of the vanquished out
fit was only two points astern.
Among the spectators were Capt.
Busky Ames of last year’s “‘champeen" Fishermen's team. Capt. Drew
of the famous Old Timers, A. Ander
son, star southpaw of the Swedes.
John Goss, the "bi", had man” of the
Outlaws: Capt. Arey. the Crusader
who recently lugged off all of the
prizes at the alley; and Gray. who. it
is rumored, will pilot a team in the
The summary:
Fishw harf ♦
iLes Dyer ................. . 92 81 83 256
Smith .... >................. . 85 88 82 265
Towsend ................. . 67 95 75 237
Chilles ..................... . 78 95 95 MS
Libby ....................... . 72 77 112 2«1

ROCKPORT

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
13
m
18

11

Mrs. Addie Skinner who has been
spending the summer in town re
turned this morning to her home at
New Rochelle, N. Y. She was ac
companied by her mother Mrs. Au
gusta Shibles who will remain with
her for the winter.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will
meet Tuesday evening,with picnic
supper at 6.30.
It will interest friends of Mrs.
Hattie Rhodes to know that she is
so far recovered from injuries re
ceived in a recent automobile acci
dent as to be able to sit up for a very
short time each day.
Roland Crockett is in Boston this
week attending the radio show.
Mrs. Hattie Mills died Wednesday
at the home of her daughter Mrs.
Ralph Cripps at Simonton where she
had been living for sometime. Sym
pathy is extended.
Rev. F. F. Fowle is spending a few
days in Boston.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby is very de
sirous of procuring back copies of
the "National Geographic Magazine"
as she can use them to advantage in
her work as instructor in the fifth and
sixth grades. This is a good way to
dispose of your accumulated maga
zines which may be of no use to you
but of value to the school. Please
bear this request In mind when fall
house cleaning.
The Trytohelp Club will be enter
tained Monday evening at the home
of Mrs. Florence McKinney.
Baptist Church: Here is a spe
cial invitation to all who enjoy music
to meet at the little Brown Church
Sunday morning 10.45; worship serv- ,
ice, selection by the choir, duet by .
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms; sermon,
"Tuning In On Station C-A-U.” i
Sunday school at noon; B.Y.P.U. at
6 o'clock; at 7, the best music yet.
praise service, male chorus, violin
trio; sermon, "Searching the Un
known.”

In our own community you know
of Red Cross service—perhaps your
public health nurse is a member of
the nation-wide reserve nursing
corps of the Red Cross. A Red Cross
nutritionist comes to give advice and
lessons in proper food habits to your
school children and parents. A Red
40
Cross life saving corps protects the
3t
lives of the swimmers at your
beaches, perhaps; and in your indus
41
tries lessons in Red Cross first aid
methods help to reduce fatal acci
dents. Often the Red Cross nurse
dfc
teaches classes of girls and women
the care of the sick, the invalid and
the infant in the home, and advanced
50
394 436 447 1277
methods of hygiene for prevention of
Team
Grimes
’
sickness.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
54
The Red Cross flag is the flag of Llovd Dyer .............. . 63 67 82 212
Box 1771, Scranton, Pcnna.
97 M 266
neutrality, flown in peace-time on the
Without cost or obligation, please tell me how I can qualify for the
battlefields where war is waged Herb Lawry ........... . 74 89 83 246
position or in the subject (before which I have marked an X
77 76 88 241
against disease, distress, needless Stinson ...................
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) > VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES sacrifice of life. Under this symbol Grimes ..................... . 7» 77 78
230
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Electrical Engineering
1-Cotton
fiber
41-lndeflnite
article
16-College degree
Business Management
two great international societies op
Electric Lighting
(abbr.)
42-A cordial made
4-Pierce
364 406 425 1195
Industrial Management
erate to direct the activities of the
Mechanical Engineer
from raisins
19- One who drinks
Personnel Organization
Mechanical Draftsman
8- Provlnce in Italy
international Red Cross societies.
Machine Shop Practice
Traffic Management
45-Depart
alcoholic liquor
The International Red Cross Commit
9- Beak of a bird
Railroad Positions
Business Law
VINALHAVEN
45-Glrl’j name
20- Masculine name
tee at Geneva governs the relations
Gas Engine Operating
12-Seaport N, W.
Banking and Banking Law
48- First month of
Owing to a change in plans the
Civil Engineer
Accountancy (including C. P. A.)
of nations under Red Cross treaties
23-Folding frame for a
Algeria
Surveying and Mapping
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Jewish calendar
during war periods—through it the senior class, V.H.S.. will hold the fair
picture
14Tear
Metallurgy
Bookkeeping
of
Oct.
26
in
the
G.A.R.
rooms
instead
49Epoch
exchange of prisoners occurs, and
15- City on ahore of
26-Spanish town from
Steam Engineering
Private Secretary
of
the
net
factory.
The
dance
will
be
50Vehicle
on
runners
under it prisoners are safeguarded
Radio
Spanish
Black Sea
which Columbus
Architect
52- Serpent
French
and correspondence established to re held that evening at Town hall. Mu
17- Before
embarked
Architects’ Blue Prints
Salesmanship
sic
by
the
Fakers.
53Entrance
assure loved ones at home. The In
18- Division of Bible
28- Noah (variant
Contractor and Builder
Advertising
Mrs.
Herbert
Conway
has
returned
54The
god
of
love
ternational Committee was created 65
Architectural Draftsman
Better Letters
(abbr.)
spelling)
SEARSMONT
(Gr. Myth.)
Concrete Builder
years ago. It was not until the year from North Haven where she spent
Show Card Lettering
19- Snappish
29- lnsect
Structural Engineer
Stenography and Typing
the
summer
months.
55A
fish
1882 that the United States an
Word was received here Sunday of
21Measure
of
length
32To
fondle
Chemistry
Business English
Stephen Colson and son Frank Col
nounced its adherence to this treaty
the death of Dr. E. E. Ladd. He had
VERTICAL
Pharmacy
Civil Service
(abbr.)
33- Flagrant
and the ones that had followed it. son who have been guests of relatives
been in poor health for a long time,
Automobile Work
Railway Mail Clerk
22- A noble
35- An island, Philip
1- Delay
Airplane Engines
Common School Subjects
Our own Civil War had intervened. in Belfast returned Saturday.
and had recently moved with his fam
24- Selected (abbr.)
2- Mischievous child
pine group
Navigation
High School 'Subjects
Mrs. Alfred Raymond left Thurs
President Garfield's interest had been
ily to Hill, N. H.
Agriculture and Poultry
Illustrating
25- Unlock
36- A raised platform
3- Negative
day
for
a
week's
visit
in
Camden.
obtained,
but
on
the
eve
of
his
sub

Friday afternoon the Ladies Aid
Mathematics
CaTtooning
27-Shower
5- P reposition
37- Largest continent
Dr. Rich who has been a guest at
mission of the Treaty to the Senate,
had a get-together at the vestry and ■
6- Exist
29- A child
38- Applaud with hands
Island
Home
the
past
week
returned
he
was
assassinated.
In
his
first
a
social hour, mothers and daughters
Name ...... ............................................
(contemptuous)
7-Ancient flat military 40-Howl
message to the Senate, President Ar Thursday to Portland.
joining in. At 6.30 lunch was served
Street
30- A winter product
hat
43- Besides
Mrs. Winfield Gross was in Rock
thur urged America's ratification, and
by the league, games were played and
Address .............................................
31- Confirm
8- Harvest
44- Within
the treaty for the protection of the land Thursday.
a fine time enjoyed.
32-Combinlng form.
9- Sqeare blocks of
47-Combining form.
Mrs. Ethel Howard, daughter Treva
sick and wounded during war be
Mr. and Mrs. J. Earle Ness and Mrs.
City ------------------------------- ------Ten
Air
wood
Carrie Mitchell of Belfast spent the '
tween nations was proclaimed to the and son Wendell and Harvey Cal34-Noted English
10-Sharpened
49-Goddess of the
people of the United States in July, derwood were recent guests of Mr.
afternoon Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
State ...................................................
11- Be agitated
college
dawn (Gr. Myth.)
1882.
and Mrs. Herbert Conway.
F. A. Dunton.
36- Smatl valley
13-A gaseous element 51-Perform
The other International Red Cross
Mrs. Flora Roberts of Worcester,
Mr. anli Mrs. Charles L Wilson of (
Occupation ...... ........-.......................
37- Part of a circle n
in the air
53-Deposit account
group is the League of Red Cross is visiting her niece Mrs. Freeman
Camden were Sunday guests of Mr. 1
39-A
river
In
Bohemia
15-Very
|
(abbr.)
Societies,
with
headquarters
in
Paris
Wilson's
aunt Lucy A. Bean.
Roberts.
H. S. ROWE, Box 304, Rockland, Maine
—organized following the World
• a a a
Mrs. Alice Young who has been
Local Representative
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
War, as the vision of Henry P. Da the guest of Mrs. Elizabeth Barton
Death
of
Mrs.
Josie Kelso
ROCKLAND, MAINE
vison. chairman of the War Council went Thursday to Camden.
RAZORVILLE
i 5 H
M A T E
F O R D
This
community
was
saddened Oct.
of the American Red Cross.
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest left Thursday
A R 1 A
N E E
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman Of 3 by the death of Mrs. Josie Kelso, 59.
O G E E
While the International Committee for Boston where she will spend the
China with Mr. and Mrs. Alton Well wife of George Kelso, who in a fit of
must necessarily devote its efforts to winter with her sister Mrs. E. S.
T E R R 1 E R 5
G R 1 N
GLENMERE
SOUTH WARREN
man recently spent the day at Stan despondency took her life by shoot
preparedness against war-time, and Davis.
O N S E T
E D
y E N
ing. Mrs. Kelso had lived a happy
ley Jones.'
to a solution of problems left by wars, . Mr. and Mrs. Loyde Wdbster and
C. E. Overlook and family have been
r
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
D E A N
s n E
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Cooper of and contented life and was always of
the League of Red Cross Societies son Loyde Jr., have been in town the
on a motor trip into Canada.
Lynn are spending a few days in
Windsor visited Mrs. Ella Brann cheerful temperament, until a few
s T E A M s H 1 PH C 1 D
has banded the societies of more than past week returning today, Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page left Fri town.
months ago she had a cataract re
Sunday.
50 nations into a world-wide group to
N
H A L E
1
1R
O
E
H
Mrs.
Joseph
Anderson
entertained
to
Boston.
day for a motor trip to Guilford to
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Townsend of moved from one of her eyes, and had
combat the perils of peace-time—the
A
B
the
Ladies
’
Circle
Thursday.
The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Rabbins
have
L
E
L
1
V
R
E E
visit relatives and to see the great
A
Union attended church at Washing come to realize that one was also i
spread of epidemics.
dam at Bingham, returning Monday next meeting will be Oct. 24 with
forming on the other eye which would
ton Sunday.
1 D E
s E 2 ■'
Since 1919 no greater disaster has been spending the week at their camp
the
Robin's
Ne6t
at
City
Point.
Mrs.
Walter
Barter.
via Bangor.
Mrs. Minnie Savage is staying aX doubtless cause blindness. The op
occurred anywhere in the world with
S T
N O T
S P 1 N A
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Harris
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Wilson
have
her old home with Mr. and Mrs. Win eration and the thought that she j
Mrs. Esther Newbert was a visitor
out provoking an immediate relief
y E A R
E N C U |m B E R
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nor action on the part of the Red Cross. returned from a visit with relatives
would be totally blind was a great |
field Savage.
Sunday at Mrs. Rose Marshall’s.
E
T
T
man
Simmons
In
Thomaston.
in
Bangor
and
Boston.
E
A L A
Mrs. Carrie Clark Is in Boston shock to her, and no doubt had much
N E E R
Twenty-eight international appeals
Frank Adams recently made a busi
Mrs.
Irfving
Fifield
is
spending
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Smith
re

[a L V.
where she will spend the winter with to do with the act. It seemed that
A S H Y
have been issued since 1919, and a
D O S E
ness trip to Portland.
her son Charles W. Clark.
she had been making preparations for
Mr. and Mrs. James Packard and cently entertained their nephew, total of more than 8100,000,000 has week in Boston.
Mrs.
L.
B.
Dyer
received
a
pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard who this for some time, as she had written
Mr. and Mrs. Greely of Bangor were Charles Newhall and bride of North- been expended by the societies, mem
surprise
Wednesday
afternoon
when
have
been
at
Howard
Farms
and
vis

letters to Mr. Kelso, her mother and
bers of the League, in relief activities
entertained Sunday at L. R. Buck Berwick.
GROSS NECK
iting friends for two weeks returned to her oldest sister Mrs. Jennie Cas- i
Mrs. Temme and sister. Miss Simp during that ten year period. The she was hostess to several friends.
lin's.
well. She had also made all plans for j
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Counce motored son have closed their summer home League has similarly aided in the de Upon their arrival Mrs. Vaughn . Mrs. Charles Geele Is visiting her Sunday to Belfast.
A. E. Johnston has sold his lumber her funeral and matters to follow. ,
and are in Florida for the winter.
velopment of health activities—in Johnson presented Mrs. Dyer with a daughter Mrs. Waldron Masten in
to Rangeley Lakes Sunday.
small
umbrella
and
a
large
basket
land
known
as
the
Washington
Light
She was found about 20 rods from the
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Miller and nearly all countries, the Red Cross
Nutley/N. J.
Miss Eva Bucklin and friend mo
daughter of New York, Mrs. Joseph has organized first’ aid and home i*aying ®he had better prepare for a
Miss Myria Genthner who has had lot to I. N. Quigg who has a mill set home under a pine tree, and there
tored to Bingham Sunday.
was every indication that her act was I
Five from Good Will Grange at Miller and Mrs. Edward Sleeper of nursing classes, health lectures and sh°wer- The basket contained a 24- employment at Walter Quiner's, near it.
Owing to the rain Wednesday eve premeditated..
received a Dutch Neck, has returned home.
tended Pomona at East Warren Sat Waltham, Mass., were guests of Mrs. has participated in efforts to meet the p^e
Mr. and Mrs. Kelso were a devoted
special problems In their countries by table cloth and napkins, cook book
Several from this place attended ning there was no O.E.S. meeting.
urday. It was a very interesting ses Elsie Giles last week.
Capt. O. A. Andrews has had a establishing child welfare centers, and pastry mixer. Games furnished the Lincoln County fair at Damaris All members are requested to be couple, and he is nearly heart broken.
sion, many noted speakers being pres
present at the next meeting, Oct. 16. There is left also an aged mother,
ent, among them Hon. Obadiah Gard Lynn oil 'burner installed in his anti malaria and anti-tuberculosis amusement Mrs. Ada Rogers won cotta.
Edmund Prescott and son Herbert three sisters. Mrs. Jennie Caswell,
hospitals, and a variety of special in first prize for the cake game. Carrie
ner, Mrs. Maud Clark Gay and F. L. kitchen range.
Miss Evelyn Waltz spent the week
are shingling for L. L. Morton.
Mrs. Harriet Knight of Belfast and
stitutions. Greece and Italy fight Thomas the consolation; the vege end at home from Gorham.
S. Morse. No Granger can fail to re
Ralph Hannan helped Charles Mrs. Marion Tibbetts of Keene, N. IL.
malaria: Norway strives to preserve table game was won by Mrs. Lou
ceive inspiration from the meetings
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
were
in
EAST UNION
Thurston of Union with his bean three brothers James, Leonard and
the merchant seaman's health; infant Rossiter and the consolation prize Rockland recently.
of Pomona. The next meeting will be
threshing Friday—which is some Job Leo Bean. The funeral was held
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, county mortality is everywhere the subject went to Mrs. Clara Pendleton. At 4
with Acorn Grange, Oct. 19.
Miss Marion Castner spent the
as he has a large lot.
Sunday, Rev. William Vaughan of
___ Thomaston
__________ ________
_____ _ children's worker, and Rev. J. L. of concern and the general improve o'clock tea was served, the menu in*’ weekend at her home in Medomak.
The
Farmer's Union
A. E. Johnston recently bought a Belfast giving an impressive and
held the annual stockholders' meeting i Corson of the Penobscot Bay Bethel ment of hospital practice and the eluding sandwiches, assorted cake,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Winchenbach
in Grange hall Oct. 8. Officers as ' Mission, will conduct a Sunday- School training of nurses preoccupies nearly fancy cookies, crackers and cheese. and daughters motored Sunday to fine horse of Will Hall of Newcastle. comforjing service. There was a
Arthur Leigher sold a fine cow and large attendance and a most beau
follows were elected: President, F. in Grange hall at 2 o’clock Sunday all Red Cross societies of the old Those present were Mrs. Clai^i Pen Friendship.
dleton. Mrs. Sam Thomas. Mrs. AIIcalf recently.
tiful display of flowers testified to
H. Fernald; vice president, E. S. afternoon. They will be glad to meet world.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Collamore
of
Winfield Savage has returned from the many friends of the deceased.
The annua] membership roll call ston Roberts, Mrs. Hollis Burgess, Lawry were at Melvin Genthner's
Vose; clerk, Walter Swift; treas all the children as well as the adults
Aroostook and 1^ driving his truok Much sympathy Is extended to the
occurs from Armistice Day to Mrs. Richard Young. Mrs. Vaughn Sunday.
urer, Miss Ella Gillchrist; manager, for this hour service.
on the road again*
entire family.
Thanksgiving Day. Your Red Cross Johnson, Mrs. William Chllles, Mrs.
Rodney Jordan; board of directors.
Mrs.
Sidney
Rines
of
Damaris

Ormond Loomis who made a trip
Chapter will be glad to welcome you Frank Rossiter, Mrs. Frank Rogers. cotta accompanied by her daughter
F. H. Fernald. Winslow Robinson. E.
AT THE METROPOLITAN
to Belmont, Mass,, last week is back
Dorothy B. Johnson. Ellen Burgess,
as a member.
S. Vose, Eldrean Orff, S. H. Creigh
Merle visited last week with her on his farm conducting repairs and
Joseph and Philip Dyer.
ton, F. M. Turner, W. Y. Piper, L. R. "Fast Life" This Week’s Attraction—
mother
Mrs.
Annie
Creamer.
improvements and is making the
Mrs. William Fraser entertained
Bucklin. Dinner was prepared by the
Dewey Winchenach and McClellan place look fine.
Making Ready For Fourth Anniver
the Economy Club Tuesday evening
SOUTH CHINA
ladies of the Grange Circle.
Eugley
have
employment
at
Walter
sary.
Martin Leigher and house keeper
The new road and bridge are much at the home of her parents Mr. and Quiner's, Dutch Neck.
KILLS-RATS-ONLY
were Sunday visitors at Miss Carrie
Mrs. Frank Mullen.
Mrs.
Melvin
Genthner
and
children
Youth will be served. Perhaps that appreciated by the Erskine students
Won’t Kill Uuaotocb, Poultry,
Mears.
Mrs.
Jennie
Smith
of
Rockland
is
Esther and Junior have been this
is why three of othe outstanding his (over a dozen) and their parents as the guest of her son,,L. C. Smith.
Dana Smith and family were at the
Dogo, Cato, ar Baby Chlcka
week visiting Mrs. Genthner's sis Farrar farm Sunday.
trionic performances of the year are the most of them are driving back
Mrs.
Arthur
Patterson
and
sister
A new eaterminator th,t can be med about
by
mere youngsters.
Moreover, and forth this fall.
ters
Mrs.
Charles
Collamore
and
the
home, barn, or poultry yard with safety
Mrs. Minnie Savage was a visitor
Mrs. Frederick Hussey after re Mrs. Inez Conant returned Tuesday Mrs. Pearl Delano at Lawry.
as it contain. M 4a*«ly Polaon. One can
they're all in one picture.
Friday
at
Edith
Overlock
’
s.
from
Rockland
miaes
100 pieces of bait. Hundreds of testi
"Fast Life," now playing at the maining at Camp Abinakis during the
Mrs. Maybelle Genthner and chil
Let us not forget to assemble at
John K. Forhan of Canton inspector
monials. Sold oo a Money-Back
Metropolitan Theatre is noteworthy. month of September with her child of sardines was the guest Thursday dren of Broad Cove spent Sunday the M. E. Church each Sunday at
GtUUTMItMa AU druggists. 75p and $2.
Loretta Young, Douglas Fairbanks, ren Caroline and Knowlton returned of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boman.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. L. 2.30, where Rev. Job Howse gives a
Jr., and Chester Morris are the to her home In Newtonville with Mr.
Eugey.
concise and interesting sermon and
Mrs. Jennie Gilchrist returned
youngsters who not only reach new Hussey who came for the weekend. Monday from several weeks’ visit in
Ernest Eugley spent last week at would appreciate an ever increasing
individual heights by tljelr perfor They were accompanied home by Worcester.
home from Lewiston.
congregation.
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
mances, but set a mark that their Miss Gertrude Esancy who will assist
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Simmons
Sunday is harvest day at Union
rivals of all ages must shoot at. So both Mr. and Mrs. Hussey and is Church. There will be special music were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
SOUTH BELFAST
if you want good acting, don't omit taking a business course at evening at both services.
Leander Gross at North Waldoboro.
Mrs. Cora Herrick attended Waldo
“Fast Life.” from your schedule. school.
Supt. A. L. Shorey of Waldoboro
Mrs. Bernard Nichols has been en
Will pay highest price
Pomona Tuesday at Mystic Grange.
Some very fine performances are
visited the school here Tuesday.
Belmont.
WHITE HEAD
No lot too large; none too small.
registered, also, by others in what joying a visit with friends at Robin
Hood.
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Hilt, for
A large bouquet of wild roses was
might truly be called an “all-star"
SOMERVILLE
Miss Alice Grindell spent the week merly of Matinicus Rock Light, now
picked aat the Community House
cast, if stardom ges by ability. Ray
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
end
with
Miss
Clara
Tobey
of
Cross
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner of garden Oct. 6 by Joel Prescott.
of Portland Head, were guests of
Hallr, James Ford, Purnell Pratt and
Hill.
The rummage sale held by Grand
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Beal Wed Hartland were at home over the
Frank Sheridan are some of the wellor write, care of
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Bush who nesday.
weekend.
View Grange was well a.tended and
know’n stage and screen folk whose
have
been
at
Tecomet
Manor
during
Mrs. F. A. Turner and daughters netted 890.55.
A. H. Calder of the cable ship
performances are striking in this
A1 Rines, Warren, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drlnkwater
newest
First
National-Vitaphone the summer have returned to New Pequot, motored up from Baltimore were visitors Saturday at Dr. 'S. C.
York.
Friday after his wife and children, Cates' in East Vassalboro.
and son attended Lincolnville Fair
Reference: Any Poultry Raieer
special.
Robert Overlock with his truckload who passed the summer at H. W. An
Mrs. F. H. Tracy has been visit Friday. William entered the baby
On the stage a merry, tuneful revue
of
apple
barrels
and
Merle
with
staves
112-tf
show and received second prize.
drews.’ They returned to Baltimore ing in town for a few days.
of the race tracks, called "They're
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott, Mr, and
F. H. Tracy has exchanged his
Off features the celebrated baritone, are becoming as familiar on these Tuesday.
G. W. Ackley, U.S.C.G., and Capt. Dodge coupe for a Studebaker 4-pas- Mrs. Clarence Drlnkwater, Mr. Ar
George Dewey Washington, • whose roads as the Knox County ones and
Satisfaction for
thur Carver. Harold Herrick, Ruth
talent graces the Metropolitan stage are doing quite a business with our and Mrs. Arthur Beale of the Light, senger coupe.
If you want
LIVE
POULTRY
and
local
barrel
maker,
George
Thurston.
Wight
and
Mrs.
Martha
French
at

motored
to
Old
Orchard
and
West

L. K. Crommett of Augusta was a
for the third time. This gifted artist
Sunday visitors at Herbert Es- brook Monday for 48-hour leave of Sunday visitor at F. A. Turner's.
tended the dance at Lincolnville Fri
is the world's foremost negro bari
EGG
SHIPPERS
L. L. Cadwallader of Waterville, day night.
tone, who gained fame in New York ancy's include Mr. and Mrs. Frank absence.
If you want tho bast selling the market
We have it.
Grand View Grange held its regu
affords, ship to
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Calder and representing the Central Maine
in outstanding musical shows, and Esancy and son Robert of Burkettville;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Esancy
lar
meeting
Thursday
night.
One
chndren,
Mrs.
H.
W.
Andrews,
Mrs,
has just returned from his European
Power Co., was In town Monday.
W.
F.
Wyman & Co.
member was reinstated.
triumphs. Radio audiences are fa and George Leigher, South Liberty; John Kelley and son, Mrs. Charles
4 Faneuil Hall Market
Boston. Mass.
If you want
Merrill
Esancy
of
Appleton
and
Mr.
The
Hilltop
4-H
Club
held
its
15th
Burke
of
Spruce
Head
and
Miss
Our
guarantee
—
top market prices, prompt
miliar with his soulful singing, as are
SIMONTON
Stickney
of
Liberty;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
returns
at
all
times.
For
twenty years
meeting
and
local
contest
at
the
West
Helena
Andrews,
motored
Sunday
to
those who have heard his records and
we have been rendering better service
The Farn* Bureau has started its Northport Community House Oct. 2
witnessed his work in the singing David Esancy and Mr. and Mrs. Wil Boothbay where they were guests of
to our shippers.
Testimonials, quotalard Brown, Appleton; Mr. and Mrs. Capt. and Mrs. A. G. Maker and Mrs. membership campaign for 1930. All with Leaders Martha French, Lydia
We give it
tises and tags furnished on request.
screen.
! those wishing to renew or become Drlnkwater, County Club Agent, 14
116-tf
Ruth Etting, "Sweetheart of Co Frank Morse. North Hope; Mr. and Alonzo Connors.
Reference: Federal National Bank.
Mrs. James Morse, Appleton. Other
A birthday party was held at the members of the Simonton Branch, members and 10 visitors present. At
lumbia
Records.
”
Ziegfeld
star,
and
If you want
also a great favorite on the radio and recent callers were Walter Esancy home of Mrs. Elaine Webber recently. please communicate with or phone to 6.30 a baked bean supper was served
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
singing screen, will appear in person and family of Augusta; Robert Over Mrs. Webber received a gift of hand Mrs. Estella Simonton, telephone and the regular meeting was conduct
STEAMBOAT CO.
151- 11, Mrs. Mary Priest, telephone ed by the vice president. New and
the week of October 17th„ in addition look of South Liberty: Mrs. Ralph some colored glassware.
Ellen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 152- 32, or Mrs. Sarah Marcello, chair old business was taken up and this Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
We combine all three.
to a tremendous stage show of stellar Tabor, South China; Mrs. Eva Mc
Swan's Island
proportions. Clara Bow and James Kee, China: Forrest Bond and John Niles Cameron sustained a badly man. The annual meeting will be program followed; Demonstration,
FALL ARRANGEMENT
sprained arm last week while play held Oct. 25. Everyone cordially in "How To Set A Table Properly,” by
Hall will be seen in her best all-talk Miller of Waldoboro.
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Clarence Esancy and sister Doris ing outdoors.
Alice Prescott and Flora Staples;
IN EFFECT OCT. 1, 1928
ing picture to date, “The Saturday
vlted.
were in Waterville and Fairfield
song, Alice Prescott, Flora Staples,
Mrs. A. B. Beale of Matinicus
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
Night Kid."
VINALHAVEN LINE
Marguerite Jackson; poem. Frances
Established 1839
The week of Oct. 31 will mark the Monday and called to see Miss Esther Rock, who was a recent guest at
PLEASANTVILLE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar
Staples; harmonica and ukelele solo,
White Head light has returned home.
fourth birthday celebration of the Fuller who is at present in Boston.
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, county Robert Sellers; remarks by County riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M., returning
BANGOR, MAINE
Several from this place attended
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey O. Goff and
Metropolitan Theatre and will bring
Rockland at 2.30 P. M., direct for
children’s worker, and Rev. J. L. Club Agent Kenneth Lovejoy; song leaves
Vinalhaven, arriving at 3.45 P. M.
the most stupendous program that it the dance Friday evening at “Lights.” son Richard of Portland were week
Corson
of
the
Penobscot
Bay
Bethel
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Another
serious
accident
,an
ac

by
the
club.
Nineteen
projects
were
end
guests
at
the
Light.
has been our pleasure to present In
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.30 A. M.,
Mission, will again conduct the new finished and each member finishing
count of which was given in Tues
For Sale by
the past four years.—adv.
Stoningtoh at 7.25, North Haven at 8.20;
ly organized Sunday school in the was. presented with a new club pin. due
day’s issue of this paper, occurred on
at Rockland about 9.30 A. <M.
Veazie Hardware Co.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Every now and then some eminent the road last Saturday when the ing the hospital. Mr. Sturtevant was ' schoolhouse at 10 o'clock, Sunday, There was a fine exhibit of the child
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40 : du»
Rockland* Maine
f
about
50
years
old
and
is
survived
hy
,
They
will
be
glad
to
have
all
the
ren
’
s
work.
This
was
scored
by
Mr.
gravel
bank
caved
in
on
Clarence
statesman sees the dawn of a new era,
to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 I’. M.
but it always seems to cloud up be Sturtevant of this town, crushing him his parents. He was a son -of Arthur children as well as the adults meet Lovejoy. A social hour was then en
B. H. STINSON.
A. T. Norwood
Sturtevant
of
Rockland,
with
them
for
this
service.
joyed
by
both
old
and
young.
,
General Agent
so badly he died soon after reach
fore noon.—Kay Features.
’
Warren, Mains
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LIVE POULTRY

CLARION

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
Stoh at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,
Cottages, House

and Cottage Lots
EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf

USED FURNITURE
SOLD
Charge Account If Desired
CLEARANCE SALE!
£or values that are the talk of
the town—this store is unexcelled.
Were you prepared for that last
cold snap we had?
We have a splendid selection of
Stoves and Heaters.
To make room and give custom
ers their chance to buy at Savings
our entire stock is REDUCED
ONE-HALF usual price.
A complete line of Furniture,
Victrolas, Sewing Machines, Office
Furniture, China Closet and nu
merous miscellaneous articles.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fsmlllM
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

WATER PIPES
REPAIRED AND RELAID
Inside and out, digging included,
also pipes wired out.
Sewers dug on new and old build
ings and cleared when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked up

Prompt Service

S. E. EATON
Tel. 534-J, 505 Old County Road
ROCKLAND, ME.
60Stf

gSfrforft

every grave.

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They
are

the

evidence

of

loving

thdughtfulneaa.
Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are ready to aarva
your every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
84Ttf

£

ff

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street

Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

QUALITY

SERVICE

RELIABILITY

Wood &. Bishop Co.

OR. BLAKE B. ANNI1
Chiropractor
111 Limeroek Street
(Corner Llnooln)
{CHIROPRACTIC Lady In attendanoa’
Phone TtdS
KMii
Painless Syetem
J
of Adjusting

[ioo

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBaatk)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 188
35 Limeroek St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School od
Osteopathy

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
Telephone 1296; Resldenoe ISS-H

Every-Otker-Day

Rockland
Rockport ,
West Rockport
The Islands

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

“PLYMOUTH ROPE”
The Best By Test
Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Facial Massage

Manicuring
Permanent Waving

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe
CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 780

“Rug Cleaning Time”

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
Telephone 170

ROCKLAND

17 LIMEROCK ST.

“ATLAS PAINTS”

e

Wetherill
Products
W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE

Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer Tickets To All Parts of the World
10 LIMEROCK STREET

TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
14S SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

i.railliM , Ul
ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindeey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

Shopping Around the Bay

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.

Shampooing
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SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071 -J

ROCKLAND, ME.

606 MAIN STREET

PAINT AND VARNISH

CEMETERY MARKER

THE SNOW CO. YAfcD

WOMAN’S HAIR

Thomaston Dealer Carries a Should Be Dignified and It Should Glorify, and the Changed From Old Times
and Now Modern In Every
Fine Line of Celebrated
Beautiful and Made To
Lady Knox Beauty Shop
Wetherill Products
Withstand the Weath*er
Particular
Can Make It Do So
W. J. Robertson, contractor and
A visit through the plant of The
When considering a marker or
Beauty 'is something that must be
builder of 20 Gleason street, Thom monument for the family burial lot, cultivated. It cannot be purchased I. L. Snow Company will show a
aston, Maine, carries a complete a desire for permanency is foremost. in a box or bottle and applied with decided change from the old ship
building days of broad-axe and adze.
There will remain the names and a
stock of Wetherill’s Paint and Var
In the machine >hop are facilities
few dates of the loved ones. Like magic results. Beauty is one of the
nish Products, because they do no^ the Rock of Ages the monument modern sciences. It has been studied for machine work of all descriptions,
know nor have they heard of any must stand the wear of weather and and is known only by a few. Ex and a varied stock of pipe and fit
thing better. Stop at the store and time under all of Nature's trying perts have studied not only hotv to tings, shafting and mill supplies.
let him show you some of the ad conditions for countless years. The beautifv but have learned what con- Maurice Snow is foreman of this
vantages of Wetherill’s Reflecto- material and workmanship must be stitutes beauty. They know that ’department.
ot the best quality for memorials so producing beauty means not im- j jn the boilershop are facilities for
gloss. .
created
represent with enduring proving on nature, but rather bring- aH kinds of iron working. An elecThe day of sanitation is here—
cleanliness and health go hand in magnificence the emotions and ing out all that nature endowed each trie welding outfit is also connected
with this department. Stephen
hand. Health is the greatest of all thoughts that prompted their erec creature with.
At the Lady Knox Beauty Shop, Brault is foreman of this depart
producing powers. It means most tion.
The appearance of the memorial 299 Main street, one may undergo a ment.
to both employer and employed.
The repair yard has two marine
Hence the reason for having a clean, itself in the end, is the real selling complete course in beauty treatment
bright place of occupation. Weth- factor of memorials. The manu under the watchful eye of a trained railways, a 20-ton derrick for hoist
erill’s Reflecto-Gloss White Enamel facturer must have this thought expert, one who knows beauty cul ing out boats, engines, etc. Carries
is intended for and has accomplished uppermost. A monument to a dear ture and one who will exert time a stock of boat lumber, long native
and Southern oak, hard pine, white
just this purpose and in an economi one must have the grace and dig and effort to make you beautiful.
Women of the city have found the ! pjne and cedar. Their Oregon yacht
cal way. It is the purest of whites; nity which tells in simple language
most durable of finishes; absolute of the passing of a member of the Lady Knox Beauty Shop a beauty spars are shipped all over the state.
shop in every sense of the word
In the mill are facilities for saw
ly sanitary in every way; dust proof; family.
Charlotte Alley, proprietress will ing and milling logs and lumber of
Simon
K.
Hart
of
53
Pleasant
grease proof and proof against dirt
in every form. So, why is it not the street operates a well equipped es accept you as a patron, prescribe a all kinds. Spare lumber is worked
best form of paint for hospitals, tablishment for the manufacture of beauty culture course for you, and up into lobster pots and buoys. Sldb
factories, textile mills, hotels, office memorials, etc., including air ham then aid you to bring out the beauty wood is also sold.
A ship and boat hardware stock is
buildings, theatres, printing plants, mers, pneumatic tools and other up-’ which is every woman’s as a birth
carried for retail trade, also cordage
warehouses, department stores, to-date appliances usual to marble right.
Appoinfments may be made by and ship chandlery.
creameries, butcher shops, barber and granite yards. First class cutcalling
Rockland 7S0-R. Latest
|
ters
do
all
the
work
and
they
are
The officers of the Corporation
shops, laundries, toilet rooms and
all places where people are congre skilled in their profession. Twenty- equipment is employed and satis are C. F. Snow, president; John I.
Snow, vice president; R. K. Snow,
gated? And now just a few words eight designs of monuments and faction is guaranteed.
treasurer; C. M. Montgomery, pur
more on the value of this specially headstones may be selected from.
Mr. Hart will be pleased to quote WHO IS YOUR TAILOR chasing agent and R. A. Snow, su
prepared paint. It is money mak
perintendent.
ing in more Ways than one. Take prices on memorials, markers or
for instance, the saving of light that tablets of every description. The The Discriminating Person
Declares You Should Call the two is bound to result in satisits brilliant surface radiates. Again telephone number is 911-M.
the saving of labor that its power of
Upon Richardson
faction to patrons.
covering with one application (one antee it to be as represented, and
---If you are considering the purcoat) admits of; and again, the sav their word is good.
For the discriminating person chase of a new outfit drop in and
If it is not convenient for you to nothing but hand tailored clothes talk it over with Mr. Richardson,
ing of labor in keeping in order. It
can be cleaned as easily as a piece of call at the store telephone your order will do. Discriminating persons Inspect the complete line of matechina, for dust will not adhere to to Thomaston 124-3 and they will usually pick the best, else thev t rials he will show you and then try
it and grease can be washed off, not deliver it to vou.
would not be termed as such. A. P. a hand-tailored suit. You will be
as other paint, but in a moment. It
Richardson of 399 Main street ca delighted.
'NOTHtR GOLD RUSH
will greatly increase the efficiency
A. P. Richardson also gives care
:___
i ters to the men of the city who dress
of any workroom by reflecting the
A gold rush that had all the color the best. The men of today turn ful attention to orders that are
light from its brilliant polished sur and glamor of the early day stam to Mr. Richardson for the best ir placed for cleaning, pressing, dvefaces from wall to wall and pillar to pedes into the wealthy Couer d'Alene clothes, and certainly the judgment j ing and repairing. If you hav<
pillar, considerably prolonging the region, is in progress to new "dig of so many discriminating persons work along these lines to be done
gings” in Idaho. The announcement
daylight and intensifying the radia of an old sourdough, John Stout, orn icannot be wrong.
stop in at the store and you will re
tion by at least twice that of the or of the first to “get in” 35 years ago,
A. P. Richardson specializes ceive prompt service.
dinary white paint. It is manufac that he had discovered outcroppings in hand-tailored, made to measure
which assayed more than $2,500 a
tured by the most improved machin ton
A young lady entered the station
in gold, $2118, silver and $3 in clothes and he guarantees fit and
ery, of the best materials and by copper, started the stampede to the satisfaction with every garment ery store and asked for a pound tin
paint makers specially trained in its North Fork River country, over which that leaves his establishment. The of floor wax.
manufacture. George D. Weth thousands of men trekked in the choice of materials is a complete '’I'm sorry miss,' said the clerk, "all
we carry is sealing wax.”
earlier irush.
uon.
The
me "bonanza
UUIIU. IIZ.il ” was
was be
UP- I.
i
!•
e
i
1 •
erill & Co. Inc., have been making vtmivi
lleved to be about 25 miles north of1 one’ the Quality of workmanship is
"Don’t be silly,” she snapt. "Who'd
paint for over a century and guar- Prichard.
'
unsurpassed. The combination o' want to wax a ceiling-”

Butter Week
DAIRY, pound........................
47c
TUB, pound ................................................................ 46c
CREAMERY, pound................................................. 48c

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery

Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Tel. 51

Rockland, Me.

Distributors

SUITS PRESSED 75c

A. P. RICHARDSON
TAILOR
Telephon* 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

e

MARINE RAILWAYS
,

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

II

TV *

J TV

*

■

O

a. Cl

I

e

Manufacturer

A. P. LORD

j
'’W

TENTS

FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS'
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER
Telephone 333

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland
Collision Work a Specialty

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop
AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
108 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, ME.

D. L. BARRON

“MURPHY”

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders' Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

REPAIRMEN

Hard Pine and Cedar.

Telephone 68-J

79 MECHANIC STREET

X 11 If*

FOOT TROUBLES
Should be the least of your
worries if you see someone who
knows how to care for them

J

.

Consult

R. E. COLTART

ROCKLAND, ME.

REG. NURSE

ROCKLAND

“IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”
Telephone 20

Rockland, Me.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Telephone 627

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

220 So. Main Street

Rockland

P. O. Box 408

Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

C. 'Quinn, for two weeks have re
HOPE
turned to their home in Camden.
Capt. George Ellis of Boston is vis
C. W. Allen of the Light station
Addie E. Carver of North Haven
started on a trip to Xew York Mon is visiting her cousin E. L. Carver at iting Mr. and Mrs. George True and
daughter for a few days,
day to visit his daughter.
f . Eagle.
Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Weaver of Cam
E. S. Brown who is under medical
Carl B. Quinn and his mother Mrs
den were guests Sunday of Mr. and
J. H. Quinn went to Camden yester- care is slowly improving.
Mrs. L. A. Weaver.
doy enroute for the Topsham fair.
Rev. H. I. Holt and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. E. Howard and son Rich
Incredible as it may seem, there are H. L. True of Camden were recent
ard who have been on an auto trip farmers right here in our own State
through Northern Maine have now of Arizona so hidebound and skeptical guest9 at the Wilder cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fands of Dover,
gone to Camden on another trip.
that they haven’t eased up one bit on Mrs. Mary Metcalf and Mrs. Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Rayne? hard work since the farm-relief bill
Trainer of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs.
who have been at her brother’s, E. was passed.—Arizona Producer.
A. B. Stevenson and son of Camden
and Mr. and Mrs. McCobb of Lincoln
ville were Sunday visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True.
Several from this place took ad
An Old Family IN MORE DEMAND THAN EVER IS
vantage of the nice day Sunday and
went on a pienlc to Swan Lake thence
Doctor's Favorite
to Winterport to see the fine apple
orchard owned hy Mr. Blalsdell. In
the party were Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Penetrates. Loosens. Heals, like noth
'Barrett, Miss Minnie Barrett. Miss
ing else—Nothing Better for Coughs.
Fannie True. Mr. and Mrs. E. N.
Colds. Colic. Cramps—The Family Stand' Hobbs and family, Mr. and Mrs. ReuBy for Aches and Ills. Sold Everywhere.
| ben Barrett and family, Mr. and Mrs.
I A. S. Harwood, Mrs. Julia Harwood
| and Mrs. Grace Johnson,
j Mtss Edna Payson of Rockland has
been visiting her sister Mrs. E. N,
Hobbs the past week.
Prof. Cowing of Philadelphia, ihstructor of the Megunticook camp for
boys, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Hardy.
The L. P. True & Son Canning Co.
On Your Own Signature
have finished puckinga fine grade
of corn and are now getting ready for
squash and pumpkin.
Laforest Smith of Rockland was
at T. B. Noyes' Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Allen and Miss
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
| Rachel Noyes motored to Northport
Campgrounds. Sunday spending the
Interest at 3% per month (which include* all charge* and
afternoon at Miss Drake's cottage.
feel of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan
Mr. and Mrs. W. Wellman spent
Sunday with their mother Mrs.
Eleanor Payne, motoring to Crescent
Beach in the afternoon.

EAGLE

“The Best Selling Cough Medicine”

Pmcription.

Ballard’s Golden Oil

LOANS
Up To $300.00

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION

10 Limeroek Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W
51-tf

Here lie the bones
Of Farmer MacMonnie
He thought the mushrooms
Tasted funny.
—Pathfinder.

We Carry a Complete Line of
QUARRY, MILL and CONTRACTORS’
SUPPLIES
11 LIME ST.
APPLETON

TEL. 360

ROCKLAND, ME.

CLARRY HILL

Mrs. Hazle Perry, Mrs. Blanche
Frank Dolham of Somerville is the
Brown. Mrs. Ethel Towle, Miss Ethel guest of his sister Mrs. G. G. Miller
Marie Perry and Miss Julia Brown for a few days.
were in Rockland Saturday.
Everett Lamont who is working in
Mrs. Abner Grant, Misses Lucy and Jefferson spent a few days here last
Ruth Moody and Linnibel Grant were week with his grandfather W. J.
in Camden Saturday.
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mason and
Winifred Whitney returned to her
sons of Augusta were Sunday guests home here last Sunday after spending
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Newbert. Other the past two weeks in Warren the
callers were Mrs. Adella Gushee and guest of her niece Mrs. W. L. Stevens.
Mrs. Carolyn Page.
G. G. Miller has had the ell of his
Congratulations are being extend , house and one side of his barn
ed to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Butler shingled. A. J. Sidelinger of Waldo
(Madeleine Ness) on the arrival of boro did the work.
H. L Tibbetts and Leon Ross atan 8 lb. hoy, who has been named
, tended Damariscotta Fair last Friday.
Wayne Ness.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
Charles Adams of Liberty supplied
i was in town recently.
at the Baptist Church Sunday morn
Frank Jameson is working in Union
ing.
| l or J. F. Calderwood.
Miss Helen Esancy who is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Feyler and son
In Portland spent the weekend at I Raymond were in Rockland Monday.
home.
A. K. Jackson went to a Portland
Miss Chrystal L. Stanley who has Hospital last Friday w’here he is
been quite ill the past week with in receiving treatment.
testinal flu Is improving.
Frederick Walker has a very sick
Mrs. Nellie Bradford and son Alden horse which is under the care of Dr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Harlowe Bradford Peabody of Thomaston.
of Augusta were Sunday guests at
Mrs. Sarah Thomas of. Rockland
L. N. and A. H. Moody’s.
is the guest' of friends here for a few’
The seniors of A.H.S. held a social days.
at Grange hall Friday evening. There
Foster Mank and family of North
will be another at the same place Waldoboro visited relatives here last
Oct. 11.
Friday.
Mrs. Ella Perry and Mrs. Hazle
Zolvina Mank of North Waldoboro
Perry were in Rockland Monday to has been working for A. K. Jackson
attend the funeral of the late Lamont the past week.
A. Wellman.
Walter Feyler of North Warren
The Willing Workers met Tuesday spent last Sunday here with relatives.
afternoon for an all-day meeting with
members of the South Montvilie
ROUND POND
Circle as guests.
Capt. Rufus yossett and brother
Kermit left last week to resume their
duties on the tug Lehigh.
UNEQUALED
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Lewis have re
yFor'
turned to Reading, Mass., after an
Coughs, Colds, j Colic, extended visit at their summer resi
Sprains, Scalds, Cuts, dence here.
Burns, .Sore Throat,
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Brown have
Chilblains, or Sore Feet, closed their eattage here and returned
rraperad by lb. Koiv.r Midicisi Co.. Norway. Mr
to their home in Roslinda'e, Mass.
- YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
Manuel Francis Jr. Is afflicted
If it fall, to b.iwflt you when naedatrlctlya.directed on
luanle wrapper. _Try i bouie.. bold by ell deal.i. with rheumatic trouble and is at the

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST

Caulkers, Riggers and Painters. Boat Stock of All Kinds,
Yacht Spars and Keels. Long Native and Southern Oak,

and

ROCKLAND

SAIL AND AWNING

WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:

Battery Service
and Sales

TEL. 966

I. L. SNOW COMPANY

Penobscot Fish Co.

Alfred P. Condon

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227-W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

home of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Manuel Francis.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Jarvis left
last week for Brooklyn, N. Y„ after
spending an enjoyable summer here.
It is pleasing to be able to report
Mertland Steer who is taking treat
ment at Hebron Sanitorium as stead
ily improving in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Francis of Mystic
Conn., are guests for a few days of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
Francis.
Mrs. Susie Tuttle of Portland was
in this place last week.
Miss Cora Waldron of Freeport was
in town last week and calling on
friends.
Mrs. McConnell of Dorchester,
Mass., who passed the summer here
has returned home.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Mildred Walter is visiting
friends and relatives In Framingham.
Mass.
Several from this place attended
Lincoln County fair Friday at Dam
ariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs George Boliver of
Massachusetts who have been guests
at Irvin Heald's the past two weeks,
returned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mi's. W. R. Walter motored
to Martinsville Sunday.
Mrs. Pearl Whitehouse and daugh
ter Celia were in Rockland Tuesday.
George Newbert of Whrren was a
business visitor In this place Wed
nesday.
Maple Grange will hold Its annual
fair at Grange hall Oct. 15. Chicken
supper will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carroll of
Union were Sunday guests at W. F.
Teague’s.
Mrs. Florence Smith has been visit
ing her aunt Mrs. Annie Eugley for
a few days at West Waldoboro.
Edwin C. Teague and Mrs, Ida
Libby of Warren were at W. R. Wal; ter's Saturday.

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts
Stetson Hats
S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
Armstrong Sweaters
63'/* PARK STREET

NORTH warren
Clifford Robinson and Charles
Mank are picking apples for Jesse
Calderwood in Union.
Rosetta Packard who has been vis
iting Mabel Crawford has returned
to her home, in Waldoboro.
Several from this vicinity attend
ed Damariscotta fair last week and
also the fair at Topsham this week.
It is understood that the little place
owned by George Erickson has been
sold to parties from Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch visited
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Kalloch at Mar
tinsville last Sunday.
George Martin and John Rings are

ROCKLAND, ME.

shingling the drange hall and Tues
day the ladies of White Oak Grange
met at the hall and knotted a com
forter and sewed rug rags in prepara
tion for their fair. They had a boun
tiful dinner of baked beans with pies
galore. A number of the brothers
were there picking lip old shingles
land putting them under cover. It was
j a day well spent, a good time and lots
I of work accomplished.

New York atmosphere has turned
out cleaner than was feared, there
being by actual count only a thalfmillion solid particles per cubic foot.
This is just enough to make a person
air-conscious.—The New Yorker.

Build
—tor the years to come, with an eye to firesafety, fuel economy and low upkeep. For the
walls ol your home we recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard. It is an excellent in
sulator (fuel-saver); it never cracks, warps or
buckles; it makes a perfect base for any deco
ration (joints are concealed without need for
paneling). Cost is low. Easy to apply (saws
and nails like lumber). Telephone or call at—

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
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THOMASTON

PARK THEATRE

Every-Other-Day
TO WINTER IN MAINE

ATTACKS LIBRARY

Lincoln Colcord, the Author, Reaches
Very Sensible Conclusion.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to exceed

Girls Wanted!

three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
Frank Jones has sold his place on Bob Ott Coming Next Week !]
Pastor Says That Nine-,
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
Ibe New County Road to Maurice
104 YEARS
1825
for one time. 10 cents tor three times, Six
Tenths of Augusta Books Lincoln Colcord, the well known words
Morton and son of Friendship. Mr.
In Clean Comedy—“Pleas- 5
make a line.
Jones has lived bn the place many
editorial writer and critic, who, With,
Experienced Stitchers on
Should Be Burned
ure Crazed”
years and having spent an active life,
Mrs. Colcord, has been at his home in
now seeks relief from the cares a
Lost and Found
Wool and Leather Coats
“Nine-tenths of the books in the Searsport for the past few months,
Ladi-ie-es-s and gent-tl-lem-e-e- g
large place entails. It will be re
•TST Green oval Axminster nr: between
Apply at once
membered Mr. Morton bought a large e-nn. If you like a fast, furious, fun
! Lithgow Public Library should be has decided to remain there all win Rockland and Camden. Reward. STONING
farm in South Warren, the buildings ny clever musical show go to the
123-121
' burned.’’ declared Rev. Carl N. Gar ter and is looking forward with great TON FURNITURE CO.
being destroyed by fire soon after
LOST—-Gunning coat and slicker on road
land. former Rockland pastor before pleasure to the experience. A world from
Gushee Corner to North Appleton, last
be made the purchase. Thomaston Park Monday and see Bob Ott and
bis
fellow
members
cf
the
Augusta
will be glad to welcome the Mortons his clever associates. It’s the funni
Have you ever had the "ghost” of a bill
wide traveler, he believes that there Mondav. ERNEST C PA VIS, Rockland
. 122-124
Kiwanls
Club
at
its
luncheon
Thurs

as citizens.
est show in years. Bob again proves
121-124
is no place like home and no climate
that you thought was paid and “dead” pop
day.
LOST A poodle dog answering to the name
Alfred M. Ireland is on his annual that it is a master comic and that it
in the world quite equal to Maine, of Dandy. If found or know the whereabouts
“
I
think
perhaps
be
doesn
’
t
know
hunting trip to the big woods in isn't necessary for a comedian to be
up’for repayment?
121*123
very much about the hooks in the spring, summer, autumn, and winter. CALL 672-M.
For Sale
Aroostook County.
He is accom vulgar to the funny. In his usual own
LOST Two diamond rings between Cam
library" countered Miss Elizabeth M.
This will be Mrs. Colcord’s first den and Rockland during the latter part of
panied by Howard Bicknell.
clean way he gets his character over
A checking account in this bank will ban
FOR SALE—L9'24 Chevrolet 4 door sedan,
Andrew! librarian, when informed of winter in Maine and she
anticipat September. For further information and lib good running condition, price low. Inquire
Mrs. Wallace E. Mason of Keene. with a bang. Time and time again
the minister's declaration.
I
ish for all time these troublesome "ghosts
ing the snowshoeing. coasting and eral reward call MORROW’S JEWELRY 15 WASHINGTON ST.. Rockland.
123-125
N. II., and Mrs. Walter C Bryant of you have probably said, “Ofr. how I
Mr. Garland had spoken while sug other sports which the season brings. STORE. Camden.
121-123
Brockton. Mass., were guests Tues would like to *ee a good musical tab
FOR SALE—Hubbard squash, apples, cab
and give you absolute evidence of pay
gestions were being offered for a ma Their home in Searsport overlooks
LOST—Black, white and tan hound last bage, green and ripe tomatoes. OVERNESS
day of their sister Mrs. Ralph Ayers.
loid with a real funny comic and a
jor objective during 1930. He said the bay where for generations Mr. Wednesday ; name on collar. V. T. JOHNSON. SfcRKESIAN. 157 Middle St. Tel. 3C8-W.
ment.
Edgar Ames will enter the Com real cast of entertainers with a cast
120-125
123-tf
that the site and the library build Colcord’s ancestors built and sailed Lake Ave. Tel. 352-33.
mercial College at Rockland Monday that will get away from the usual
FOUND—Lady’s watch at North Knox
ing were of great credit to the city their ships. Born at sea, it is bred in
FOR SALE 21 ft. power boat. Inquire of
for a course of study.
Fair.
Owner
may
have
same
by
proving
Have a Savings Account
routine of cut and dried Jokes and
but he has been considerably disap his bones and he is never quite happy property and paying for ad. W. L. MERRIAM. H. A. Dl’NTOX. 18 Mechanic St. Tel. 763-M.
Mr. Gilmore who resides with his dances.’’ Well, to you who have said
123-125
pointed with the literature found on when away from it.
Keep It Growing ♦
Union, Me.
121-123
son in the Herbert Kirkpatrick house that, here is the show you just must
FOR SALEr -Parlor stove. E. IM. HAYES,
the shelves. He referred chiefly to
was awarded a premium of $1.00 on see. Bob Ott has the only real musical
‘3 Summer St. Tel. 186-M-K.
123*125
the fiction, he said, which, he believed
The airplane honeymoon Is becom
potatoes at the North Knox Fair. He al comedy tabloid presentation on the
FOR SALE--Overland touring car. model 91,
is not fit to be read.
Wanted
ing
popular.
especially
among
has engaged to help gather apples on market.
mileage 17,000. Guaranteed in good running
The minister advocated the expen couples who are determined from the
WANTED—Immediately floor maid and condition. Tires all new, cords, side curtains
a farm in Union.
With this musical show is being
diture of a large sum of money to start not to have a falling out.—Chi kitchen maid at KNOX HOSPITAL. 123-125 and tools included. Battery new’ this year.
Forrest Brown of Lowell. Mass., is . presented the Fox Movietone all talk
Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
“clean up'’ the Lithgow library. None cago Daily News.
WANTED Siiiiill
, tl burning
kitchen FELTON ST., Rockland.
visiting in the family of Lawrence H. ing picture. “Pleasure Crazed.” It is
123-tf
o.f the other members spoke for or
heater. E. J. DAVIS, 38 Summer St., R »ckDunn.
FDR KALE- -Hub heater parlor stove.
the story of a beautiful girl and two
land.
123 125
against the proposition.
President
The Thomaston Farmers’ Union sly racketeers who desired nothing
Thomaston, Maine
123*125
CALL 1057-W.
Halsey declared he thought it best to
WANTED- 29 in. and 23 in. staves, 17 in.
Probate Notices
held its annual stockholders’ meeting
FOR SALE- Summer home furnished, shore
and 2o in. heads, 13 in., 14 in.. 19 in.. 21 in.
so much as jewels—especially when
table the suggestion for thf present,
Tuesday at the Grange hall. South they happened to be the priceless
partitions. Must be extra good value. J. C. lot 40x90 ft., dock and beach, new bungalow,
for consideration later.
STATE OF MAINE
The Oldest Bapk in Knox County
HAMMON, Rockland.
123-12.5 2 rooms and pantry. 2 sheds, 5 young apple
Warren. The officers are: Fred H.
Dean collection. The Dean couple,
The library has approximately
To all persons interested In either of tire
trees. Dandy motor boat and skiff. Bargain.
Fernald, president; E. S. Vose. vice {
WANTED- Young woman wltn 6 year old JOHN GORDON, Port Clyde. Malm.
estates
hereinafter
named
:
123-125
13,000 volumes at the present time, at
child would like work in Rockland or vicinity.
president: Walter Swift, clerk; Miss celebrated society people gladly
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland,
In
least 50 per cent of which are fiction. and for the County of Knox, on the 17th day Good home preferred to high wages. BOX 331.
FOR 45ALE- -Complete printing plant. 7x11
Ella K. Gillchrest. treasurer; Fred leased an entrancing Californian
Pearl
press,
good
as
new.
(9
cases
type,
paper,
1,22-124
Mr. Garland came into the limelight of September, in the year of our Lord one Thomaston.
H. Fernald. Winslow Robinson, E. estate from the trio. The jewels were
cards, stitcher, etc., $100 for quick sale.
at a similar occasion before the Ki- thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine, and
placed
in
the
safe
.
.
.
and
of
course
WANTED--By
High
School
teacher,
fur

JOHN GORDON. Port Clyde, Me.
123-125
S. Vose. Eldrean Orff. Samuel H
I wanis Club last summer, when he by adjournment from day to day from the nished apartment of four or five rooms, or
Creighton. Levi Bucklin. W. G. Piper. the -Deans had the only set of keys
FOR SALE—19 $1. dory, motor boat, Al
17th day of said September the following small house. CALL 19-J.
122*124
I was the main speaker of the meeting. matters
to
It
!
The
girl
had
to
stay
on
to
rei
have
been
presented
for
the
action
condition,
with
skiff,
$65.
JOHN
GORDON,
F. M. Turner. Walter Swift. Ella K.
WANTED—-Man to work on farm. MRS. Port Clyde. Me.
the Playhouse Saturday night. There At that time one of his remarks thereupon hereinafter Indicated it is hereby
123-125
ceive important messages—act as
Gillchrest. directors.
FRIENDSHIP
J. W. ANDERSON, West .Meadow road. Tel.
will be a Pathe Sound Review’ and questioning 'whether justice is dis- Ordered :
secretary,
as
it
were.
But
Mr.
Dean
'
FOR SALE— Blacksmith shop and land.
1175.
122*124
Mr. and Mrs. John Harding of Au
Mrs.
Clare
Scott
of
Salem.
Mass.,
is
That notice thereof be given to nil persons
pensed in the courts was taken up by
South Main St., $3-50. House, large lot of land
burndale, Mass., arrived in town yes was lonely. Mrs. Dean was intrigued ! visiting hew sister Mrs. W. Dalton Pathe all-talking comedy.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper hy at PJeasant Gardens, Rockland, $1000: cap be
interested, by causing a copy of this order
Miss Flora Wallace and Miss Associate Justice Farrington, who de- to
terday. They will return to their by a dashing polo player. The two Wot ton.
be published three weeks successively in young woman with boy of ten. Prefer good paid in rent. Six room house on Beechwoods
home and kind treatment to high remunera St., Thomaston' $850. V. F. STITILEY, 69
home Sunday taking with them their male accomplices of the girl were in ! Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones and Beatrice Bremhall are attending (dared vehemently. "You ought to be The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published tion.
Trlflers and those not desiring a child Park St. Tel. 1080.
ashamed of yourself," addressing theN at Rockland in said County that they may
122-tf
son John Harding who has spent a hurry to clean out the strongbox. | Mrs. Sarah Hovey of China visited Mr. Rockland Commercial College. in their home, please do not answer this ad.
I
minister.
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
said
FOR SALE -Pullets. Will trade for stock,
Miss G'enicc Morion has gone to ’
several weeks with his grjfhdparents < but the girl had a change of heart, j and Mrs. Granville T. Brow Wednes
Rockland, on the 15th day of October, A. D. Address MRS. 1. F. MAHONEY, Monument
122*124 i. A. M7NSL0W, Owl s Head. Tel. 425-14.
The husband, bitter. decided to leave.
1929. at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be Sq., Warren, Maine.
West Newton where she has employ- i
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Long.
122-124
day.
heard thereon if they see cause.
WANTED—Second-hand platform scales.
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist And then came a climax as startling j Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crisp motored nient with Dr. anti Mrs. F. W. Put- '
CAMDEN
FOR
SALE
—
Two
new
milch
Jersey
cows.
ANNIE
R.
MOORE
late
of
Rockport,
de

(
all
or
write
SAGE
&
CHATER,
116
Elm
St.,
as
anything
ever
revealed,
sweeping
Church will meet in the vestry next ;
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery has returned
nam.
to Boothbay Harbor Thursday.
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof Camden. Tel. 274.
121*123 GEORGE II <’AMERON. Union. Me. 122*124
Wednesday evening. Supper at 6 ; half dozen lives in the net of capri- i Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr.,
Mrs. Ellis latwry. Kiss Etia l.awry from a short stay in Wakefield. Mass.. asking that Letters Testamentary be issued to
FOR SALE- Living room coal stove, also
WANTED-Capable woman for general
cious fate.—adv.
o’clock.
E. Perry of Brookline. Mass., he
of West Newton. Mass., are spending and Mrs. Kufus Condon motored to Ay-. Emery who was called there by William
Tel. 1164. Write BOX 269. Rock small wood stove. 1‘rlces reasonable. TEL.
being the Executor named in said will with housework.
Materials for the building of the !
the
death
of
his
brother
Herbert
M.
179-R.
122*124
land.
121-123
Portland
Wednesday.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
cement sidewalk on Main street from i
Emery, returned earlier in the week. out bond.
FOR SALE- Rug and knitting yarns by
STRAND THEATRE
WANTED Washings and fine laundry
Harry L. Bossa.
MAUD
JOSEPHINE
WASGATT
late
of
Hanley’s store eastward are being
manufacturer. Samples free. H. 1A. BART
The Eastern Star Club will meet Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition for work. ADELIA SMITH, 21 Clarendon St.
----- #
I Mrs. F. W? Putnam of West New122-133
121*123 LETT, Harmony, Maine.
deposited along the way.
at Masonic hall next Monday, at 4 Probate thereof asking that letters Testa
CUSHING
Much credit for the excellent pro- ton. passed several days this week at
The reporter visited Friday the
o’clock. Picnic supper. Plans will mentary be issued to Rowland J. Wasgatt of
WANTED Second-hand refrigerator to hold j FOR SALE—Brand new boat, 28 ft., nice
duction
of
“
Madame
X,"
which
Met€r
Martin
’
s
Point
camp.
The ladies aid of Cushing will serve
Rockland, he being the Executor named in
360 r-uinds or more of ice, Address model. 15 h. p.. Kermath eng., fit for any use.
place- where the Knox Memorial j
“Naughty Balya," sound and effect supper at the Town house next Tues be made for the fair to be held the said will without bond, also requesting that BOX 155, Vinalhaven.
121-193 J-VMES A. GREGORY, Vinalhaven, Me.
building is to be erected. Rapid prog ro-Goldwyn-Mayer has> brought to
early
part
of
next
month.
the
Judge
determine
whether
omission
of
122*127
WANTED-Girl for general housework at 6
ress is being made in the work under the talking screen, must be attribut- picture, starring Alice White and day evening, Mrs. Holden, house
Mrs. E. A. Robbins will entertain children from the will was intentional or not
FOR SALE To settle estate-Franklin
Talbot Ave.
MRS DAVID RUBINSTEIN
occasioned
by
mistake.
the direction of Mr. Trenholm who is cd to Lionel Barrymore, who tern- jack Mulhall will be the feature at keeper.
the Frlends-in-Council Tuesday at
118-tf coupe in excellent condition. See MR. LINETel. 1285.
ELIZABETH A NICHOLS late of Woburn.
proving himself to be an efficient su porarily abandoned the role of actor '
KIN at Rockland Garage. Tel. 700.
121-123
Robbins Nest, Lake Megunticook.
T
wanted Long haired shaggy kittens
Mass.,
deceased.
Exemplified
dopy
of
the
will
perintendent. The outer walls of the for that of director. Under Mr ■
Meeting of the American Legion and probate thereof together with a Petition Write age. color and sex. JDflN S. RAN
FOR SALE- New Winchester rifle 38-55 and
No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.
basement are up and carpenters have Barrymore's skillful dfreetion, this |
118*123
1
Ithaca
12
ga.
double
bbl.
hammerless.
Price
auxiliary Tuesday evening.
for Probate of Foreign Will asking that the LETT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 3 12-14.
■ — ■ reasonable. Call at SPEAR S SHOE STORE.
the flooring of the first story well sensational melodrama which was
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange copy of said will may be allowed, filed and
121-126
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
along. An elevator 50 feet high has presented on the New York stage 19 |
will meet with Megunticook Grange decorded in the Probate Court of Knox Coun
To Let
and that Letters Testamentary be issued
FOR SALE Small well-trained horse, suit
been erected and will soon be in use. years ago, and more recently was |
today, meeting to he called to order ty
—
OF
THE
—
to
Arthur
F.
Ray
of
Woburn,
Mass.,
he
being
able
for
driving
or
riding.
Terms
very
rea
TO
LET
Two
furnished
rooms
for
light
With favorable weather the expecta seen on the silent screen with Pauline ,
| at 2 o’clock. State Master John E. the Executor named in said will without housekeeping, lights, gas, water. 23 CEDAR sonable. MISS B. F. PACK, Union, Maine.
tion of the contractors will be realized Frederick in the leading role, emerg-4
sureties
on
his
bond.
x
ST. Tel. 804-J
123*125 TelKl’nlon 10-12.
121*123
t Abbott of North Berwick is to be
NORTH
and the roof will be on by Christmas. es as a deeply moving, believable and |
| present.
program will be given and ’ EDWARD ROBINSON late of Burlington.
FOR SALE—Two pretty shag kittens, color,
TO LET ’Bencment of 6 rooms, modepi. I).
Vermont,
deceased.
Exemplified
copy
of
the
Twenty-five men are now at work on often tragically beautiful story; one j Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of bdsinrss Oct. 4, 1929
yellow
and
white,
male
and
female,
$4
for the
L.
McCARTV,
Northend
Drug
Store.
123-tf
a debate, “Does environment have
will and probate thereof together with a
two. E. A. S., Thomaston, R. F. D. 1, Bx. 38.
whoso human quality has not been j
the job.
I anything to do with character buihl- Petition for Probate of Foreign Will asking
TO LFT Upstairs tenement on Main Si.,
RESOURCES
121*126
The Christian Endeavor will begin '• dimmed by the passing of time, hut Loans and discounts ....
f838,3«5 8H 1 ing?" by Charles E. Lord and Judge that the copy of said will may be allowed, eleetrjc lights and toilet. .1. II. MELVIN. 21
123*125
FOR SALE- Small safe, suitable for office
their meetings Monday evening with rather enhanced by the remarkable Qverfjrafts
filed and recorded In the Probate Court of Gay St. Tel. 624 M
12 93 ’ Frank B. Miller.
or
store.
STUDLEY
FURNITURE
CO.,
61
County and that Letters Testamentan
102.374 11
United States Government securities owned ........................................................
a roll call.
TO LET Two partly furnished rooms and Park St.
of spoken screen drama.
Dr. E. C. Whittemore of Water- Knox
121-123
be issued to Clara S. Robinson of Burling bath.
1,741.343
Modern
conveniences.
HOWARD
Mayflower Temple, P. S.. was rep
The role of Madame X is portrayed Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned............................................................
20.000 00 | ville will occupy the pulpit of the ton, Vermont, she being the Executrix named CROC KETT, 20 Franklin St. Tel. 1091.
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
House ......................................................................................... . .......... —♦
resented at the banquet and inspec by Kurh Chatterton who recently Banking
94.441 84 ! Baptist church Sunday.
in said will.
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank,......................................................................
133*138 U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDING. 54 Pacific
96.125 46
tion which followed of Camden abandoned the legitimate stage, sub Cash and due from banks ........................................................................................
St.
___________________________________ 121-tf
Mrs. Wilder S. Irish left yesterday
VSTATE OF FRED P KOOTER late of
TO LET Four moms and bath. V. F.
4.250 00
Temple by District Deputy Hannah sequently playing the leading femi Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer
1 l r Waltham. Mass., where she will Owl's Bead, neceaSM, Petition for adminis STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
FOR SAdxE — Household furnishings, includ
l*2-tf
1.158
15
tration asking that Ethel L. Koster of Owl’s
Whitmore, Mr. and Mrs. Haddington nine roles in “Sins of the Fathers,” Other assets ........................................................................................................ -.....
ing bedding. MRS. S. F. CLOSSON, Head of
spend the winter with her son Fred Head or some other suitable person be ap
TO LET 'Modern 5 room house with all the Bay.____________________________ 121-123
Robbins. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace. Mr. and “The Doctor’s Secret.”
$2,901,672 30
improvements. Heats easily on less than 5
Irish.
Total
pointed Admx. without bond.
FOR SALE— Two hound pups. 6 mouths old.
and Mrs. Anson Pryor. Mr. and Mrs.
Nice sunny location.
R. U.
The subject of Rev. F. Ernest
Two other outstanding performancLIABILITIES
ESTATE OF L.VWRENCE A HOPKINS late tons coal.
122-124 V T JOHNSON, Lake Ave., Rockland. Tel.
$100,000 00 • smith's -address at the Methodisf of North Haven, deceased, Petition for Ad COLLINS. Tel. 77.
Hollis Gillchrest. Miss Catherine i-s are by Lewis Stone and Raymond , Capital stock paid In
352-32.
_____________________________ 121*123
leo.ooo
oo
asking that Eva Hopkins of
TO LET Six room house with bath, fur
Gillchrest, Mr. and Mrs. N. F. An Hackett, both of whom were last Surplus
hureh Sunday morning will be, ministration
98,365 53
Undivided profits—net ........................................................................................
North "Haven or some other suitable person nace and lights, Grace St. ERNEST
..............
FOR SALE—Dining table, buffet and 6
DAVIS,
drews.
:.6
020
26
Man
’
s
Greatest
Task.
’
’
Evening
seen to advantage in “The Trial of Reserves for Interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and unpaid
be appointed Admx. without bond.
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
122-121 ‘’hairs, also living roqm table. For further In
84.600 00 , subject “How To Accomplish Things.”
Services at Baptist Church Sun Mary Dugan." Others in the cast Circulating notes outstanding ............................................................................
formation CALL 972-M after 5.30 p. m.
ESTATE OF ELKANAH E BOYNTON late
TO LET Five room tenement, all improve
115 00
day at 11 a. m. Topic of the pastor. who do good work are Holmes Herb Due to banks, including certified and cashiers’ checks outstanding.......
121*123
Commencing
Oct.
15,
steamers
of
of Camden, deceased, Petition to Determine merits, janitor service: also 7 room apart
17
........
I
‘Placing Emphasis.’ At 7 p. m. vesper ert. Ulric Haupt and John P. Kding- Demand deposits .......... .......................-........................................ -......... -.......
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Cheviot rams,
the Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc., Inheritance Tax filed by Jennie L. Boynton ment furnished, heated, fireplace, sun porch
2,212,006 66
Time deposits ..................................................... -.................................................
w
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1147-.T.
122-127 cheap. Tel. 83 Tliomaston or write H. D.
services. Life of Jesus in song and t( n. “Madame X" opens a two day Uhited States deposits ................-.....................................................................
3«2 91
will leave Bangor and river landings Exx.
CRIE, Thomaston.
120*125
ESTATE OF ALVIN E. STUDLEY late of
scripture.
TO LET Garage at 21 Masonic St. Inquir
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. Warren,
•ngagement at the Strand Monday.
deceased.
Petition
to
Determine
In

$2,901,672
30
♦ * ♦ »
FOR SALE- Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord;
Total
Mrs. Charles Gray has been visiting heritance Tax filed by Wendell A. Studley F. L. NEWBERT, Newbert’s Restaurant_”j. 121 junks.
$12; 4 ft.. $10: soft wood fitted. $10;
A Complete Surprise
friends in Hartford, Conn.
Admr.
4 ft.. $8. O. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss :
.i , <i »
ct.i,.
TO LET Furnished house, 8 roums, elec
I.
E.
F
Berry.
Cashier
of
the
above-named
bank,
do
solemnly
swear
that
the
above
state

ESTATE
OF
ERASTUS
P.
ROLLINS
late
ot
The
annual
”
Y
’
Bowling
League
126*131
A real surprise party was given
tric lights, centrallv located, adults only. In
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
BERRY, Cashier.
PALERMO
will start at the Y.M.C.A. Monday Warren, deceased, first and final account quire 56 lMALN ST.. Thomaston.
FOR SALE- Ten horses weighing 1100-1500
122*124
Mrs. Delora Keene Thursday evening.*
filed for allowance by Lindley C. Rollins Admr.
pound
<
WILLIAM
HALL,
North
Newcastle.
and
the
following
teams
will
parti

the occasion being her 75th birthday.
TO LET Small tenement, corner Talb.t Tel. 52-32 Damariscotta.
ESTATE OF ALVIN E. STUDLEY late of
120*125
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Quigg Rnd
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th da> of October, 1929.
cipate: All Stars. Knox Mill. Carp- Warren,
Mrs. Keene had invited two of her
deceased, first and final account filed Ave. and T’nlon St. Inquire 21 TALBOT AVE.
JOS. EMERY, Notary Public.
Mrs.
Hattie
Moore
of
Augusta
spent
FOR SALE—Trained bird dog.
L G.
or
Tel. 550.
122-tf
den
Mill.
Rotary
Club.
American
Le

for allowance by Wendell A. Studley Admr.
friends to spend the evening and help
ATBEARN. Hope, Me. Tel. Lincolnville 12-12.
Correct—Attest:
[Seal]
gion. Giants, Masonic Club and Cam
TO LET Five room tenement, lights, toilet.
ESTATE OF CORA E. STUDLEY late ot
celebrate her birthday in playing the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. I. X.
' HAS. T. ShlALLEY
/
______________________
ii3-tr
121-123
Warren, deceased, first and final account filed TEL. 410-R.
den Herald.
J. N SOUTHARD
flinch. Earl Risteen who with his Quigg.
FOR SAUE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long,
for allowance by Wendell A. Studley Admr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hoy
Lenfest
and
fami

A
S.
BAKER
FOR
SALE
—
Two
parlor
stoves
in
good
The
funeral
cf
Ralph
E.
Dean.
56.
family lives in part of the house,
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks.
ESTATE OF W1L1.IAM H. PERKINS late of ditlon. JACK GREEN. Tel. 114 W. 121
of this place who died in West Rock
opened the proceeding by inviting ly were in Wiscasset Sunday and vis
$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
Warren, deceased, first and final account flle$
ited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Reed.
TO
LET
Furnished
rooms
at
35
CAMDEN
port
Wednesday
night,
was
held
113-tf
Mrs. Keene to step out of thb door
for allowance by Emerson W. Perkins Admr.
ST.
1<21-123
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hoy
Leavitt
and
fami

Friday
afternoon
and
interment
was
and from the rear of the house wit
ESTATE OF .Il'LIA If TITUS late of Union,
u.
- ----- , , ra w------- n
P0R SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord deNo. 1446. Reserve District No. 1.
ly
nf
Winthrop
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Tib

made
in
the
Mountain
Street
ceme

deceased, first and final account filed for
k
aA’a,rt?-ent at
H"rpdorders
500 Main St.. Rockness the flight of an airship. I’pon |
K 1 <<>LLG\s. Tel. ...__________ -tf ian<|
TcL 682-W or K. 8ALMLNEN. West
tery. Mr. Dean is* survived by his allowance by Nina E. Titus Admx.
her re-entry she was confronted by a betts were visitors Sunday at Mrs.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
112*123
TO LET House at 18 Gaj St. Apply to Rockport.
Sylvia
Brown's.
ESTATE
OF
MELISSA
YOUNG
late
of
wife.
room well filled with her friends and
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Boynton and
—OF THE—
Mrs. P. J. Good is convalescing from Vlnalhaven, deceased, first and final account l.Dtt. BENNER. Tel. 94 >-R.___________ 121-tf
neighbors. Their unexpected appear
filed for allowance by Rodney A. Haskell
TO LET Five room bungalow, electric »cr<-‘s
land situated In Warren on Stata
a long illness and is now able to see Admr.
ance so stirred Mrs. Keene's emotions | family of Washington were in this
lights, toilet, garage. Tel. 1188-M Rockland <n j rnad between Warren and Thomaston. Also
her friends.
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
that for a few minutes it was unde place recently.
121*126 farm wagons and farming Implements for
B8TATB OF WILLIAM T. COPELAND late 398-3 Camden. E. H. I’HILBKK K
sale. For further information write to MRS.
Archie Leeman was home over the
Albert Alley is ill from pneumonia of Warren, deceased, first and final account
cided which would prevail tears or
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment
Of Rockland in the State of Maine, at the close of business Oct. 4, 1929
118-tf
filed for allowance by Nathaniel B. Eastman for light housekeeping, with lights, water, etc. W E BORN EMAN. Warren.
at his home on Free street.
laughter—happily it was the latter. weekend from Besse High School,
FOR SALE—A 26 ft. power boat, 18 h. p.
Apply 16 WILLOW STREET._________ 121*123
The annual installation of the Me Admr.
BESOCItt ES
Many flowers graced the occasion. Albion.
ESTATE OF ALBERT W. RICH late ot
Palmer engine, with all equipment, cheap for
$1,169,221 14
gunticook Encampment, I.O.O.F., will Camden,
Mi
Margie Scutes was a recent . Loanj anil discounts ...........................................
TO LET—Five unfurnished rooms, electric quick sale. Address GEO. H. BUNKER. Box
Games were played for entertainment
deceased, Petition to Determine in
222.160 26
United States Government securities owned ..........
lights, corner Park St. and Broadway. TEL. 104. Matinicus.
be held Oct. 31.
and refreshments served in which the guest of Mrs. Percy Saban.
heritance
tax
filed
by
Alice
M.
Rich
Admx.
118-tf
1.939,981
12
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ............
438-J.
126-tf
At the annual installation of Mt. c. t. a.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Banton and j Banking
birthday cake was prominent. Many
40,666 00
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
house .....
TO
LET
—
Four
ropm
apartment,
all
mod

111.659
Battle
Lodge.
I.O.G.F.,held
this
week
ESTATE
OF
MARY
J.
BURTON
late
of
12
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
gifts were bestowed upon Mrs. family were at I. N. Quigg s Sunday. Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..........................................................................
fully equipped. $7.50 per week. V. F. sides, lari?k orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
1<< 857 33
D.D.G.M., Leroy S. Arrey, assisted by Union, deceased, first and final account filed ern.
Stanford Brown was in Somerville j Cash and due from banks...............................................................................................
Keene, whose appreciation of them
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
118 tf buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
16.398 96
for allowance by Edward K. Gould Admr.
and
lefTerson
Sundav
Outside
checks
and
other
cash
items
...........................
.........
.
.
.......................
L.
L.
Anderson
as
district
deputy
was manifested by word and action.
TO LET Furnished apartment with garage. JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 118-tf
ESTATE OF JOSEPH SAILER late of Phil
A. J Tibbett. with Mr. and
and [Mrs.
IKrs. «*"»"«">
S’ TrMsurw and due from t. b. Tre..urer „
grand warden, Ralph E. Richards as adelphia.
Mrs. Keene’s present plan is to spend
deceased. Petition to Determine ETTA H. SANBORN, 80 Pleasant St. Tel.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
$3,676,784
23
district
deputy
grand
secretary,
Ern

903W.
126-tf $10;
John Tibbetts recently made a trip
Inheritance tax filed by Mary Lowber Sailer
the winter in her Thomaston home.
_ _____________________
junks, $12; slabs fitted, $8; also lumbei
est C. Fales as district deputy grand and Joseph Sailer. Jr., Executors.
LIABILITIES
To Mrs. Earl Risteen the chief to Bingham to see the dam under con- I
TO LET—Apartment of five rooms and ! delivered.
T. J. CARROLL.
TeL 263-21.
$150,000
00
treasurer,
Bert
G.
Pierson
as
district
ESTATE
OF
IDA
K,
CHAPIN
late
of
Rock

parage.
ALICE
FULLER,
25
Linden
STREET.
P,
O.
Thomaston.
118-tf
Capital stock paid in .....................................................................................................
,
credit is due for thqp success of the struction there.
100.000 00
land, deceased,* first and final account filed Tel. 166-M.
118-tf
deputy
grand
marshal
Nnd
J.
Frank
evening. Those present were .Mrs.
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage
133,292 2 ,
for allowance by Edward (’. Payson Ex cutor.
Undhlded profits—net ..................................................................................................
Thomas as district deputy grand
TO LET Three light housekeeping rooms. at Ingraham HUI. Bath, lights, city water, rock
Delora Keene, Mrs. Tin mas Long. '
41.248 20
Reserves for Interest, taxes, and other expenses accrued and unpaid .........
EDWIN J. HEAL late of Camden, deceased, Adults only. MRS. CARL OLSON, 19 Myrtle fireplace.
Inquire at CROCKETT’l BABY
guardian installed these officers; N wTH
149,200 00
Mrs. Bernard Robins',n. Mrs. Walter "as Mrs. Jordan’s mother. Mrs. Lucy Circulating notes outstanding ....................................................................................
and petition for probate thereof, asking St.
’ 118-tf
118-123 SHOP.
4.930 61
G.. Fred E. Hansen. Jr..; V. G.. Nor that said will may be allowed and that let
Staekpole, Mrs. Edmund Risteen, j Brown, who passed away about two Due to banks. Including certified and cashiers’ checks outstanding ...............
539,196
86
TO LET—Three well furnished rooms, with
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
ters Testamentary be issued to Sadie E. iHeal
man
Fuller;
recording
secretary
Mrs. Mary Clark. Mrs. Arthur Kai- months ago in her 93d year. Always Demand deposits . ................................................................................. ........................
'2,556,916 33
modern conveniences and partial heat. In stove length. $8 per cord; also building lum
John P. Leach; financial secretary, of Camden, she being the Exx. named in said quire
loch. Mrs. Maude Williams. Mrs. i alert and active, Mrs. Brown had
12 KNOX’STREET. Tel. 578-W. 116-tf ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
will without bond.
$3,676,784
2
i
Warren
B.
Conant;
treasurer.
E.
M
118-tf
Chester Vose. Mrs. Minnie Wilson, made the motor journey each year to
Total . ................
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep
ESTATE OF MARY E. MADIMH’KS late ot
Crosby: warden, Horace Josselyn: Union, deceased. Petition for Administration ing or roomers. All modern Improvements.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Earl Risteen, i Warren and thence to her summer State of Maine, County of Knox. as.
conductor, Lawrence Leach; I. G. asking that Elbridge D. Linscott of Rocklanu Apply 37 WILLOW STREET.
113-tf
Miss Emma Staekpole, Miss Mabel ] home at North Haven. She is missed
I Joseph Emery. Cashier of the above-named hank, do solemnly swear that the above
Miscellaneous
Richard H. Stairs: (j. G.. Ralph Con- or some other suitable person be appointed
by friends as well as relatives.
Fernald and Miss Gladys Fernald.
TO LET—Furnished heated apartment. 14
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
JCSBra yuERY Cashier
Administrator.
MASONIC ST.
112 tf
i nors: R.S.N.G., Ralph R. Satterlee
Mi.-V Frances Whidden of Gorham
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walla
Witness.
MELZER
T.
CRAWFORD.
Esquire,
L. S.N.G.. Charles Chapin: R.S.V.G
TO LET—Furnished apartment on Oak St.; built and repaired; all kinds_ of _
______
Normal School and Miss Abbie Buck
lawn
work.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th day of October. 1929.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
WARREN
furnished apartment on Grove St.; large by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWLHarold Hansen; L.S.V.G., Edwin Rockland, Maine.
of the State Public Health Associa [Seal]
teall
SIDNEY H. PIERCE, Notary Public.
house
with
garage
on
Camden
St.,
near
MavTON.
54
Brewster
St.
Tel.
467-M.
118-tf
Changes have beet: made by the I
i
Dodge;
chaplain.
Charles
F.
Merriam;
Attest
:
Correct
Attest
:
tion will be the speakers at the meet
erlck square; 7-room house and garage
~
;
J
Warren Telephone Co. which make I
WILLIA.M S WHITE
R. S.S., John Alley; L.S.S., Leon I
( HARLES L. VEAZIE, Register
corner Lindsey and Union Sts. ERNEST C. !
• . . GETS . . A(.RES, .. ( ATTLE. HORSE.
ing for grade and rural teachers of
HOMER E. ROBINSON
for the greater convenience of many j
DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davla.
110-tf ma’nlnery. vehicles, hay. ensilage, potatoes.
H7-S-I2h
land.
*
Warren and Union, to be held Satur
W. W. CASE
—------------------ —----------------------------------- 1 beets, cabbage, beans, vegetables Included :
of their patrons in that all charges
The sophomore class of Camden
Directors
TO LET Nice house in good repair, just handy depot town. 5 min. to school; water
day at 1.30 in the lUgh School build
are now collected at the office on
vacated
by party Who have occupied It for 25 ( sports and trapping; brook-watered pasture,
High
School
has
elected
these
offiNotices
or
Appointment
ing.
years and have now moved out of town. Large valuable wood, high-producing tillage, fruit :
Main street.
cersi; President, John Miller: vice
I.
Charles
L.
Veazle,
Register
of
Probate
garage
or
barn with work bench In it. just the j cozy 8 room house, good barn, silo, hen house
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Hines and Mr.
president. Lawrence Hopkins; secre for the County of Knox, In the State of Maine, place for a carpenter. Plenty of land for a | All goes $1800, half cash. Picture pg. 29 new
No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1
and Mrs. V. A. Hoakes motored Wed
tary. Estella Burgess; treasurer, hereby certify that in the following estates garden. Inquire of E. B. HASTINGS. 120-tf j Ulus, catalog. Copy free. STROUT AGENCY,
nesday to Topsham to attend the fair.
Charlotte Young.
The sophomore the persons were appointed Administrators or
TO LET—Four room apartment In fine con 813-DG Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
ExcfWors and on the dates hereinafter in dition ; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage
123-lt
Frank Lehan of Manchester. N. H..
FOR RHEUMATISM TAKE
class has 29 members all of whom are dicated :
Adults
only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific Ht. I
spent the weekend here as guests of
100 ACRE FARM, almost given away, 25
—OF THE—
looking forward to an early visit to
GEORGE W LUDWrG late of Thomaston Tel. 518-M.
110-tf1 a. best tillage, tine pasture, lot of wood, tim
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Robinson.
Beach Inn, Lincolnville Beach, where deceased, September 10, 1929, Minnie A. Lud
TO LET—Furnished apartment ou Oak St ber : overlooks beautiful lake, wonderful view
Mrs. Maurice Hahn has been earing
of Thomaston was appointed Admx. and
GEORGES
BANK
they will be guests of their popular wig
NELSON B COBB.
118-tf of valley: 7 mi. house; fine repair: best
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
for Alice Peabody who has been seri
water . 50 ft. barn : hennery : shed : 5 minutes
secretary.
Oct. 4, 1929
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms and bath, to center, schools, etc. : canning factory,
laston
in
the
State
of
Maine,
at
the
close
of
business
RICHARD
L.
SHUMAN
late
of
Cushing,
ously ill the past two weeks.
* * • ♦
modern improvements. Inquire VESPER A. creamery nearby. All products can be sold to
deceased, September 17, 1929, Myrna B.
RESOURCES
Mrs. Alice Cook, Mrs. Alice Gordon
l#3-tf summer residents. Age forewe sale. Worth
Shuman of Cushing was appointed Admx. and LEACH. Tel. 133.
Richards- Estes
$216,663 61
and Mr. and Mrs. Bernard U. Jordan
►—4
I I IWI AJk I II Loins and discounts
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
$3000 only $1900. J. D. PEASE, Hope, Me.
138 36
Miss
Louise
A.
Estes
and
Denman
xvnnt
Pir Hannoi
Ilurtiior Topsdav
A
Av A A M A
Overdrafts
................
123-lt
HARRISON T. IRCAS late of Union, de
Miscellanebus
uent tn
to Bat
i u< . n<i> . taking
united States
Government securities owned ....
162,927 50
S. Richards cf Camden were united ceased, September 17, 1929. Maynard A,
586,319 59
I WOULD RE PLEASED TO TAKE your
two days tor ta*> tup and visiting
O
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned..........................
LET
E.
A. KNOWLTON file your saws atiu
Lucas
of
Union
was
appointed
Exr.
without
00
In
marriage
in
Portsmouth.
N.
H..
subscription or renewal to Saturday Evening
19.600
many of the attractiv,- places on Mt.
I IH II
Banking house. $9,666. Furniture and fixtures, $16,000
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St Post, Ladies’ Home Journal, Country Gentle32*059 38
Oct. 5, by Rev. II. J. Wilson, pastor bond.
Tel. 1010.
118-tf
Desert, with a stop overnight at The
m
31,250 13
_________ _____ _ man. and JNeedlecraft. Any of these would
MAHALA SIDEL1NGER late of Washing
of
the
Friendly
Church
in
thaf
city.
6.949 01
CIDER MILL Having one. of the largest I make a good Christmas gift. SHERWOOD E.
Pines in Holden.
I he seeml y at
Dear Sir; I hope some one suffei - , outstf,e checks and other cash items .............................. ...
ton, deceased, September 17, 1929, Claude L.
Mr. and Mrs. Richards are now in Sidelinger of Monson, Maine, was appointed and most powerful cider presses In the State] FROST. Tel. 1181-Y.
2,750 00
122*124
Lucerne-in-Maine and the mountains ! ing with rheumatism,
---------------- - Neuritis or .j Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U 5S. Treasurer ............
CamdeiT
where
they
will
make
their
Admr.
without
bond.
of
Maine I am producing from 4 to 4>/fe galUOTOR TRU’wimTiTinx
of Mt. Desert were found too mag- stomach trouble, will read this. I had |
$1,061,657 61 j future home. The congratulations of
Total
WILBERT
R.
NORTON
late
of
North
Haven
nificent for description, and the party been suffering for three years with all j
their many friends are extended to deceased September 17, 1929, Fremont Bev
LIABILITIES
returned home quite satisfied they of these, and doctoring alT of the time. I
W. JmVELL. Knckland. TeL
erage of North Haven was appointed Admr, ^r«,«^,k„'di,nh(!e,r
them.
$55,006 00
and qualified by filing bond on the same date,
could have chosen no lovelier sea | but received no help. A friend to’.d Capital stock paid in ...............
a car and it will pay to have your cider made | 7------ :----------------- ---------------------------- 1-1
15,000
00
.TAMES F. McMANUS late of Rockland
son in which to enjoy the beauties of . me how he had been cured of rheu- ; Surplus .....................................
my mill. Will buy apples at 15 cents per) FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGE8
17,487 57
A jug of Jamaica rum was found in deceased. September 17, 1929, Theodora R at
Undivided profits—net ..........
bushel b> pay for the grinding, should you and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar175 87
the foliage and the rugged outlines matism by your Specific. I sent for . Reserves for interest, taxes. ind other expenses accrued and unpaid
Hawker
of
Augusta,
was
appointed
Admx
an
excavation
for
a
building
in
New
want.
Would
' he pleased to have the publli Jden
_ spot
‘ of Maine—Penobacot
‘
**
Bay.
Write
55.000 00
ottles. Be
I bad taken all of circulating notes outstanding ............
of Maine’s mountains. The return
York. Which at least partially ex and qualified hj filing bond on the same date. inspect my mill grinding days. Tuesday and us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKKT. Bel
cheeks outstanding
12 III)
trip Wednesday was made via the i.ne bottle I felt better, rend am gain Due to banks. Including ceititlol and ca biers
118-tf
Friday, up to and including Nov. 15. The ra fast. Me.
NELLIE G. HILL late of Brookline. Mass
111,368 77
plains the high prices paid for New
I Demand deposits ............................................................................
17. 1929, Elizabeth H. Spalding pacity of my mill daily 2509 gallons, six gal
ing all trie time. 1 consider it a won Time deposits ...............................................................................
804.613 10
State capital.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appolntYork real estate.—Arizona Producer. September
of Brooklyn, N. V.. was appointed Exr and lons every minute. J. H. SIMONTON, mill at ment.
ent. Phone 305-W. or call at^l CRESCENT
Miss Annie Starrett of Pleasant derful medicine for these complaints.
119-tf ST.
qualified by filing bond without sureties on West Rockport.
$1,661,637 61
Mrs. C. H. Johnson.
ville is attending Commercial Col
the same date. C. Earle Ludwick of Rock
♦JEN7HAL TRUCKING, Oyster River bridge.
28
Adams
St.,
Winsted,
Conn.
land.
Agent
in
Maine.
lege in Rockland.
State of Maine. County of Knox, ss:
...
that the above
EDWARD K. GOULD
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M.
I L S Levensalcr. ( ashler of the above-named bank
The topic for the next Wednesday Sept. 17. 1929.
OSCAR E. FLINT late of Rockland, de
118-tf
W
THE
DIAMOND
BRAND.
A
g LEVEXSALKR, c„hl„.
ceased, September 24. 192*9. Frank C. Flint
Let us send you a booklet, BUX .Uiement I. true to .he bet of my knowlod.. and belief.
evening service at the Baptist
Attorney at Law
FISHING AND SAILING PARTIES taken
of Rockland was appointed Administrator and
TON
RHEUMATIC
MEDICINE
CO.,
Church is “Like, Unlike God.”
Sohserlbed and sworn to before me Ibis ln,h d>’'v ,
„ ,,,
i out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
J. M ALTER STROLT, Notary Public.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Jordan who Abbot Village. Maine
Attest:
Special Attention to Probate Jdattera Tel. 1070-W._______________________ 101*125
18 1
Correct—Attest:
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
have been guests "I iheir < i<in. Mrs. por Sale by aH leading drug stores
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I
LEVI SEAVFV
and Real Estate Titles
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and
LADIES—Reliable stcck of hair goods at the
R E DUNN
Alice Cook ibis w. -1,. left h.alav for
yea«Kt>3wa.a« Best. Safest, Always RchaW a
Corner Main St, and Tillson Avs.
R 'ckland Hair Store 236 Main St Mall order*
Saturdays, (all or phone 69-R. DR J H.
h
e McDonald
iheir home in Medlteld. Mas- MissWlOBVmWbiUVtRtWHtKf solicited HELEN ( RHODES.
I8U i DAMON, dentist. Rockland,
118 tf
118-tf
Pirectors
120S123
Inv from 1 hv I'nnilly ein le t|.
rear

Don’t Be Haunted by the
“Ghosts” of Paid Bills

Modern Pants Co.

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

NATIONAL BANK

BUXTON’S

NATIONAL

RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC
JlLVU
lV

CHICHESTER'S PILLS

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. P.uth McBeath and daughter
NEW COMMANDER HONORED
Betty leave Monday for New York
from where they sail Thursday on '
the S. S. Venzuela enroute to San
Francisco by Tae Panama Mail Line Col. Basil H. Stinson Gets Fine Ovation 'From His Budd'es
which affords one of the most inter
of the Legion and Ladies of Auxiliary
esting canal trips, touching points in
South America, Central America, etc. |
They plan to spend the winter, with
Col. Basil H. Stinso/i, the new de- Legion and Auxiliary. Referring to
headquarters in Los Angeles.
In addition to personal notes regarding
Miss Kathleen Haskell who attends I
----| partment commander of the Ameri- Depart men ^Commander Stin.son she
departures and arrivals, this department espe Farmington Normal School was home!
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall arrived ! can Legion In Maine, had an oppor- said: “Let us uphold him in his en
cially desires Information of social happenings,
Miss home yesterday from a two week^’; , it Th„,.Hd.lv nieht to learn how deavor to make his administration
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or for a few days this week.
one of unqualified success.”
• telephone will be gladly received.
Haskell in addition to her class work motor trip through -the White MounThe introduction of Col. Stinson,
TELEPHONE -................................................... 770 acts as pianist for the school orches tains and a» guests of friends. and|)l>jular he ls " ith his home 1>o,t'
tra and glee club.
relatives in various places.
The occasion was afforded t>y the which was very neatly done by
banquet given in his honor by Wins Toastmaster Butler was the signal
The ladies of the Univeroalist
for a demonstration which would
Church will serve supper Wednesday
Mrs. Jennie Tolman and Mrs. Flora
A family party was held at the low-Holbrook Post and Auxiliary in
have gladdened the heart of any man.
at 6. Mrs. Anne Haskell as chairman Richardson who have been guests of i,ome of Mrg Eillan p Copping last Odd Fellows hall. Incidentally he
Col. Stinson devoted his entire talk
is assisted by Mrs. Susie Davis, Mrs. Mrs. Fred Collambre, Camden road, evening in honor of Capt. A. F. Pills received the felicitations of Areyto a description of the national con
Lena True, Mrs. Katherine Veazie, for the week, have'' returned to their bury of San Francisco and Berkeley. Heal.Poat of Camden, which not only
had an important share in his elee- vention recently held by the AmeriMiss Mabel Lamb, Miss Myrtle Her home in Winchester, Mhss.
tlon at Orono, but which now pledges [ can L*sion in Louisville, Ky., and
rick, Mrs. Clara Smith. Mrs. Ade
The
Methodist
Ladies
Aid
, *,e ,to I its heartiest support for him while from which he admitted that he got
William H. Maxey is the guest of his .
laide Snow. Miss Harriet Rankin.
hold
an
all-day
rummage
sale
in
the
he jf. j offl(?e
“an awful kick.” The Maine delega
Miss Adelaide Holmes, Mrs. Alice daughter, Mrs. Martha Watts, in vestry next Tuesday.
Felicitations were also extended to tion left Boston on a 16-car train
Warren.
Marsh and Mrs. Eva Toner.
Mrs. Anne Snotf, whose brilliant rec which originally numbered two dinMr. and Mrs. William Marshall and ord as president of the American Le erf*. One of these got lost in the
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy is in Stockton
Mrs. Harry Cowie (Florence Haley,
children Jane and William Jr. and gion Auxiliary in Maine has been a shuffle, and the Legionnaires were
formerly of Rockland) since the re Springs, the guest of relatives. •
IL A. Harris and daughter Virginia source of constant gratification »nd decidedly hungry when they finally
cent death of her husband, has been
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Miller of Au who have been visiting relatives in pride. It is not often that a single did get a meal. Some apples pre
in the home of her cousin Eugene
Radio experts, from all parts of the at 11.30. The special will be sent to pvill be given if application Is mat
North Haven were guests this week
sented by ,the Virginia delegation
Haley, in San Antonio, Texas. She gusta were visitors at the home of of Mrs. Mary Brown at The High- town can boast of having a Legion helped out.
world, have marvelled at the com- | surrounding towns where concerts I at Park or Strand Theatres,
. .
A
, | commander and an Auxiliary presjh^s her four children with her. Het- Miss Margaret Stahl Thursday.
lands enroute to their homV in d#nt a, pl.actlcaIly the samP t,mPi as
The check card of entertainments plete radio and sound equipments in- |
present address is 1118 i\V. Elsmere
Mrs. Francis Louralne entertained I Washington. IJ.
was poinlcd out by CoI Wirtter H. in Louisville included admission to a stalled in the “I’ublix Theatres En
WORLD
SERIES
CAME
SEEN
AND
HEARD
place.
NOW
it cards Thursday evening at her
i Butler, the very happy toastmaster of deifijy. and never having seen such a tertaiftment Specials.” unique auto
•
in
race, Col. Stinson went. He went and motive wonders that are built to rep
home on Water street.
Mrs. Frank Marsh entertained at ; tbp occasion.
SHOWING
Harrison Heckman, field director
resent real railway trains. The radio
was
much
interested,
blit
told
his
“
FAST
COMPANY
”
luncheon and bridge Thursday eve- ■ Chicken supper was served bv
of the American Red Cross, war in
RigiTl Reverend Robert Campbell. ning with three tables In play,'honors Miriam llebekah .Lodge, and the at- audience in confidence that he equipment is controlled entirely from
with
Rockland yesterday on business.
bishop of LLBeria, Africa, who has falling to Mrs. Karl O-Brien. Mrs. L. ,endanPP bping unexpectedly large it thought now he would rather see a the dash board of the car. with dials.
EVELYN BRENT, JACK OKIE
harness race at Knox Trotting Park. I afiery an 1 volume controls and a’l
been guest of Rev. and Mrs. Erskine B. Cook and Mrs. Ernest Gamage
was foufid necessary to put in extra
necessary instruments within instant
1C0% Talking
C. O. Perry left by motor yesterday Wright at Jngraham Hill leaves toCol.
Stinspn
gave
a
very
graphic
| tables. The Rebekah reputation for
for Boston, to be accompanied on his i day for Boston,
Mrs. Gertrude Foster of Millbrtdge being a good “pervlder” stood it in description of the parade, which was reach of the driver. There is a “tunein horn’’ above the windshield and the
MONDAY-TUESDAY
return home by Mrs. Perry, who has
..
m
iTT
» . WO.
v “if *ee*end Ruest of M,s' Af£1* 1 good stead, and nobody went away the convention's biggest feature, 64
delegations being in line, and being operator may attain the»desired sta
been there for several weeks.
Mrs. Charles H. Berry entertained Fmall Camden street.
'
i,a
u
at cards Wednesday evening, with
___
,ung 5'
Marsh-Dodge Orches- seven hours in passing the reviewing tion and the necessary volume he
“1 have s’nned . . .
Ruth Chatterton
tra furnished instrumental music, stand. It is estimated that there wants with it. and by using a switch,
Mrs. Robert Adams. Limerock Mrs. Roger Wolcott of Hartford, as
Mrs. Rose Post went las
week' w'hile t£le vocalists all got busy when were 50.060 men in line, and that also located on the dash instrument
but who among u:
street, is to entertain Chapin Class honor guest. Prizes were taken by lo Boston where she spent
Lewis Stone
x ' Jerome Burrows mounted a settee 275,000 persons saw them go by. Ev board, he may immediately change
Tuesday evening.
J Mrw. L- N. Lawrence. Mrs. Charles A. end with her son. John Garvey, enIn
and
directed
the
singing
of
songs
the
sound
to
a
loud-speaker
in
the
can say he is
ery street was packed.
1 Rose and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, with [ rc-ute to Greenwich, Conn., where she
All Talking
The idea of holding the next con rear of the car. where it is again
, Mrs. Charles II. Morey and Mrs. «uest '“ize for Mrs- Wolcott.
I will be with the family of John Glen whose popularity will never die. The
Production
amplified.
splendid voices of Mrs. Donald Kel vention in Boston seemed to be a
without sin . . . ”
.Mayo for the winter.
Clarence Beverage entertained at
The entire set is contained in an all
sey and Bdward R. Veazie, popular popular one. for the reason—as Col.
‘MADAME X”
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins who has been
sewing and tea Wednesday at Mrs.
metal
cabinet
that
is
installed
directly
Thfere rs to be a conference of the soloists, were easily distinguishable. b’tinson heard it—was that delegates
Beverage’s home. Chestnut street, guest of her daughter. Miss Mina
The .banquet was arranged .by Ar from all over the country had rela behinu the dash, and by unlocking the
with Mrs. Dana Sherer as honor! Jenkins in Portland, left yesterday , Woman's Societies of Lincoln Asso- thur Lawrence who made it very
tives in New England, or formerly little door at the side, one has access
!
for
Peabody,
Mass.,
to
visit
her
son
|
c
j
a
tion
at
the
First
Baptist
Church
guest.
to the entire set. The aerial is sit
! Clarence.
, Tuesday with sessions at 10 a. m. and I "lu<? ,ot “ •“ecess.
the aid of lived there.
When the new national commander uated in the top of the car. entirely
...
.. ,
. ----- . '
,
I S® P- m. There will be three speak- : lo'al ^Bion workers.
Dr. John Van Schaiek of Boston
Toastmaster Butler called first on was chosen—an Arkansas man. all of concealed from view. There is also
Who Is to occupy the Universal!-1 ,M1*shHeIen I’erry of North Main
■ Mi!,.s Martha Howell, altissionuno is lo occupy me i ni\cisaiuM. | street has gone to New Y ork to take
Vice Comhiander Charles Davis of the State delegations massed their a speaker concealed under the
pulpit Supday morning will be the a secretarial course.
standards behind him except Massa “boiler” in the front of the car.
_
two State officers. AU interested
iiiicicaivu are
aiv I; A'-®5 -«fal Po«t. «'ho in ringing tones
In addition to the radio set. the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover
chusetts, and the only reason Col.
attend
these
I
declai
'
e<l
<
ha
t
the
Camden
Post
is
“Publix Special” is equipped with
Chapin Class is to sponsor a series I cordia!lv lnvlted to
during his Rockland stay.
j with the Rockland Legionnaires ev- Stinson heard for that State’s not turn-table sound apparatus for the
of bridge parties during the winter ' meetin&s, ery time, and that it stood with Com- doing so was that the Arkansas dele
Mrs. John Snow (Ethel Rackliffe) season, the first to be giver. Thurs |- The 1929-30 season of the liubin- mande,r St‘n,sonT in an>'th“'8 alld «v- gation voted to hold the next con playing of records. A high-powered
amplification system is used, with
was tendered a party Tuesday eve-* day evening at the home of Mrs. H.
I erythiilg. Mr. Davis got a big hand. vention in California rather than special type generators and convert
ning at the local office of the tele P. Blodgett. Talbot avenue, at 7.30 Rtein c,ub was auspiciously ushered
Mrs. Hazel Haskell, president of Boston. Col. Stinson decried such ers supplying the necessary power.
o’clock.
Attractive prizes will be *n yesterday afternoon in the Conspirit, if that was the real reason.
I phone company by her co-workers, presented. The committee in charge Rogation »l vestry with good attend- Win> Iow-Ho7brook Auxiliary, spoke
The turn-table is situated, also, so
sent Tto
the occasion evolving into a shower
briefly, but her words left no doubt,., Apples
r
, the Maine delega
that the driver of the ear may opis
composed
of
Mrs.
H.
P.
Blodgett.
;
ance
an
‘
l
an
interesting
program
that her organization yviU do its “on from the Bu,l»r farm at Mont.<1‘ miscellaneous articles to gladden
Mrs. George Palmer, Miss Edith Mc- under the direction of Mrs. Faith G.
weag failed to arrive until the con rate it withou moving from his seat,
the heart of a bride'
share.
.
Berry. The new officers, Mrs. Doro
Alman and Mrs. E. R. Veazie.
vention was over, much to the and an electric motor keeps it in con
The sound c ones
thy Smalkv, presid nt. Mrs. Hazel . Mayor James F. Carver, veteran of chagrin of Col. Stinson and his fellow stant motion.
Mrs. Etta Arnold who has been vis
Clarence M. Thomas is quite ill at Atwood, secretary, and Miss Mabel F another war, said that nothing could delegates. There was also a belated through the same horn as the sound
iting relatives in this city and Wal
Lamb, treasurer, occupied the chairs. ive him greater pleasure than to help arrival of Poland Spring water, from the radio. Yet another sound
doboro has returned to her home In his home, Spruce street. ■
feature, is the microphone system for
we come Col. Stinson back to his which was finally sent to California.
The program:
Lowell. She was accompanied by
....... Tosti home town. “It is hard to find a man
On the return trip Col. Stinson vis public address. The microphone may
The E.F.A. Club was entertained by Vocal duet—Venetian Sung
Miss Flora B. Fish, matron of the
Mrs. Vivian Hewett, soprano. Mrs. Hazel more deserving of the honor,” he ited Niagara Falls, and was much in be placed in any part of the car and
Nurses’ Home, wh » will spend a fort Mrs. Eva Flint at her Holiday Beach
Atwood, contralto
V.i.d. ‘and in behalf of the citizens I terested in a wonderful new railroad is connected with the amplification
night’s vacation in that city and in cottage Wednesday with picnic din Report of the annual convention of the State wish to extend congratulations.”
apparatus used for the sound equip
station in East .Buffalo.
ner followed by cards. Honors were
Federation of Music Clubs held in Port
Cambridge and Boston.
In presenting Mrs. Snow, twice
land
won by Mrs. Mary Keizer. Mrs. C.
“I cannot explain the amount of ment.
The Pijblix Special will visit Park
AIalK*lk*
Brown, delegate
delegate
president of the American Legion enthusiasm the trip gave me,” said
M. Richardson. Mrs. L. F. Chase. Mrs. „ n . Mlw Ala
belle Brown,
Mrs. John Clay ter entertained the • , ...
, ..
«■.,%.»
Contralto—At (Parting .................lames H. Rogers
and Strand Theatres Thursday and
J. Shuman and Mrs. Frank New<rju. ust Leaf..................'Sidney Homer Auxiliary of Maine, Col. Butler said Col. Stinson in conclusion. “It has
Thursday Auction Club at ‘her home
that he kne<v personally that two inspired me to go ahead with the Friday of next week. A parade will
hort.
<
Airs. Gladys Morgan, substituting
on Summer street.
——
Part 1—The Boston Biennial
Maine governors would have been I year’s werk as department com- he arranged and on Thursday there
will be a concert in Postoffice square
Mi,s M ry K. .Sylvester is home ,.ian0_Cll|ir^’
.... s,,rlaltl glad to have had her on their staffs. : mander.
The Woman’s Missionary Society
Mrs.
Snow
pai3
a
brief
but
very
Dancing
followed
the
past-prandial
MBs Elizabeth <Teli:!ii<iii
’•of the Baptist Church held its first fnin I niCtrsity of Maine for the j
i Part 2—Boston Biennial
eloquent tribute to the work of the | exercises.
meeting of the season Wednesday , weekend.
____
j
Miss Aleada Hall, delegate
-..........
J
afternoon in the chapel, with .Mrs. H. j
.
Mezzo-soprano—The Lark Doth Leave His
Mr. an 1 Mrs. Ko.and Graves who i Watery Nest ........................... tHoratio Parker
I. Hix as J< ader. Various phases of
feet deeper in the deepest part. This
Is Offering Many Attractive
Mrs. Helen Wentwortli
the winter’s work were disemtsed. It have be n visiting the latter’s mother i
other skating place was in the pas
Novelties Fc< the Little Ones
and
brother.
Gay
Street,
.left
Friday
Accompaniments
were
played
by
RAMBLES AFIELD
was voted to send a box of clothing
ture back of the Dud Keene house
Four-piece Brush Wool Sets in
Mrs. Berry and Miss Hall. An exto Mather School, and a box of needed for their heme in Waterbury. Conn.
where we all went at recess for a
pink, blue, red and buff $5, $6.03
----' change program will take place with
articles to Miss Ellen J. Peterson,
frolic. I presume the man's real
Here,
There
and
Yonder,
Berets and Sweaters to match
A caller upon some of her Rockland the Philharmonic Club of Lewistonmissionary in Hang Chow. China.
name was Dudley, but I never heard
Coats all colors# 2 to 4 years
Touching the Alluring him called anything but “Dud'’ and
Mrs. H. W. Frohock read an interest friends this w iek was Mrs. L. Wilbur Auburn in November, the Rubinstein
Navy Blue Chinchilla Coats fcr
I don’t think even the old residents
ing paper, entitled “Countryman of Messer, who drove over' from Lewis- Club to be represented by Miss Bertha
1 hings of Nature.
boys frem 2 to 5 years
ALSO PARAMOUNT PRESENTATIONS
would recognize him by any other
Christ.” which dealt largely with th< ton to pay a brief visit to h$r lngra- I. Luce, violinist. Mr$. Ruth Fanborn.
ham Hill cottage, bringing with her a pianist, and Mrs. Beulah Ames, musiDr. Dcntcn Sleeping Garments
name, so I give his every-day name
Syrian in America.
earful of hymn-books for the little ! cal read?r.
as we used to hear it, though it sure
from 6 months to 6 years
[Fourteenth Ramble]
ly does not sound very respectful and
Jersey Shirts and Shorties, from
Miss Villa C. Burroughs, religious chapel, a gift much needed. Also-------------------•—
STOCKWELL-RIPLEY
2 to 6 years
director for the children of the rural with usual thoughtfulness, and noting
Out in the field, close by where he was a man who was very much
----Baby Buntings with or without
fields of the county, has been at enroute a tree bearing Porter apples.
Walter Benner’s hen house has stood respected.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene for years, grew a large thorn bush
As we grew older we went to the
sleeves, from $2.75 to $5.00
tending for the past few days th? she gathered a bagful for the desk of
Ripley. 200 •South Main street, was a and though many others grew here meadow brook for our skating and
t^nnual State Sunday school conven the apple editor.
Our shop is stocked with New Fall
---i colorful scene last evening, the oc- i and there all over the neighborhood. from far and near came others, espe
tion at Portland.
Gocc!-3, which we will be pleased to
Telephone 892
Mrs. Neilie Eldridge who has„been i caslcn being
- the wedding
- of their i and all bore lovely clusters of bloom cially in the evening, when dozens of
show you
Shows—2.00. 6.30, 8.30. Saturday Continuous, 2 00 to 10.20
Emerson Sadler has returned home V Biting Mi. and i|is. !• reeman Perry 1 daushter Muriel to Raymond Stock- pach ppi.ins, this was thc onlv onP skaters both old and young, gathered
from the .Marine Hospital. Portland returns today to her home in Kenne- WP„ of Camden. The living room among them which bore eatable there for an evening of hilarious,
COMING SOON—‘COCKEYED WORLD”
where he underwent a slight op.ra bunkport. accompanied part of the where the ceremony took place was fruit. All the other “thorn plums’’ riotous pleasure. From Rankin street
393 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
way by Mrs. Nettie Gardner who will , artistically decorated in autumn wcrc snla]i, deformed and always full to the old Greenhouse road the
tion.
All Talking Sequel to * What Price Glory”
b’ake a brief visit in Auburn. Robert j ieaWs, evergreen and red berries, the j of worms, while the fruit on this bush meadow brook was a scene or gayety.
122-1X3
effect very lovely. The dining room was big and red and so perfe<,t that for in those days the whole meadow
Milton Sprague, superintendent <f Dunbar is acting as chauffeur.decorations were chiefly in cut flow they looked as if made to order for was overflowed and our skating rink
the chemist department of Dupont
Mr. an 1 Mrs. Fred A. Carter are on ers, the refreshment table most at some milliner to put on a hat.
extended over the whole level part of
Powder Co., Woodbury. N. J., is vis
While I cannot recommend the ber the meadow on either side. As long
iting his uncle, Emerson Sadler, Suf a trip to Portland and Boston. Mrs. tractive in .its dainty appointments.
Charles IL Morey and Miss Edith The-guests were limited to 50. includ ries as particularly nutritious, or as we kept away from the flowing
folk street.
Bicknell are motor guests.
ing immediate relatives of th* two tempting to older palates, we child- brook in the center we were safe,
i ren enjoyed them although we were for the overflow like our little pond
Club Loyalty calls for what state of
families and close friends.
Mrs. Clara Clark is ill at her home i
Rev. F. Ernest Smith of Camden j obliged to exercise some care in re was very shallow and we did not have
I raind and what activities. in club
officiated. the single ring service be- sard to the big hard seeds therein, for to look out for air holes as fn a real
members? Salesmanship calls far on R&nkin street.
T.
.. ,
,
.ling used. The bride was given in we could have easily broken our teeth .pond like Chickawaukie where there
what characteristics?
These art
F. C. Norton Is spending the week- marriagp hv hpr fathpr and was at. , on them had we been at all careless. were always open places, even in
general discussion subjects for next
coldest weather.
Educational Club picnic an all-aay end with his son Edward in New tended bv Miss Alice Griffin as brides- Happily most of the fleshy part was
Adella F. Veazie
maid.. The groomsman was Hart- ;on Ihe o'ltside. so we generally
affair to be he’d about Oct. 23, at York.
Rankin street, Rockland.
ford Talbot of Camden. The wedding gnawed this otf and threw away the
Warrenton Park, with Mrs. Alice
The Sunshine Society will meet
Hall’s famous fish chowder to he
march was played by Miss Marian ; ^s„l;
Store your car at the Fireproof Ga
served at noon. The exact date will Monday afternoon with Mrs. Mabel Starrett of Thomaston. The bride was tides might still remain attached to | rage.—adv.
123-125
Brewster.
32
Grace
street.
I them
be announced. Whai <h> you and I
becomingly gowned in blue chiffon
• • « «
possess and what do jve lack in the
The Progressive Literary Club will velvet, whichAvith matvhing coat and
By the side of the road near the
business of being a modern club
hold its first meeting of the season hat served as her traveling suit. She ljttlp pf)nd j(|st thlg sjde (h<? Bpnnpr
woman, psychologically speaking?
carried
a
bridal
bouquet.
Miss
Grifsphoo
, honpp st()()d a thorn bl|sb ,p
with Mrs. C<w;a Snow Tuesday; Mrs.
Read Mrs. Alice Winter's “Th? Busi
,vlllch a ,.obin bui„ bp,. npst VP.„.
Annie Simmortw. leader. The first fin wore a striking ensemble.
ness of Being a Club Woman Today''
An informal reception loliowcd the aftP]. ypal. Thp |ast timp , bad an
act of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream”
and prepare to debate it. 'Jake writ
ceremony, with refreshments, the opportunity to go rambling over my
will be read.
ten reports of all collections turned in
bride cutting and serving the brides cjd tramping ground, I stepped down
since annual meeting and add all
Excitement and merriment int„ the ditch, pulled aside some of
T. E. McNamara, who has been in cake.
possible before next picnic.
charge of the Eagle Rock (Va.) lime reigned in the get-away, confetti fly- the thorny branches, and lo, there i
wnile his brother. James H. Mc- ing in all directions attempts to kill- was illy robin's nest, still in its olden
t Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen and .Mr. plant
Namara, was in Europe. ha\s returned ' nap the couple) etc. They finally place! Of course the original builder
and Mrs. Jonathan S. Gardner have heme.
| eluded their pursuers and left for a must have gone the way of all robins I
returned from a motor trip which in
“THE FUNNIEST MAN ON EARTH”
brief honeymoon trip after which they years and y^ars ago. but her descendeluded visits in New York. Washing
Mr. and uMr«. L. A. Thurston of will go to housekeeping in Oamdeo, ants have clung to the old homestead
ton and Richmond. Va. The trip t< The Highlands are motoring to Orono having taken a house on Mountain ' and built a nest there each year. 1
Virginia was an especially pleasan today, bringing home their son Karl road.
I took pains to make inquiry in regard
one for Mrs. Gardner, who was thus
IE and hear hi, BEAUTY CHORC.J in- their
The 'bride was graduated from to this, and so far as I can learn, there
given an opportunity to revisit the for the weekend.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
latest songs and dances in this unp*r«llel*d
Rockland High School 1928 and from
a robin's nest in that hush every :
scenes of her father’s former timbei
<She is .vear. and the school children look for
Mrs. Sabra Chandler is in Bath for Farmington Normal 1929.
musicnl
show
!
A
wonderful
eolleetion
of
cutting operations. The Delaware
prominent in the Universal 1st church, *t with as much interest as did I in !
two weeks, the guest of friends.
talent goes to make this show at> clever,
Waiter Gap. Storm King Highway.
having change in an efficient nian- i those far off days.
Bear Mountain Bridge and Mohawk
peppy
and
funny as any ever seen. Above all it is
flat
Mrs. Alberta Rose entertained the ner of the kindergarten class of the I Across tbe llltle l10nd was
Trail were among the special attrac members of the Outing Club, hus school. She has always been a great ' ledK.e llnder a "1aple tre.e where we
absolutely inoffensive. His comedy is bound to get
tions of the trip.
bands and special guests Wednesday, favorite with all wlw knew her u,8ed to 's't "hile, |)udtln8
®ur
you. You’ll be lo< king at a Broadway show when
evening at her Crescent Beach cot through her charm of manner. The ^ates. The tree has gone the way
you see this.
Airs. Ethel Halliday, who has been tage. Picnic supper was servied. the
...
| .. , . r» °f
trees in that locality, but the
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. . .
...
,
confined to Knox Hospital several “piece de resistance” being a delec groom,
°
f , , ,, . ,
i edge is still there, as is also the high
Home of Paramount Pictures
graduated from ( amden
,
. . ,
...
months, was able this week to leave table fish chowder x made by Mrs. Stockwell,
... .
.
.
.
mass of rock which we called tfre
that institution, and is now at the Rose. Card honors were taken by High School, 1924. where he was big ledge” at the foot of which grew
Be Sure To Attend the Gala Opening Monday
•home of Mrs. Florence Patterson, In Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and G. M. prominent in athletics. He is em a large birch tree with many sprouts
ployed by the Camden Woolen Co. at its base which we used to chew
graham Hill.
ALSOSimmons. The next meeting will be
and held in the highest regard by all. and call “checkerberry birch” a« the
on Tuesday, Oct. 22. with Mrs. J. N.
Mrs. W. A. Fdield has received a Southard and Mrs. Anne Haskell en The display of wedding gifts tesii- taste was somewhat similar to checkletter from her son. John Fitteld, who tertaining at ‘iShftrelands.”
tied to the popularity of the young eibeny leaves. That tree is also
WHAT A PROGRAM ! !
couple—quantities of silver, linen, gone, but new ones have sprung up in
is quartermaster on the steamship
President Polk, which is making a
1 Paramount News
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry have china, glass', house furnishings and the crevices of the “big ledge.” These
electric appliances, as well as money. were mere hushes the last time I saw
round the world trip. The letter was been in Portland for a few days.
2 Comedy
mailed at
Kobe. Japan. Sept. 12.
them, but were surely “chips of the
An All Talking Comedy Drama, Featuring
BANKS-ALLEN
and was 22 days coming. Gn the way'
old block” for I had the curiosity to
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey
3
Pleasure Crazed
out from Honolulu they ran into the have returned from a abort visit in
Chrysanthemums !
The
most
test them and found the same old
Sumner Boyd Banks of M irlhoro. checkerberry flavor.
glorious of Autumn’s flowers, bring
tail end of a typhoon and b. fore reach Boston.
The One and Only
• • • •
Mass., and Miss Agnes Margaret Al
ing Kobe, they encountered another
the sparkle of sunshine into your
BOB OTT
The little pond is but a dry hollow j home. Decorate with Chrysanthe
which was furious, hut rode the
Mrs. Evelyn Harper entertained len of this city were (parried in
summer. occupied by smart weed
mums. We have them now at
jUorm safely. They expect to reach the Wednesday Sewing Club at her Friendship. Sept. 28, and are making
PRICES:
ftJew York about the middle of No home on Gurdy street, with luncheon their home for the present w K1. the land other useless weeds and in fact Is
their radiant best. Order today.
vember./- Mr. Fifield sent home a lit followed by sewing, vocal and instru bride's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. hardly more than a puddle at any
MATINEES—BALCONY
25e
tle booklet containing much infor mental music. Miss Marian Starrett William H. Thomas, Masonic street, time of year, but when we skated
ORCHESTRA
35c
MATINEE 2.00 P. M.
mation concerning the trip: also the. presiding at the piano most efficiently. Mr. Banks is employed at S. Xilo there in winter we thought it quite a
CHILDREN
10c
guest list. Among the names are those Those present were Miss Shirley Spear's garage and repair shop Mrs broad expanse of lee. There was but
EVENINGS 7.30
of Dr. and Mrs. (’. E. Bonsfield of Glidden. Miss Starrett. Mrs. Herman Banks is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. one other skating place in the imnicEVENINGS—BALCONY
35c
Maldon. Mass.. Baptist missionaries, Johnson, Mrs. David Libby. Miss Krnest 11. Allen of Brookline, Mass., dlate neighborhood, ami this loo was
“SILSBY’S"
NO SEATS RESERVED
ORCHESTRA
50c
Dorgan.
Mrs.
Rayrhond but has made her home In Rockland only another puddle. Ian both were
who are returning to Shanghai, Emma
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
China, after a year's furlough to this Thompson and Miss Frances Brad the last seven years, and has been perfectly safe for small children as |
122-tf
attending High School here.
I neither of them was more than three j
ford,
Country,

THE PUBLIX SPECIAL IS COMING

THE BABY SHOP

Crockett’s Baby Shop

Say it with

Flowers

OTT

/rs

MUM
TIME

“PLEASURE CRAZED”

DOROTHY BURGESS

The
Little Flower Shop

THE BATTERY BOYS

’ 4* 4« 4* 4* 4* 4« 4« 4* 4» 4« 4« 4» 4* 4* 4* 4«

4* 4*4* 4* 4* 4« 4* 4* 4* 4» 4* 4* 4* 4» 4* 4* 4* 4* 4
*
4’

THE REALM OF MUSIC

TALK OF THE TOWN

4*
❖

»*« »•« »•« »*•

*, »*«

»*♦ »♦« »*. »*♦ «j» ♦*.

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

»j» ♦*. ♦*« •j» .j» »j» *j» •*«»’«►*« ►;« »j» 4*4* 4*4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*

The Parent-Teacher Association
holds its first meeting Monday eve
Written on the celebration of the birthday ning at 7.30 at the High School build
of a gentleman who has passed his first mile
ing, in Miss Cochrans room.
stone, plus.
IN DICKY’S DUMP

In Dicky’s Dump there may he found,
In boxes, shelves and walls around,
Strainers, kettles, tubs and pails,
.Shovels, lanterns, saws and nails,
Mammocks, Ashlines, oars and grates,
( ups and saucers, spoons and plates.
Shipmate stove, and life-preserve* >.
Skillets, dippers, howls and servers,
<iatT and oarlocks, ropes and tiller.
Gossamer and umber-il’er.
Sardines, coffee, salt ami tea.
1 i tines and pickles per recipe.
Cukes, cheese, onions, lemon squeezers,
Carrots, pork and pepper sneezers,
< ocoa, crackers, ketchup, taters,
Buoys, sinkers, lines and baiters.
'Molds, measures, charts and dampers.
Rubber hoots to lend to campers,
('lam-forks, breadboard, pin for rolling,
Paint-pot, beckets and tarpaulin,
Kiudlers, slabs and ticking clock,
Megaphone and tomahawk.
I ath.s and hoards, beloved sink,
Caulking cotton to fill a chink.
Grummets, mirror, bungs, axe, crates,
( amp-chair, shoehorn, soap ami weights,
Festive board with lamp thereon.
Monkey wrench and can o’ corn.
Hardtack, hatchet, chair-seat, bread,
Lumber, spikes and barrel-head,
W a ter-jug, belayin /-pins.
Crowbar, fish-hooks, shining tins,
Sugar-barrel, knives, sou’wester.
Khaki knickers, coat and vest-er.
.Mast-hoop, thole-pins, driftwood, knees,
Piecious salvage from tiie seas.
Washed ashore, picked up adrift.
From love of beauty or sense of thrift—
The many more things we will lump
'lo be found in Dicky s Dump.
Tii is lit tie shack, 15 by 20.
Full of welcome and joy a plenty.

Udw.

Every-Other-Day
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Hayes is moving into the

Hemingway-Perry house or. Summer
street.

The Pentecostal Church (“Holy
r.o’lers”) is to have a baptism on’
the waterfront at the Southend Sun
day.
Cement walk is being laid in fr. .it
oi tne W. H. Glover Co.’s n» \v bhn
constituting the finishing touch of a
sph ndid improvement.

The auxiliary of Winslow-Hol
brook Post meets Monday evening at
7.30 when the yearly r.eports will b
heard. Th< re will lie important work
at the hall in the afternoon.

M. R. Pillsbuiy is moving into the
Mr Loon apartment on
Summer
street today. The apartment vacated
at 5 Talbot avenue will be taken by
John Pomeroy and family.
Attractions at the Strand next week
—Monday and Tuesday the all-talk
ing version of the ol dand famous
stage play "Madam X;” Wedensday
and Thursday, “Why Leave Home,’
from the musical comedy “Cradle
Snatchers;’’ Frida yand Saturday,
1 "Close Harmony.”

Steamship Camden will make a
special trip to Coston Sunday night
so as to be in readiness for the fall
schedule, which will see ht-r coming
, out of Boston Monday night, and ar
riving at this port Tuesday. Thurs
day and Saturday mornings. This ar
rangement will exist until about
Xov. 9, when the freight steamer
(’ornish will go onto the run for the
winter.

I
;

It’s a safe wager that Phil Jones is
»n his tiptoes up at Orono this afternoon. The Maine freshman football
team which he is coaching open its
season with the Notre Dame team
of Waterville. On succeeding Satur
days the Maine Frosh will meet
<’ burn Classical. New Hampshire
Frosh. Bridgton Academy and East
Maine Conference Seminary, all of
the games being played at Orono.
We’re pulling for Phil’s team.
Secretary Hewett of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce has issued
certified ballots for the election of
four directors, and the polls will close
at 2 p. m., Oct. 25. The nominations
(in alphabetical order) are: Arthur S.
Baker, hanker and insurance; Walter
H. Cutler, attorney at law; L. B.
1 Cook, merchant; J. A. Jameson,
ci., er; M. F. Lovejoy, insurance; A.
F. McAlary, superintendent of water
i company; M. B. Perry, grocer; Basil
IL Stinson, steamboat agent.

Clara Barton Guild had a pleasant
and profitable meeting Wednesday
afternoon in the Universalist vestry,
Lauristor. W. Mank, employed at
with Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker in the Lawrence cement plant, was ac
charge1. Attractive blotters to l>e in cidentally struck in the face by a felcluded in the Christmas boxes for ; low workman's shovel Thursday,
Japan wer? mad .
necessitating a hurried trip to this
city, where he received treatment for
Clue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts will Irs injur d eyes, at the hands of I>r.
np<t Monday afternoon at 4 oclock H. V. Tweedie. Dr. Tweedie was alse
ia the Universalist vestry, with Cap- called Thursday to administer treatlain Nina Beverage in charge. Elec m nt to William H. Maxey, an em
tion of patrol leaders will take place, ploye of the Glover Mill, who was
and organized plans will be drawn up struck in the face by a board which
rebound 'd while he was sawing it.
for the season’s work.
The case was sufficiently serious for
The first meeting of the 1929-30 Mr. Maxey to be taken to Knox Hosseason of the Parent-Teacher Asso- iJ pital.
elation will take place Monday eve- i
C o k from New Bedford, where he
nir.g at 7.30 in Miss Cochran’s room
in the high school building. Plans has been making a visit with his
for the season’s activities are to be daughter-in-law. J. F. Woodsum 87discussed, as well as other important year-old Civil War veteran is now
amusing himself by picking apples
business.
in J. S. Gardner's orchard at The
The automobile licenses of the fol Meadows. He showed a Courierlowing persons have been revoked for Gazette reporter one of the hand
three years, Hollowing their coi vic- somest King apples ever picked from
tion for typsy driving: Lauri Kanko. a tree, and a well formed Siamese
South Thomaston, William J. Phil- apple. An especially interesting fea
brook, Viralhaven; Paul R. Reidy, ture of Mr. Woodsum’s trip to New
Rockport; Roland Studley, Waldo Bedford was his visit to an old whal
ing ship which has been hauled up at
boro.
1 the Col. Green estate and cemented in.
Lewiston Journal: The W.C.T.V. Mr. Woodsum spent four years on
lost a noteworthy leader in the recent whalers prior to the Civil War and
death of Miss Clara M. Farwell at knows every island in the North and
Rockland. She enjoyed friendship South Atlantic oceans, which served
with Frances Willard of National as ports of call for such craft. "Hadn't
temperance fame and worked actively been aboard a whaler since the Civil
with Mrs. L. M. X. Stevens here in War,’” said Mr. Woodsum. "but I
knew every rope on the ship.”
Maine.

Abe Professionals.

Nothing

swerves them from^their re

lentless duty of digging up

laughs. And can they do it?

Tune in on Station \\ TIC,
Hartford, TONIGHT, and hear

these Pleasant Valley Detec
tives solve

their first great

mystery.

Presented by theSilentGlow
Oil Burner Corp, of Hartford,

professional solvers of all heat
ing problems...from kitchen

stoves to public buildings.
Remember, now...

Station WTIC
Wave

Length 282.8 meters

TONIGHT
and erery Munday night at

7.30
It’s a knockout.

The many friends of
William
Rogers Chapman in this vicinity wifi
be interested to learn that he will
again conduct the annual Aroostook
County Musical Festival to be held
at the high school building in Cari
bou Tuesday, Oct. 15. Dr. Chapman
has already held one rehearsal at
Mars Hill of the choruses composed
of the membeis of the music clubs of
Houlton. Washburn, Caribou. Fort
Fairfield and Presque Isle preparatory. He has made the prediction
that the event this year will far sur
pass the one he conducted last year.
tie had high praise for the quality
of the >150 women's voices that will
comprise the choruses, drawn from
the combined ladies choral clubs of
the county. Among the numbers to
be given are noted “On the Stepp.
(Gretchuninoff). a new waltz by I)r.
Chapman himself, entitled “Spring
Joy” and Victor Herbert's lovely
melody "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life."
The soloist will be Erie Renwick of
the San Carlos Opera Company. 11c
has been heard several times in Maine
and has toured the country exten
sively in opera and concert. He has
a baritone voice of great beauty. A
decided novelty will he the-orchestri
of 25 leading musicians of the county
urtder the direction of Leyland
Whipple of Fort Fairfield.
• • • •
A contract for a fine two-manual
pedal pipe organ, electrically actu
ated, to he placed in the recital hail
on the third floor of the Symphony
House, the home of the Bangor Sym
phony Orchestra, has been signed
with the Hook Hastings Company of
Kendall Green. Mass. The organ ithe gift of Frederick W. Adams of
Bangor, on * of the trustees of the en
dowment fund, who has Iteen active
in the work of providing the splendid
home and music center for Bangor.
Mr. Adams' gift wa partly due to
the fact that as a young man he found
little opportunity to practice upon th«
pipe organ while studying that in
strument. and the organ at the Sym
phony House would thus place at the
disposal of organ students an instru
ment upon which they might practie
| more faithfully. The organ will be
— 1 installed in January.

its floor spread is equivalent to 10
city blocks.
To walk completely
around that area at the briskest pace
of three and one-half miles an hour
would take a visitor the better part
an hour. In a single strip 60 feet
wide and the equivalent of Victor
floor space wbuld extend from Phila
delphia to Atlantic City and half wav
hack again. The inhabitants number
many thousand men and women,
many of whom have been technically
trained by Victor. Day and night it
hums with activity and the unceasing
effort of each employe to contribute
bis best to the particular task in
hand.
»
.

The Silent Glow’ Oil

Burner Corp.
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

R. C. SMALL
STONINGTON, ME.

A. T. NORWOOD
WARREN, ME.

♦ # • •

Mrs. Alfred Julian Rowan, chair
man of the Boston Atwater Kent
radio audition committee, has an
nounced the winners of Sept. 29 at the
New England Conservatory—Miss
Mae Taylor, soprano, of Boston, and,
John Pergival of South Sudbury, who
will take part in the Massachusetts
audition Nov. 3. There were 45 en
trants. and among the eight chosen
for the finals appeared Miss Adelaide
E. Cross of Rockland. Five of the
t ight chosen for the finals were jnipils
of Mrs. Richard Stevens with whom
Miss Cross studies at the Conserva
tory. Miss Taylor being one of those
five.
• • • • z
The Portland kiwanis Club is
bringing the United States Navy
Rand to Portland for an afternoon and
evening concert, Saturday, Oct. 26.
Some of Rockland's music lovers may
attend one of these concerts, as it is
a rare privilege to hear a band of such
a brilliant reputation.
The United States Navy Band is
composed of picked men from the
country’s leading hands. Such names
as Ostros, Meyer and Goucher are an
indication of the high calibre of
musical ability that has been assem
bled under the leadership of Lieut.
Charles Benter. It is acclaimed as
one of the outstanding military band
organizations in existence today. In
Washington its concerts are attended
by the country's leading executives,
including the President, his cabinet,
government officials, diplomats and
musicians of international promi
nence.
IL-for' the World War the United
States Navy had no representative
b ind. There were a number of naval
lands attached to individual battle
ships, but there was no great official
organized band. That sprung into
• xistence shortly after the war. On
the very day of his inauguration,
March 4, 1925, President Coolidge
signed the Act of Congress giving the
United States Navy Band official
status as the premier musical organi-,
zation of the United States Navy, a
status that it has duly earned in the
few short years of its existence.

• , / ,

Sore Throats
and Coughs

hungry,”

says MAINE mother!

FIG SYRUP

Vicks Now Passes
26 Million Yearly!

A Summary of the Coast Ar
A large ntmiher of men from the
tillery Activities in Knox : Lincolnville platoon of Battery E
[are at Houlton with New England More and More Million* Follow
County
j Telephone & Telegraph Company, hut
I are « x|»ected hack within the next
Col. Dusenhury has completed his week and will be at drill again before
visits to the loral units and returned i the end of the month.
• • • •
to Portland. He visited the regular
First Sergeant Martin Richards,
drills of Battery E (Camden) and F
'
(Thomaston) and expressed himself Battery E is confined to his home by
illness. Corp. Clinton Shlbles, is a
ns well pleased with the progress and student at Massachusetts A. G. Mess
conduct of the drills. The large turn Sergeant Kenneth Brown is sick in
out at Thomaston was particularly the V. S. Marine Hospital at Portland.
noted, as this was the first drill of
• * • *
the season fqr the battery. Battery
The F Battery Club will hold its
G (Rockland) did not hold a regular
drill while the Colonel was here but first meeting and dinner of the sea
son at Knox Hotel next week.
I
put on an excellent N.C.O. School for
♦ * ♦ ♦
him Tuesday night.
• • , ,
Capt. Russell Gray. Battery F is
Col. Dusenbury announced that the visiting in Boston.—Sergeant Sumner
Portland batteries were forming a Banks, handed out the cigars Wed
drill squad of 40 men along the lines nesday night at the drill in honor of
of the Red Star Squad of the Mas his recent marriage.
* * * ♦
sachusetts National Guard (1st Corps
Kenneth Olsen and Lawrence Boyce
Cadets) and that he would like to see
the three local batteries form a squad have enlisted in Battery F. Private
and meet the Portland batteries in Chester Maitini has enlisted in the
combat at the next camp. The squads Regular Army and has been assigned
nre made up of the men selected for to the Coast Artillery at Panama.
their knowledge of infantry drill and
We have seen many statements
the manual of arms. They are given
special training and after qualifica covering the cost of crime, tires, ac
tion are permitted to wear the red cidents, and what not, hut no one
star on their right sleeve. Compe ever published a statement of the cost
titions are held between all the units of compiling all these ^statistics.—
in the 1st Corps Area (Regulars. Na Brunswick Pilot.

WALDOBORO
May Korh. the singer, in privat
Dominic Fossa is in Danvers, Mass. ! life Mrs. Charles Raymond Cronham
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Weeks have | of Portland, has interestin'' plans fi
Miss Kerb,
returned from York Harbor where the coming season.
whose unuiual talents are well known
they have been during the summer.
Dewey Piper has returned from in Portland, has h» n signed for .in
engagement with the Boston Male
Boston.
Choir, and she has been appearing in
S. A. Jones and Miss Helen Jones
concert with these artists this week,
have been in Massachusetts this
visiting Vermont, Plattsburg . and
week.
•
I Quebec.- Further plans are a tour in
Mrs. Jennie Benner has returned November with the 'Tales of Hoff
after a week's visit with her conslns man” Grand Opera Company, when
Mrs. Everett Trask of Cedar Grove performances will be given In man:.
and Mrs. Melvin Hutchinson of Rich . of the large cities. Miss Korb has
• ♦ • •
mond. .
i recital engagement with the ma)
Six complete symphonies will be
W. C. Flint and G. A. Levensaler are choir in Worcester Xov. 4. Many
on a motor trip to Niagara Falls.
music lovers in Rockland and vicinity performed during the winter for radio
Mrs. Theresa Keene has returned have heard her in conjunction vi’.h listeners by the General Electric
Symphony Orcli^stra. it has been an
from a three weeks' visit in Port recitals given by Mr. Cronk m on
land.
Portland municipal organ, and have nounced by Walter Damrosch, who
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Billings been charmed by her lovely voice and will rt sume conducting the Saturday
evening concerts tonight (Oct. 12).
have returned from their vacation winsome manner.
The efirst to be broadcast will b
passed in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy I Four publications of ths Olber Dit- Glazounow’s Symphony No. 3, sched
have returned from Brockton, where [ son Co. particularly interest me. Of uled for Nov. IS The other five will
they attended the fair.
! appeal to piano teachers is Folk be symphonies of Beethoven. TschaiB. C. Reed of Portland has joined Songs and Famous Pictures fur Piano kowsky, Mozart, Brahms and Haydn
his family at George W. Simmons.’
Beginners.” by Mary Bacon Mason. Mr. Damrosch has received a deluge
Rev*, and Mrs. L. D. Graves, Harold With the book comes a supply of in < f requests for complete symphonies
Sprague. Mrs. Ruby Bridges and Miss structive material such as charts, and is convinced that the musical in
Marion Welt attended the State Sun cut-out cards, pictures, etc., dealing telligence of his radio audiences war
day School convention in Portland.
with chords, ear training, intervals, rants this innovation.
• • • •
A child health conference will be notation, rhythm and time, scales,
The 100th anniversary of the birth
held in the Baptist vestry Monday etc. The little pieces drawn from
from 2 to 4 o’clock which will be open folk-songs of various countries are of Gustav Sehirmer, founder of the
to children under six years of age.
most delightful.
For the violin house of G. Schirmer, Inc., and
Clifford Loring has returned from teacher are two volumes. Eugene grandfather of the present generation
Boston.
Gruenherg’s ‘ Twenty Melodious Vio bearing his name, was celebrated on
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Taylor of lin Exercises in the First Position' Sept. 10. He was born in Thuringia,
Lynn, Mass., were Sunday visitors which should prove of value in tech where his father and grandfather had
Two ’McIntosh Red apples growing at the home of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
The E. L. Cleveland Potato Co. of
nique building, and Cecil Burleigh’s been pianomakers to the little court
Houlton, recently set the record for from one stem, but having two per
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Yorke, Willard
of Sondershausen. At the age of
digging potatoes. In one day on their fectly formed blows, was the offering Wyman and Miss Gertrude Wyman "In Playland" Opus 69. five pieces for eight lie emigrated to this country.
big farm the crews dug and picked up which Everett X. Hobbs, the Hope of Woodfords have been at the Wy violin and piano, easy in construc At 24 lie bec-ame manager of the
tion, but very tuneful and pretty.
1150 barrels of potatoes. Of these horticulturist deposited on the Sia man homestead.
music business of Kerksi g & Breus1050 were put in the storage houses. mese editor's desk yesterday. Mr
Miss Isabelle Waltz and Miss* Doro For the church singer a fine volume ing. and In 1X66 Gustav Schirmer him
This company was formerly headed Hobbs is guarding the specimen very thea Fall, who have been at the Waltz has been prepared, “Solo Responses self acquired the controlling inter
by a Knox County man, the late E. L. carefully and will exhibit it at the camp. Back Cove, have returned to for the Church Service," a collection est. Waiter Damrosch relates in “My
Cleveland, who became known as i forthcoming meeting of the Maine Massachusetts. Enroute Miss Waltz of short sacred songs of real beauty, Musical Life" how' his father wanted
th • potato king of Aroosto-ok County. Pomological Society in Lewiston. will be the guest of Airs. Carl Bur arranged for both high and low to go- to Baireuth for the first per
Such composers as Paul
Most of Everett's Mclntoshes—and dick at her summer home in Con voices.
Ambrose, Robert Coverley, William formance of the Nibelungen Ring
Harriet M. Nesbitt who has been lie raised a slew of them—were con necticut.
f
there in 1876. * But the material re
at the Poland Spring House is now tent to grow on their own individual
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spencer, Mr. Arms Fisher, George B. Nevin. Lillian wards of a conductor's life in those
: ’ Maple Villa, Intervale, N. H. “The stems, and with fancy fruit of that and Mrs. Ernest Spencer and Mrs. Taitt Sheldon, Henry Smart, Florence days was not what they are now, and
country has been very beautiful this breed commanding an equally fancy Julia Spencer of Worcester have been Turner-Maley, etc., are represented.
Leopold Damrosch did rtot see how
« « • «
i il. ’ writes Miss Nesbitt, Land 1 price, Mr. Hobbs is In a fair way to recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
A complete municipality in itself, he could possibly afford the trip.
bavee enjoyed many rides—one to have a goodly bundle of Christmas Benner.
When Gustav Schirmer heard of his
Paris, and on Paris hill, near the money this year. Baldwins and Spys
Mrs. Regina Hall of Portland has the mammoth plant of the Victor- desire he insisted on lending him the
library which was built in 122. had were a little short in his orchard, been visiting her mother Mrs. Wil Talking Machine Co. at Camden, N. J., immense sum of $500. to he repaid at
is, one of the most interesting ex
a wonderful view of the va'lcy below which conr.prisese about 600 trees.* liam McLaughlin.
Mr. Damroach’s convenience.
Roland Stewart of Newport. Ellis amples of a “city within a city" any
and the distant mountains.
The The product of this orchard netted
Mr. Damrosch adds that as a result
beautiful colors made a picture long the genial Hope man 22 blue ribbons Mantur of Brunswick, Mr, and Mrs. where in the world. It comprises and of his father's enthusiasm for the
E. W. Parnell, Hartford. G. Johnson houses the largest organization de
it North Knox Fair.
t » b • remembered.”
Ring, as he heard it In Baireuth, he
of Boston, Joseph de Napoli of Revere, voting its many-sided facilities to and Gustav Schirmer, Jr., produced
Mass.. E. Hayes of Boston, Miss Aud the manufacture of musical instru
Its 38 buildings contain “Das Rheingold" together in theit
rey Creamer, Waldoboro and Miss ments.
iwn Doll's Theatre the next year.
Edith McLain, Medomak, are reg 2,534,090 feet of floor space. « >vr 51
istered at the Medomak House this acres, and are occupied exclusive.y This, lie says, was the real premiere
’
week.
with the production of the new if the Ring in ♦America.
* » •
micro-synchronous
Victor
Radio.
For the benefit of those who possi
SOUTH WALDOBORO Victor Radio with Electrola. and the bly (lfINnot eateh the items shown be
making
of
the
famous
Orthoph
*nic
Miss Evelyn Genthner of Portland
low which appeared In a recent
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Victor records. Harry C. Grubbs, edition of “Twenty-five Years Ago'
vice
president
of
the
Victor
Talking
A. J. Genthner for a few days,
I ant repeating them:
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. RobertsJh of Machin • Division, states that "to get
“The'comic opera 'Priscilla' was
an
adequate
mental
picture
of
this
Augusta visited friends in this place
given in Farwell Opera House, the
huge
plant,
one
has
to
consider
that
Sunday.
principals in the cast being Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Wallace and
Eleanor Got -Howard. Miss Abbie
daughter Ethel of Thomaston wer*
Bird. Miss Pauline Austin. Miss Hope
callers Sunday at W. G. Wallace's and
Greenhalgh, Clarence A. Pendleton
O. S. Borneman’s.
J. H. Wilson. Thomas P. Hayden and
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E.
Roy L. Knowlton."
Church will meet with Mrs. Nellie
“A unique memorial service was
Wdnace next Thursday and serve
held in Pine Grove cemetery. Applepicnic dinner.
ton, where friends of William H.
Mrs. Annie Brown of Friendship
Sumner attended a muslcale given as
visited at Irvin Wallace’s recently.
Quickly Relieved By This a tribute to his late wife, Carrie DunThomas Creamer, Jennie and Addie
ton Sumner, who died May 31, 1903
Safe Prescription
Creamer were Sunday guests at A. J
The music was furnished by the Far
Here
’
s
a
doctor
’
s
prescription
that
Genthner’s.
well Opera House Orchestra, with
is really throat insurance. Sore or Miss Lottie McLaughlin as soloist.”
“TJHILIP is absolutely the pic- and in just a few days his stomach
• • « •
irritated throats ade reliev*ed (and
1 ture of health again,” says and bowels were acting perfectly.
SPRUCE HEAD
soothed almost instantly with the
Of
interest
to
organist and choir
Mrs. Wm. I. McAvoy, 139 Sherman He’s gaining right along now.”
Mrs. S. S. Waldron of Rockland is very first swallow. About 90% of all
California Fig Syrup has the full
St., Portland, Me. “A few weeks
occupying the Waldron farm for the coughs are caused toy an irritated master is the most recent issue of
“Fischer Edition News." 119 West
winter. Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson of
ago we had to force him to eat; now endorsement of the medical world.
throat; consequently for most coughs 40th street. New York. In addition to
South Thomaston are her guests.
A pure vegetable product, loved by
he's always hungry.
Mrs. Albion Caddy entertained too there is nothing ibetter than this several fine articles, it gives lists of
“I knew what to do when he be children. A gentle, but thorough
Tuesday Mrs. Nellie Pierson and famous prescription—it goes direct to enrols and anthems fir Christmas
came bilious, half-sick and list cleanser of a youngster's system and
Mrs. Olive Sheerer of Tenant’s Har the internal cause. It is put up un sacred choruses and anthems, a list
less, because we've always known a gentleenergizer for sluggish bowels.
der the name Thoxine and is guaran of Russian church music of real
hot*.
A
stimulator
for
lagging
appetites
about California Fig Syrup. Philip’s
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson and teed to stop coughs and relieve sore value, of oigan recital pieces, etc. A
coated tongue and had breath and digestions; a help in building
daughter Selma of Cuckold's Light throats in 1*5 minutes or your money copy may he secured free hy J. Flach
cleared up with the first few spoonfuls sturdy limbs and roliust bodies.
Station are spending a 15-days leave will be refunded. Singers and speak er & Pro., mentioning professional
connections, wlietlier librarian, or
The name California is
of absence with Mr. and Mrs. Otto ers find Thoxine very valuable.
T^e remarkable thing about Thox ganist, choir-director (giving name
important. No imitator
Olson and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cline.
CALI F O R N I A
Mr. and Mrs. I’. T. Ware and Mr. ine is that while it relieves almost af church), etc. Any of tha publi
can put that on his prod
and Mrs. Lavon Godfrey attended instantly, it contains nothing harm- cations revi: wed in the News are ob
uct.
fu?, is pleasant tasting and safe for tainable through any first-class
Topsham Fair Wednesday.
THE RICH, FHl ITT LAXATIVE
Mrs. Annie Thompson and Mrs. Ada the whole family. Ask for Thoxine music iiousc.
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN
Rackliff were pleasantly entertained 35c. 60c., and $1.00 bottles. Hold by
Hist ry, like nature, knows no
at dinner Thursday at the home of The Corner Drug Store and all other
straight lines.—William Bolltho.
Mrs. Inez Rackliff.
good drug stores.

he’s always

tional Guard and Reserves), Last
year the winner was the team from
i the 1st Corps Cadets (211 CAL

Trend of Modern Medicine and
Treat Cold* Externally

To keep paije with the ever-grow
ing demand for Vicks VapoRub, the
external treatment for colds, an
other increase is being made in the
figure of the Vicks slogan, made
famous when Vicks reached “17
Million Jars Used Yearly.”
Only a short time ago, the well
known “17 Million” wa3 raised to
"21 Million.” Again this figure has
been outgrown, as more and more
people turn to this better way of
treating colds. There are now "Over
26 Million Jars Used Yearly” — a
jar for every family in the United
States.
A generation ago, when Vicks was
originated, the idea of treating colds
without “dosing” was almost un
heard of. Today, the whole trend of
medical practice is away from need
less “dosing".
Mothers especially have appreci
ated this modem vaporizing oint-j
ment, because it checks colds with
out risk of upsetting children’s del
icate stomachs.
And so Vicks spread, until today
it has become the family standby
for colds — adults’ as well as chil
dren’s—in more than 60 countries.

f

Honest Values
that assure DEPENDABLE

The Chevrolet Red,
“O. K. That Counts”
Tag Protects Your
Used Car Purchase
Used car buyers in this commu
nity have learned that they can
have perfect confidence in any
used car that has attached to its
radiator cap the Chevrolet red
‘‘0. K. that Counts” tag.

Under the terms of Chevrolet’s
used car policy, originated to pro
tect the used car buyer, every
reconditioned car we offer for sale
is identified by means of this red
tag attached to the radiator cap.
This tag is the purchaser’s as
surance that the car to which it
is attached has been gone over
carefully by expert mechanics—
that it has been thoroughly re
conditioned—and that the price
is based on the car’s actual ability
to render service.

Due to the great popularity of
the newChevrolet Six in this com
munity, we have on hand at this
time an unusually large group
of these “0. K.’d’’ cars. If you
are in the market for a depend
able used car—come in. You arc
certain to find the car you want
—at a price that will positively
save you money. Make a small
down payment and drive the car
away—balance on easy terms.

LOOK
at these Outstand
ing Used Car Values
■CHEVROLET COACH, 1929
In good condition. Duco, tires; good
many extras; heater; bumpers.
Only $220. down.
Balance in 12
monthly payments.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COVNTS
1929 FORD TUDOR
Model A. This car was bought in
May. Look this one over for $190.
down. Balance in 12 monthly pay
ments.
/WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

CHEVROLET SEDAN. 1928
Reconditioned in our shop. Duco Is
good as new. Tires good; many ex
tras. Only $190.00. Balance in 12
monthly payments.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS
CHEVROLET COUPE, 1929
In good condition; cannot be told
from new. Many extras; $220.00
down. Balance in 12 monthly pay
ments.
THAT dbVNTS
WITH AN O.
■

FORD 1928 CABRIOLET
Model A. Rumlble seat; Is fully
equipped; a small down payment
will take this one; $180. down. Bal
ance in 12 monthly payments.
WITH AN O. K. THAT COUNTS

1928 CHEVROLET
COACHES, COUPES
We have some good buys In these
cars. A small down payment will
deliver'one of these cars. Your old
car traded in.

29-393—4*

Don’t Forget Our Used Car Lot Across From The Garage

Sea View Garage, Inc.
689 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

USED CARS
tt) ifi, an (>tCth at counts

